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Abstract 
This essay examines how trans people experience Swedish public libraries, as well as how the library can be an 
integral part of their trans identity work. The data sample was collected through semi-structured phenomenologi-
cal interviews with five trans and non-binary library users. The analysis of the interview data was done using the 
method of thematic analysis (TA), following an inductive approach. The theoretical framework focuses on five 
different, but connecting, concepts. Mainly, theories about intersectionality; whiteness; the heterosexual matrix; 
orientation; and categorization. 

The results of this study show that trans people use and experience the library in a myriad of different ways. 
It is clear, however, that all the informants look to libraries to provide them with material that they can see them-
selves represented in, to get a sense of validation for their gender identity. Even though the library provides this 
in some ways, other aspects connected to libraries function to hinder trans people in their identity work. There 
are several ways that libraries can improve on their services toward trans patrons, and one of these are to better 
facilitate meetings between different trans people through more activities catering towards this group. In short, 
libraries need to be mindful about this specific group both when it comes to the services they offer, as well as the 
physical layout of the library space. These are all aspects which affect and influence trans people and their ability 
to construct and express their gender identity. 

Eventuell abstract på svenska 
Den här uppsatsen undersöker hur transpersoner upplever Svenska folkbibliotek, och dessutom hur biblioteken 
kan fungera som en viktig faktor i deras identitetsarbete. Dataansatsen samlades in via semi-strukturerade feno-
menologiska intervjuer med fem trans- och icke-binära biblioteksanvändare. Analysen denna intervjudata gjor-
des med hjälp av metoden tematisk analys (TA), utifrån en induktiv ansats. Det teoretiska ramverket fokuserar på 
fem olika, men integrerade, koncept. Detta baserat på teorier kring intersektionalitet; vithet; den heterosexuella 
matrisen; orientering; och kategorisering.  

Resultatet av denna studie visar att transpersoner använder och upplever bibliotek på en rad olika sätt. Det 
framgår dock tydligt att informanterna alla ser till biblioteken för att erhålla material de kan se sig själva repre-
senterade i för att få en känsla av erkännande av deras genusidentitet. Även om biblioteken lyckas erbjuda detta i 
vissa fall lyckas andra apsekter av biblioteken fungera för att hindra dem i deras identitetsarbete som transperso-
ner. Det finns flera sätt som biblioteken kan förbättra deras tjänster gentemot sina användare som är trans, ett av 
sätten vilket relaterar till att arbeta mer mot att skapa mötesrum för transpersoner genom att erbjuda mer aktivite-
ter som riktar sig mot denna grupp. I korthet kan man säga att bibliotek måste vara medvetna kring hur de vänder 
sig mot den här användargruppen, både när det kommer till vilka tjänster de erbjuder samt hur biblioteket som 
fysisk plats utformas. Dessa är alla aspekter som påverkar och har en inverkan på transpersoners möjlighet att 
konstruera och uttrycka sin genusidentitet. 

Key words 
Trans identity work; Trans experience; Library experience; Public libraries; Intersectionality; Orientation; The 
heterosexual matrix; Whiteness; Categorization;  
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Introduction  

In April of 2019 the first part of the documentary by SVT's  TV program Uppdrag Gransk1 -
ning ‘The Trans Train and Teenage Girls’  was broadcast, with a second part following in 2

October the same year, called ‘The Trans Train: Part 2’  (Uppdrag Granskning 2019a; Upp3 -
drag Granskning 2019b). This two-part documentary was met with a maelstrom of criticism. 
The documentary discusses the issue of 'detransition', which relates to trans people regretting 
their transformation process. It focuses primarily on young trans men (whom the documenta-
ry, incorrectly, refer to as trans girls). This is an important issue to discuss since it is rarely 
talked about, but is still the reality for some people. However, the way Uppdrag Granskning 
chooses to go about tackling this issue is extremely biased and one sided, according to Sandra 
Ehne, chairperson for the organization RFSL (The Swedish Federation for Lesbian, Gay, Bi-
sexual, Transgender and Queer Rights ) (Thorén 2019). Ehne further criticizes the documen4 -
tary for promoting wrongful and prejudice concepts as facts (Thorén 2019). In another inter-
view Sandra Ehne accuses the program for grossly simplifying an extremely complicated is-
sue, and for not properly representing the trans community. Further, the program mostly in-
cludes interviews with the parents to the trans people in question, and in effect silences the 
voices of trans people in favor of highlighting the opinions of their cis parents. Ehne is also 
critical toward this aspect, claiming that it is unfair of Uppdrag Granskning to leave out the 
voices and experiences of the young trans people being discussed, in effect portraying them as 
non-subjects unable to speak for themselves (Rönngren 2019).  

Trans person and feminist Carl Gylling (2019) is similarly upset with the documentary, 
and also accuses the show of presenting wrongful facts. He further argues that the program 
promotes gender stereotypes by presenting trans men as mentally ill teen girls without the ca-
pacity for critical reflection. Besides, both Gylling (2019) and Ehne (Rönngren 2019) describe 
how this has already had some real life consequences on Swedish trans people’s lives, for ex-
ample by trans people having their gender identity questioned by the people in their proximi-
ty. Poet and LGBTQ activist Nino Mick (2019) is critical toward the focus the show places on 
surgery and hormonal treatment for the transition process, which they argue is not critical for 
all trans people’s process. Mick (2019) expresses a fear that the documentary might lead to a 
more restricted trans care, focusing more strongly on strict and conservative gender categori-
es. Similarly, Amnesty International Sverige and Queer Amnesty Stockholm has made a re-
sponse following the documentary about how trans care in Sweden does not need to be stric-

 The public access TV production company Swedish Television (Sveriges Television). 1

 Original Swedish title: ‘Tranståget och tonårsflickorna’.2

 Original Swedish title: ‘Tranståget: del 2’3

 Riksförbundet för homosexuellas, bisexuellas, transpersoners och queeras rättigheter in Swedish.4
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ter, but rather improved (Amnesty International Sverige 2019). All this concern shows that 
programs like this can have actual affect on trans people’s real lives and the way trans care is 
developed in the future.  

What I want to show with this discussion is that misinformation about trans people and 
the issues they face can, and do, lead to real life negative effects in the lives of these people. 
Therefore it is important to work for and promote enlightenment and accurate information on 
trans issues. Here I believe the library, as an institution for knowledge and source criticism, 
plays a key part. Another issue that the example of The Trans Train documentary highlights is 
the act of ignoring trans people’s own voices about their experiences. By listening to trans 
people’s stories and needs, the library has the opportunity to learn from their trans users and 
through this construct a collection and an environment that assists trans people in their identi-
ty work and information search process, while at the same time promote an understanding to-
wards this, often, misunderstood group in society. By asking a few trans library users about 
their experiences of using the library as it is today, and listening to their suggestions for what 
could be done better, I hope to portray the part that libraries can and do play in trans people’s 
lives and identity work, and in turn, the effect this can have on society.  

Purpose  
The purpose of this essay is to examine how trans and non-binary library users experience 
using and visiting public libraries in Sweden, both in seeking information and fiction in rela-
tion to their gender identity, as well as other literature and information; and to examine how 
these interactions work to navigate and negotiate trans identity and societal norms. I have nar-
rowed down this purpose into three research questions which will guide the direction of this 
study. 

Research questions 

• How do trans and non-binary people experience using public libraries in Sweden?  

• What role can the library play in trans and non-binary identity work? 

• What are some steps that libraries could take in order to expand on the inclusion of trans 
and non-binary people and related issues into their organization and daily work? 

Essay disposition  
This essay begins with an ‘introduction’, including the purpose and research questions gui-
ding the study. After this a short list of terms will be defined. The ‘background’ chapter focu-
ses on presenting a short overview of trans history, as well as trans as a research subject, in 
order to establish a base for understanding trans issues. The ‘previous research’ chapter goes 
over a few studies focusing on similar subjects to my own. Here I also describe the knowled-
ge gap this essay is tying to fill. The ‘method’ chapter described how I acquired the data used 
to conduct this study and how I analyzed it. It also includes a section on ethical considerations 
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related to this method. In this chapter I also situate myself as a researcher. The next chapter, 
‘theory’, details an overview of the theoretical framework that informs the analysis of the 
data. After this I present the analysis of this study in two chapters, titeled ‘representation and 
identification’ and ‘the duality of analysis’. Here I present the result of the study. Lastly, the 
chapter ‘discussion’ goes over the result of the study and relates this to the research questions. 
I round up this chapter by suggesting some possible further research on the topic.  

Terms used 
One thing which can be difficult to process regarding trans issues and trans studies for people 
not familiar with the communities is all the different words and terms used. History of sexua-
lity and gender scholar Finn Enke (2012:4) recounts regularly being asked for glossaries in 
order to understand the terminologies better. They note, however, that this is not as easy as it 
might first seem, since the trans vocabulary is constantly changing and evolving. Besides that, 
there is not always a consensus about the meaning and implications of these words through 
out all trans culture and communities. It is therefore also impossible to give an exhaustive list 
of all possible terms one might come across (Enke 2012:16). I have tried my best to describe 
the ones I use or are important for understanding my analysis.  

Sex 
‘Sex’ is often defined through evolutionary biology as either female or male, based on whet-
her a body produces eggs or sperm. However, criticism has been raised that this way of cate-
gorizing human bodies is too simplistic, and that sexual dimorphism in humans is too great to 
simply define sex based on this one factor. In fact, it would not be difficult to define humans 
into more than two sex categories if one was to consider other defining aspects (Enke 
2012:17). 

Gender 
‘Gender’ is usually connected with the cultural presentation of the biological sex; where fe-
minine and masculine is the gender equivalent to female and male. It is the social and cultural 
presentation and ordering of people into different categories based on the appearance of bodi-
es and the behavior of people, connected to the social expectations of one’s assigned biologi-
cal sex and role in society. Expectations of different gender behavior’s are highly culturally 
dependent, and differs greatly depending on the cultural and social context (Enke 2012:18).  

Gender identity 
‘Gender identity’ is the sense that one has about themself as a gendered being. This may or 
may not agree with the biological sex one was given at birth, or the impression that other pe-
ople get. It is also independent of societal conventions of gender or expectations about how a 
certain gendered body is supposed to look like (Enke 2012:18). 

Gender expression 
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‘Gender expression’ describes how people express their gender identity, either through beha-
vior, visual expression (such as clothes or hairstyle), voice physicality, speech acts, or body 
modification, etc. (Enke 2012:18). 

Transgender 
‘Transgender’, or ‘trans’, can be used with several different connotations in mind. Firstly, it 
can either denote trans as a social movement advocating for every person’s right to define 
their personal and judicial gender for themselves, a freer definition of gender identity and ex-
pression for everyone, as well as civil and social rights for people identifying as trans or gen-
der non-binary. It can also be used as an umbrella-term for all forms of gender non-conformi-
ty. Finally, it can be regarded as an identity that some people embrace for themselves. This 
include people who wish to transition from the gender they were assigned at birth, as well as 
people who wish to not identify with any of the two gender options commonly offered to pe-
ople in today’s society, such as non-binary people (Enke 2012:18-9). Professor of philosophy 
Talia Bettcher (2014:2) defines transgender as a term which refers to people who do not con-
form to societal expectations concerning gender. 

Transsexual 
‘Transsexual’ in contrast to ‘transgender’ is a medical term which often signifies a person who 
has taken some sort of medical action to transition, either surgical or hormonal treatment 
(Enke 2012:19; Bettcher 2014:3). This is not an umbrella term in the same way as transgender 
is, and many trans people do not identify with this term (GLAAD n.d.). 

Intersex 
‘Intersex’ is a medical term for someone who has a sexual variation not conforming to the bi-
ological binary idea of sex as two separate categories of male and female. There are more 
than thirty variations of this type. This can be expressed as ambiguous genital morphology or 
secondary sex characteristics to name a few. Medical institutions now prefer the term ‘Disor-
ders of Sexual Development’ (DSD). This differs from being trans which does not have to be 
physical or biological in the same way, and intersex people are not automatically trans (Enke 
2012:18).  

Gender inclusive pronouns 
‘Gender inclusive pronouns’ are pronouns that do not signify any specific gender, and therefo-
re does not ascribe gender in the same way that gender specific pronouns do (Enke 2012:17). 
An example of this is the singular ‘they/them’, which is the one the concerned informants in 
this study prefers. Other examples are hir/hirs, zir/zirs, and xem/xyr.  

Cisgender  
‘Cisgender’ is a term to describe people who identify with the gender they were assigned at 
birth. ‘Cis’ is a latin prefix meaning on the same side, or staying with the same orientation 
(Enke 2012:20). 

Sexual orientation 
‘Sexual orientation’ or ‘sexual identity’ is not the same as gender identity, and instead denotes 
the sexual preferences of a person, what gender one is sexually attracted to (Enke 2012:20).  
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LGBTQ 
‘LGBTQ’ is an initialism which stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, and Queer. The ex-
tended LGBTQAI+ also includes Asexual and Intersex, with a ‘+’ sign indicating an even 
greater spectrum of related and marginalized social identities concerning sexuality and gender 
(Wikipedia 2019a). 

Queer 
The term ‘Queer’ started out as an insult to LGBTQ people, but has since been politically 
reclaimed by the community. It is often used as an umbrella-term to denote LGBTQ people, 
and works as a more open term. It is also associated with an opposition toward heteronorma-
tivity (Bettcher 2014:3).  
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Background  

Introduction 
This chapter will go over what trans is, and what being trans means. I will go deeper into 
some of the terminology used, as well as give a historical and academic background to trans 
as a social movement and as a research subject. 

Transgender, trans-, trans*, trans 
I already offered a short definition for the word ‘transgender’ in the terms used section of this 
essay, but here I plan to delve deeper into the term, what it means, and define some different 
discussions surrounding this term and its many variations and indications.  

Trans scholar Susan Stryker (2006:9) describes the imagined relationship between bodily 
sex and gender as something strict and tangible, gender, in this way, is seen as the reflection 
of sex. This is, then, why the existence of the trans community tend to cause such a strong, 
and often negative, reaction from the people who subscribe to this notion. Trans people very 
directly, by simply existing, call this relationship between sex and gender into question, and at 
the same time challenges the stable and material consistency of bodily sex (Stryker 2006:9). 
Stryker (2006:4) describes the origins of the term ‘transgender’, which was coined in 1980 by 
advocate for gender expression Virginia Prince, but got its current meaning in 1992 by aca-
demic Leslie Feinberg. 

As I have already mentioned, the vocabulary surrounding trans in constantly evolving, 
and might even change depending on context and culture, and different sub-cultures. Even 
this main term of ‘transgender’ is contested throughout different schools of thought. As might 
have become apparent by this point, I use the shorter word ‘trans’ in this essay as opposed to 
‘transgender’. Other common uses are ‘trans-‘ with a hyphen at the end, and ‘trans*’ with an 
asterisk at the end. These two options are used to indicate the vastly different ways that one 
might identify inside the trans-spectrum. Trans scholars Susan Stryker, Paisley Currah, and 
Lisa Jean Moore (2008:11) discuss the use of the term ‘trans-‘ and the significance of the ad-
ded hyphen. They point out that this might seem insignificant, but actually carries a lot of 
symbolic meaning. They argue that the hyphen matters a lot, and signifies the openness and 
inclusion of the idea of trans- that they want to bring attention to. This hyphen, then, is used 
to indicate that the word trans- could be concluded with any number of suffixes (Stryker et. al. 
2008:11). The trans* option signals a similar mentality, where the asterisk is hinting toward 
the truncation method in information search, meaning that a word might be concluded in any 
manner of ways (TSER 2019).  
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However, this use of trans* with an asterisk, and by extension, trans- with a hyphen, has 
been criticized, in part by the website Trans Student Educational Resources (TSER, 2019). 
They argue that the term ‘trans’ on its own already includes all different types of trans identi-
ties, not only trans men and trans women. This suggestion, then, that trans is just denoting 
trans men and trans women, and that you have to add a symbol to the word to include others, 
such as non-binary people, is a transphobic misconception. They also argue that the term 
trans* is inaccessible, since it is demands that you are aware of this type of language and it’s 
indications, and that it has more been used by people as a buzz-word to prove how involved 
they are in the community, rather than to promote inclusion (TSER 2019).  

With all this in mind, ‘transgender’ being possibly a little too closed off and associated 
with transitioning trans people, and maybe not those who reject the binary aspect of gender, 
and, trans- and trans* being criticized for their redundancy, I decided to use the plain ‘trans’ in 
this essay. With this word I intend to include all possible trans identities, both binary and non-
binary. 

Trans history 
Finn Enke (2012:4) defines transgender as an umbrella term with an ever evolving list of 
‘trans-ing’ identities covered under it. This, Enke (2012:4) argues, includes, for example, fem 
queens and butch queens, drag kings and drag queens, people with intersex conditions, andro-
gynous people, the list continues. However, in practice the term is mostly used to signify pe-
ople with significant cross-gender identification, such as trans men, trans women, and non-
binary people (Enke (2012:4). It should be noted that TSER (2019) criticizes this notion of 
including cis-gendered people, such as lesbians, drag performers, and androgynous people 
who are not trans, under the trans nomenclature. An umbrella term like this becomes impor-
tant, Enke (2012:5) argues, since it helps express the collected experience of many of these 
people of having their gender identity suppressed on a societal and institutional level, making 
it difficult for them to use such things as public accommodations, public services, and many 
public spaces which work to enforce a gender binary. This uproar against trans people can be 
seen everywhere in society. Stryker (2006:10) notes that individuals who harass or commit 
violence toward trans people often excuse their behavior with the argument that they have 
been deceived by this person since their gender presentation does not match their genitalia in 
the way they were expecting. At the same time, institutions violate trans people by using geni-
tal status as the basis for how to place individuals in places such as prisons, rape crisis cen-
ters, and homeless shelters, as opposed to someone’s gender identity (Stryker 2006:10). 

Legal scholar and trans activist Stephen Whittle (2006:xi) writes about how trans identiti-
es are more accessible now than they ever have been before. The concept of trans as a possib-
le gender identity is getting more attention, and therefore become a more available option for 
a lot of people who disassociates with the gender they were attributed at birth. Despite this, 
the issues associated with being trans are still as prevalent as ever. All over the world, being 
trans is associated with the risk of experiencing discrimination, oppression, violence, and de-
ath (Whittle 2006:xi-xii). 
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The growth of home computers and the internet in the 1990's was very important for the 
development of the trans community. Online, many trans people could connect with each ot-
her and discuss their experiences of fear, shame and discrimination, and in this way lay 
ground for the political activist movement of trans. In addition, there was an academic move-
ment focusing on researching and analyzing trans issues. Together, these political and acade-
mic communities began advocating for a view of trans that did not associate it with mental 
health issues, which had been the discourse around the topic up to that point. This was a fun-
damental shift which enabled trans people to reclaim the legitimacy of their identity and their 
bodies (Whittle 2006:xii-xiii). 

Trans studies 
Since the academic pursuit of trans studies have had such a active role in the history of the 
trans community, and because this essay is interdisciplinary, combining library and informa-
tion science with trans and feminist studies, I decided to include a separate section describing 
this academic discipline.  

Trans studies is in and of itself an interdisciplinary field. Stryker (2006:3) describes it as 
drawing on: ”[…] the social sciences and psychology, the physical and life sciences, and the 
humanities and arts.”. The academic field criticizes the conditions that enables the gender bi-
nary and natural biological gender ideas to go unanalyzed and unquestioned. It is therefore 
not solely focused on the trans phenomena, but also how trans work to reveal the way societal 
and institutional power is used to promote a specific idea of gender, and polices this idea by 
producing specific possible and viable subject positions, and eliminating others. In this way, 
the academic field questions the concepts of gender and sex on a fundamental level (Stryker 
2006:3;8). Enke (2012:1) suggests that trans studies question the natural process of gender, 
and argues that everyone’s gender, as well as their sex, is made through social manipulations 
which naturalize some gender identities while making others invisible and unavailable. There-
fore trans studies is not solely concerned with studying and reaching out to trans people, but is 
instead about everyone and about how gender is something we all do (Enke 2012:1-2). Ho-
wever, it is still also about trans people. Whittle (2006:xiii) claims that trans studies is also 
concerned with telling the trans story and allowing trans people a space to express their iden-
tity and their experience of discrimination.  

Trans and space 
I have already touched a bit on how space can be used to police gender and promote a certain 
view on gender and sexuality. Not surprisingly, then, space is something which is often di-
scussed in trans studies, and which affects many trans people’s lives. Stryker et. al. (2008:12) 
discuss space as including different forms of gendered embodiment, intertwined with other 
forms of boundaries, all which still indicate gender. In other words, gender is embodied in 
space, and these spaces are intersectional, meaning intersecting several different social cate-
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gories. ‘Trans-ing’, Stryker et. al. (2008:13) further argues, is a practice taking place within 
gendered spaces. This practice, then, produces gender by relating it to possible other attributes 
of identity, and this meeting reassembles these attributes into something new. As trans gender 
identities are continuously threatened by social unintelligibility, trans-ing can be a way to es-
cape this stigma. In relation to queer scholar Sara Ahmed’s theories relating to orientation and 
sexuality (which I will describe in the theory chapter of this essay), Stryker et. al. (2008:13) 
make a similar connection between body orientation in space and trans identity work. 

Enke (2012:7) discuss the fraught relationship between trans people and public bat-
hrooms. They claim that the behavior of expressing that trans people do not belong in the bat-
hroom they choose to visit works to structure these places, and also makes trans identities in-
visible. Allowing this type of behavior signals a reduction of gender variance, and also that 
these spaces are not for trans people. Further, they argue that we become subjects in society 
by occupying points within institutional structures, and that these institutions sometimes vio-
lently rejects a place for some people not following these specific structures. These, then, be-
comes ‘impossible people’. By making sex, and specifically genial status, a criteria for spatial 
occupancy, trans people are placed in this ‘impossible’ category. Bathrooms are the clearest 
example of such spaces, but homeless shelters, prisons, dorms, and changing rooms are some 
other examples working in this manner to spatially organize bodies (Enke 2012:11-4). 
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Previous Research  

Introduction 
Previous research on the topic of library and trans library users is somewhat lacking. I was not 
able to find any scientific research on this topic focusing on a Swedish context, only a few 
student bachelor essays, including Josefin Nilsson’s ‘LGBTQ-youth and Their Experiences 
with Libraries’  published 2019 and Emmy Håkansdotter’s ‘”Then I EXSIST”: A Study about 5

the User’s Perception of the Rainbow Shelf’  published 2019, neither of which focuses exclu6 -
sively on trans users. Therefore, I will compare my results to studies conducted in other cul-
tural contexts outside of Sweden, specifically the US and Finland. I think that a lot of the is-
sues raised in these studies can still be applied to a Swedish context, considering there is still 
a Western cultural context featured in all texts. However, it is important to note that there are 
differences, especially considering the library system in these different countries.  

None of the studies I have decided to include do exactly what I do, which is a qualitative 
study on how trans library user’s themselves experience public libraries, however, they still 
give an interesting context to my study. Michael Waldman writes in ‘Libraries and the Trans 
Community’, from 2014, about how libraries can work to be more inclusive of trans patrons. 
This is a chapter in the book Serving LGBTQ Library and Archives Users: Essays on Outre-
ach, Service, Collections and Access published 2014, edited by Ellen Greenblath, which 
would be an interesting read for anyone hoping to or already working at a library or archive. 
Melissa Adler’s ‘Transcending Library Catalogs: A Comparative Study of Controlled Terms 
in Library of Congress Subject Headings and User-Generated Tags in LibraryThing for 
Transgender Books’ published 2009 and Amber Billey and Emily Drabinski’s ‘Questioning 
Authority: Changing Library Cataloging Standards to Be More Inclusive to a Gender Identity 
Spectrum’ published 2019, both focus on cataloging systems related to trans and gender is-
sues. Aria Maria Pohjanen and Terttu Anna Maarit Kortelainen’s article called ‘Transgender 
Information Behavior’ published 2015, like the title implies, focuses mostly on information 
behavior. Pohjanen & Kortelainen’s article is also the only one written in a Finish context, all 
others centers on The United States. Lastly, Emily Drabinski’s ‘Queering Library Space: 
Notes Toward a New Geography of the Library’ published 2008 focuses on the library space 
as a tool to invite or exclude LGBTQ patrons, and is the only article in this review which does 
not exclusively focus on trans users. It does still offer interesting ideas which relate to my 
study, which is why I chose to include it. Other articles on the subject that I did not include, 
but are still interesting to read for those interested in the subject, are: Kelly J. Thompson’s 
‘Where’s the ’T’?: Improving Library Service to Community Members who are Transgender-

 Original Swedish title: ‘HBTQ-ungdomars erfarenheter av bibliotek’.5

 Original Swedish title: ‘”Då FINNS jag.”: En studie om användarens uppfattningar om regnbågshyllan’.6
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Identified’ published 2012, which is a literature review study on trans people and library 
usage; as well as Aubri A. Drake and Arlene Bielefield’s ‘Equitable Access: Information Se-
eking Behavior, Information Needs and Necessary Library Accommodation for Transgender 
Patrons’ published 2017, which is a quantitative study on the topic.  

Since, to my knowledge, no research on this topic has so far been written focusing on a 
Swedish context, I hope to provide at least a first piece to fill this gap in library research. Ho-
pefully, in time, more researchers will see the need to examine and analyze the specific needs 
of this group of library users even in a Swedish context. 

Following will be a more substantial summary of these five articles presented through 
themes, as opposed to article per article. I will also briefly present how these studies relate to 
my analysis. The three themes I will present are: (i) Libraries and the trans community; (ii) 
Trans information and cataloging; and (iii) Trans information behavior. 

Libraries and the trans community 
Even though not a lot of research has been conducted on the topic, it has been documented 
that trans people attempt or commit suicide at a higher rate than the average population. 
Historically, at best, they have been ignored, but they have also been persecuted and killed 
(Waldman 2014:26). For this reason, it is very important that libraries work actively to spread 
information about trans history and issues, but it can be quite difficult to search for and find 
information about trans topics. According to Waldman (2014:26), less then half of trans stu-
dents say that they are able to find information about trans issues in their school library. 
Because trans people are at a high risk of being subject to acts of violence, actively looking 
for information on the topic posts a significant risk. Unfortunately, because transphobia is so 
greatly institutionalized, many attackers are never brought to justice, or have their sentences 
reduced (Waldman 2014:26-7). 

With this in mind, it is important for libraries to take active precautions in order to make 
sure that information about trans topics are distributed more widely, and to make sure that the 
library becomes a safe space for trans people to visit. Waldman (2014) lists a number of ways 
for libraries to achieve this. First they promote the idea that libraries need to have clearly writ-
ten out policies for non-discrimination and harassment prevention plans with a zero-tolerance 
action plan. Secondly it is important to educate staff, since ignorance is a wide spread pro-
blem that can cause significant harm. Acting as an ally  will have great impact on making the 7

library a welcoming space. Secondly, the library as an institution need to be mindful about 
what type of information they send out and the language they use in their official literature. 
Using gender neutral language in pamphlets and websites, for example, is a simple way to 
signify the acknowledgement of trans and non-binary patrons. Outreach plans can also be 
highly significant. Silently being accommodating to trans users will only get you so far, and 
speaking up and making it clear that you welcome trans users will be a great way of signaling 
to both cis- and trans users that libraries are a space for everyone and that harassment and vio-
lence will not be tolerated at your location. Library cards is another area that can be an issue 

 A straight or cic-gendered person who support LGBTQ rights (Wikipedia 2019b).7
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for trans users. By making the gender category optional you would include both trans users 
currently in the process of transitioning, as well as non-binary users who do not identify with 
the binary gender system (Waldman 2014:30-2). 

Another area that needs to be looked over is the physical space of the library. One key 
issue here is the bathrooms, as Enke (2012:7) brings up as a critical place for many trans pe-
ople. A lot of libraries have sex-separated public bathrooms which can be a huge road block 
for trans and non-binary people as they often experience harassment in these places. One way 
to solve this is instead offer all, or at least some, gender-neutral bathrooms. If this is not pos-
sible the library needs to have an action plan on how to deal with a situation where someone 
is hesitant about using the public bathrooms, for example by offering the person to use the 
staff bathroom (Waldman 2014:32). 

Drabinski (2008:31-4) argues that the way the library is constructed, both intellectually 
and as a physical space, reflects democratic ideologies. She narrates an example of a library in 
Florida where a display of books for pride month was taken down after complaints from diffe-
rent patrons. This sends a clear signal that the library is primarily a space for normative hete-
rosexual cis-patrons, and that queer-patrons comes second in priority and are not welcome 
under the same pretences. If the library is to be a safe space for all people, including trans and 
non-binary people, the library needs to take a stand on these types of issues. Drabinski 
(2008:34-5) means that the library as a space for democracy is not stable, but is instead ever 
evolving and in a state of becoming. Therefore the library needs to be ever present on the is-
sue of being a welcoming space even for those patrons who fall outside of the norm. It is not 
enough to make a single effort to include trans people in the library space, instead continuous 
active work is required. 

Another issue that needs to be adressed is other patrons that might make trans users feel 
unwelcome. In a study by Gay, Lesbian, Straight Education Network (GLSEN) that Waldman 
(2014:33) mentions, 90 percent of trans students overheard negative comments about someo-
ne’s gender expression at one or more occasion. I do not think it is out of line to assume that 
these types of comment occur at libraries as well. Therefore libraries need to have a clear po-
licy on how to adress the transphobia of other library users, to procure the safety and wellbe-
ing of their trans users. 

Of course, one of the biggest things a library can do to spread and ensure accessibility of 
information on trans issues is to provide an extensive and updated collection of material on 
the topic. Trans people as a group is not homogenous, and therefore a number of different to-
pics need to be provided. People interested in medically transitioning would be in need of in-
formation of a more medical nature, while parents of small kids might be more interested in 
children’s literature. Many trans people long to see representations of themselves in media, so 
a good stock of fiction with trans representation is also necessary. Trans people struggle with 
mental illness more than the average population, so topics on that is important as well (Wald-
man 2014:33-4). Information on trans history and activism should also be sought after 
(Waldman 2014:33-5). Waldman (2014:34) also points out that it is important to highlight this 
type of information, and not just keep it hidden away on the shelves at all times. However, 
they also claim that information of this nature have a tendency to disappear, either because of 
transphobic people destroying it, or insecure trans users stealing it because they are nervous 
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about checking it out (Waldman 2014: 34). Of course it is also important to realize that trans 
users in general are interested in the same type of material other users are interested in, but 
that specific information could also be of interest. In addition to that, not everyone interested 
in this type of material must necessarily be trans (Waldman 2014:34-5). 

Waldman (2014:35) also recommends collaborating with different local organizations that 
curates for the trans population. Having activities and programming with a trans or LGBTQ 
theme is another important step in announcing the library as a trans-friendly space, and wor-
king with different organizations to put up these types of activities might be helpful. 

Trans information and cataloging 
Waldman (2014:37) touches slightly on the problems connected to cataloging and trans in-
formation. For one, the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) did not include the 
word transgender until 2007. Another problem they discuss is the static nature of a controlled 
vocabulary that does not reflect the reality of real life, which tends to be dynamic and evol-
ving. A subject area such as ‘trans’ where new information and terminology is developed all 
the time, and which also embraces a strong identification with the concept of fluidity, this sta-
tic aspect of controlled vocabularies becomes an issue (Waldman 2014:37). 

Adler (2009:310) discusses the issue of controlled vocabularies and the subject of trans 
issues further. She criticises LCSH for mainly serving a mainstream audience, which in turn 
leads to a lack of terms to describe minority issues, thereby discriminating against them. Furt-
her Adler (2009:311-2) argues that categories have a real impact on the lives of those being 
categorized, and can shape not only the way others view them, but also the way they view 
themselves. LCSH, having such a huge impact on categorization, not just in the US but world 
wide, therefore acts as an authority on how individuals should be represented, and if they are 
represented at all. This can also be seen with the late admission of the term ‘transgender’, and 
the term ‘genderqueer’ still not being included. LCSH have been heavily criticized specifical-
ly for their representation, or lack thereof, of queer and homosexual subjects (Adler 
2009:314). Adler (2009:328) argues that while controlled vocabularies can be helpful when it 
comes to organization and searchability of information, it lacks when it comes to a democratic 
aspect.  

One way that Adler (2009:317) suggests that this issue be solved is by combining the con-
trolled vocabularies with a more democratic and fast adapting tagging system, or folksonomy. 
Folksonomy suggests that users are able to tag sources with whatever subject heading they 
find most appropriate. This gives a voice to minorities to describe themselves, and allows for 
a more serendipitous information search experience. It would also work to make information 
on topics such as trans issues easier to find, seeing as the cataloging process on these types of 
issues is still lacking, even if the appropriate terms are available (Adler 2009:310;315;317). 

Billey & Drabinski (2019:118) also criticise the cataloging systems of suggesting certain 
things about certain topics based on what they are grouped next to. For example, information 
on trans topics are often placed close to information on bestiality, both of which are grouped 
under the term ‘deviant lifestyles’. 
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With a recent addition to the RDA (Resource Description and Access) cataloging prin-
ciples, which is used all over the world, a new expanded authority record procedure was insti-
tuted. While before, the authority record usually only stated an authors name, and possible 
date of birth and death, and location, with the new suggestions a host of numerous data is 
suggested to be recorded, including the authors gender. A lot of criticism was raised toward 
this suggestion, seeing as the only options for the gender records were ‘male’, ‘female’, or 
‘unknown’, and the catalogers were encouraged to assume the authors gender based on name 
and appearance. This binary and static view of gender goes against the idea of gender as so-
mething fluid and non-binary, and leaves out the category of trans all together — making 
trans and non-binary authors invisible. A new suggestion was later accepted after the criticism 
which allows local cataloging communities to decide terms for gender. Thereby, each indivi-
dual cataloging community can decide for themselves which terms for gender to use in the 
authority records, which acknowledges the contextual nature of gender. A further problem 
with this way of cataloging people is that the people who catalog more often than not have a 
very binary view of gender and might not be knowledgable on the topic of trans identities. 
This is something that remains rather invisible to library patrons, how libraries record the 
gender of the authors in their collections still send a message on how they view gender, and 
their inclusion or exclusion of trans authors and gender identities (Billey & Drabinski 
2019:119-22). 

Trans information behavior 
Some research have been conducted on the specific information behavior and needs of trans 
individuals. Information behavior, Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:175) describe as both seek-
ing and communicating information. It is an umbrella-term used to denote general ways that 
people deal with and handle information. This can include active as well as passive informa-
tion, non-direct monitoring, finding, choosing, and using, as well as avoiding information. 

Information is critically important for the construction of a trans identity, just knowing 
there is such a thing can be huge for a person struggling with their gender identity, but the ac-
cess of reliable information on the topic can pose some difficulties. In addition, representation 
of trans people in the media is severely lacking, both in terms of quantity as well as quality. 
Especially for younger trans people, seeing their identity represented in someone else, be that 
real or fictitious, can be hugely important (Pohjanen & Kortelainen 2015:172-3). Pohjanen & 
Kortelainen (2015:172-3) writes that young trans people often feel alone in their struggles, 
and that access to information about medical health is especially important as a source of sup-
port in such instances. In this libraries could certainly be of assistance, but they could also 
work as a meeting place with people in similar situations, through, for examples, activities 
aimed at trans youth. 

The internet is often quoted as the most important source of information for trans people. 
It provides 24-hour access, as well as a sense of anonymity, which can be comforting for trans 
people, seeing as they can be under threat of violence if their gender identity were to become 
public knowledge. However, the internet is also riddled with a lot of misinformation, and it 
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can be difficult to navigate the sheer amount of data that the internet provides (Pohjanen & 
Kortelainen (2015:172-3). Other important sources of information that Pohjanen & Kortelai-
nen (2015:172) were able to establish were tv, peer support groups, trans friends, medical ar-
ticles, medical professionals, as well as books, both fiction and non-fiction. 

When it comes to the production of information on trans issues, Pohjanen & Kortelainen 
(2015:173) mention another study by Vilkka from 2006 which claims that this is also often 
produced by trans people. This means that trans people themselves are often active contribu-
tors in creating information for other trans people. However, this knowledge is therefore also 
unevenly distributed among different people in society, since it relies on knowing people go-
ing through similar issues. A wider spread of this type of information, then, would help more 
people to receive the information they need in order to achieve their identity work as trans 
people. However, it would also be useful for other people, such as medical and social authori-
ties, as well as society as a whole, in supporting young trans people struggling with their gen-
der identity (Pohjanen & Kortelainen 2015:173).  

However, these authorities, including information specialists such as librarians, can also 
work as a barrier to the information seeking of individuals. For example, if these people do 
not use the same vocabulary, or have the same understanding of the phenomenon as the peop-
le searching for information has, communication of information can become problematic. Ot-
her barriers related to information behavior and seeking can be socioeconomic circumstances, 
values, lifestyles, language, physical environment and personal characteristics. This in rela-
tion to a lack of information on the topic, specifically about the transition process, and a lack 
of reliable and up to date information. In addition to this, fear was given as a major obstacle 
for searching for information, especially in the beginning (Pohjanen & Kortelainen 
2015:173;176;181-182). 

Pohjanen & Kortelainen’s (2015:178) study show that most of their informant did not find 
that information was readily available as they began struggling with their gender identity. In 
fact, most of their introductory encounter with the concept of trans happened serendipitously, 
and not by them actively seeking it out. Because the informants did not acquire the adequate 
terminology at an early age, they were not able to find information on what they were after 
through active search. This serendipitous information acquisition was found through books, 
television, movies and on the internet. 

What type of information someone is looking for in regards to trans issues also seem to 
depend on what stage in their transition or identity journey the people in question are at. One 
thing that was apparent across the board was that trans people are not only interested in facts, 
but also role models, as well as examples on how to more directly conduct their identity work. 
People in the middle of a transition process were more interested in looking for information 
pertaining to transitioning and the surgery and risks connected to the procedure. Similarly, 
those just about to start hormone treatment required mostly information on hormone products 
and doses (Pohjanen & Kortelainen 2015:179). 

Sources of information used by the informants in the study came from a number of diffe-
rent places, including intimate personal networks and wider social circles, both including ot-
her trans people, as well as the internet, mass media, books, movies, news, and music. Some 
of the institutional sources mentioned was the library, trans support organization, as well as 
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medical institutions focusing on trans care. Other trans people and the internet was named as 
the most important sources of information in most cases (Pohjanen & Kortelainen 
2015:179-81). 

Sharing information was also named as an important aspect of the information behavior 
of trans people. Both sharing information with others, be that own experiences or other rele-
vant sources, or being on the receiving end of this information sharing. This was often con-
ducted through a peer group, or through wider personal networks. This was proclaimed as the 
most important and most reliable source of information on trans issues (Pohjanen & Kortelai-
nen 2015:183). 

Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:187) also point out that it is important to keep in mind that 
not all trans people are the same, and therefore their information behavior does not need to be 
the same. For example, not all people in their study build their gender identity toward being 
trans, but some instead to this with their identified gender in mind. As can also be seen in my 
informants, not all trans people identify as trans men or trans women, but instead as men or 
women. Or, as with the gender identity of non-binary, toward neither male nor female. Non-
binary gender identities, Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:187) show, is often ignored and for-
gotten about in media coverage and scientific research on trans identities. 
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Method 

Introduction 
The methodological framework for this study is phenomenological in approach. In order to 
examine how trans people experience libraries I decided to do semi-structured interviews with 
a number of trans and non-binary library users. In total I interviewed five trans and non-bina-
ry library people who to differing degrees use the library in their everyday life. To analyze the 
data I used the method of thematic analysis.  

Phenomenological interviewing 
Mark T. Bevan (2014) describes a method for phenomenological interviewing that I have so-
mewhat faithfully applied to my own study. Bevan (2014:136) relies on Husserl's understan-
ding of phenomenology when presenting this method. He explains phenomenology as a post-
modern perspective which recognizes human experience as complex, grounded in the world, 
and full of meaning. A phenomenological method of research, then, is about viewing people's 
recounted lived experience as real, active, and interpreting, and then finding meaning in this 
experience. Bevan (2014:136) also discusses Husserl's concept of the 'natural attitude' as the 
way we are all involved in the consciousness of the world. This is an effortless unreflecting 
way on interacting with the world, and it is this natural attitude that is the research subject in 
phenomenological studies.This natural attitude is best understood when related to the context 
of the experience. The focus of phenomenological research is therefore to analyze a person's 
true experience in how they experienced it, not through any specific theoretical framework.  

Another important aspect of phenomenological research is that it does not assume an ob-
ject reality which can be described from an objective standpoint. Instead, all experience of the 
world are valid and need to be considered from the specific context of the issue and the source 
that provides it. This means that phenomenology states that different phenomena are presen-
ted in different ways depending on the individual that provides the interpretation. Therefore it 
is also important to get several different descriptions of the same thing in order to analyze the 
phenomena from different points of view (Bevan 2014:137). 

The research in phenomenology is reflective, and therefore the researcher could be vi-
ewed as someone reflecting on the givenness of a particular occurrence or object. The initial 
reflection is done by the person who initially had the experience, after which the researcher 
reflects on this reflection. Through a common cultural context and linguistic understanding, 
this reflection is made possible and can be used to appropriately explain this phenomena (Be-
van 2014:137). Phenomenological research is predominately performed through interviews, 
and considering this, Bevan (2014:137) emphasizes that if possible, these interviewes should 
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be conducted in the informant's native language. Further, he promotes that the interviewer has 
to ignore their own ego in the interviewing process, and focus entirely on the person being 
interviewed (Bevan 2014:138). 

Bevan (2014:138) argues that interviews of this manner should not be too structured, and 
instead focus on a semi-structured approach. He does however discuss that some people claim 
any structure in phenomenological interviews to be against the point, seeing as they are sup-
posed to focus on someone else's interpreted experiences and not be filtered though a resear-
cher's questions. However, other researchers claim that these interviews must be structured, so 
Bevan (2014:138) argues that it is up to the researcher themselves how structured they want 
to be in their process. While these interviews should be faithful to the ideas of phenomenolo-
gy, they should also be practical and doable.  

This said, it is also important that the researcher undertakes a 'phenomenological reduc-
tion', where they, to the best of their ability, abstain from the use of personal knowledge, beli-
efs, and theory when crafting and conducting the interviews. The focus should be on the in-
formants to explain their experiences without the interference of the person asking the ques-
tions. One should refrain from predicting the result beforehand, and expect to be surprised by 
the result. Husserl called this practice ‘bracketing’, since you attempt to leave your own expe-
riences closed off in a bracket when conducting the interviews. This practice is not entirely 
possible, but that is not the point. The point is to make the researcher aware of their biases and 
attempt to leave them out as much as possible during the process (Bevan 2014:138-9).  

Further, Bevan (2014:139) suggest three phases that needs to be addressed when con-
ducting a phenomenological interview: contextualization; apprehending the phenomenon; and 
clarifying the phenomenon. Contextualization is important since nothing ever happens in a 
void, and in order to understand a persons explained experience of a phenomena, one needs to 
understand the context of the person and the experience that person has had. It is also impor-
tant that the researcher does not begin analyzing the material during the interview, but instead 
stay present in the moment and listen to what the person is actually saying. Second, the ap-
prehension of the phenomena indicates an explicit focus on the experiences one wishes to 
analyze. It is important here to allow for different answers to these questions, since one phe-
nomena can be experienced in different ways by different people. One should also refrain 
from trying to control how people choose to express their experience, however, it is okay to 
ask further questions to expand on the explanation. A good approach is to ask both more open 
reflective questions, as well as more descriptive ones. Clarifying the phenomena, finally, is 
about actively examining the phenomena. both during the interview by actively listening and 
asking questions based on what is said, as well as during the analysis process where interpre-
tation is applied. Analyzing a phenomena through different points of view and differing expe-
riences is justified by the fact that even though one person's experience is no less true, it can 
never be complete (Bevan 2914:139-42). I attempted to keep all this in mind as I prepared for 
and conducted my own interviews. 
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Semi-structured interviews 
I chose to use semi-structured interviews because I wanted to do a qualitative study in order to 
get more in-depth answers and to have the possibility of asking follow-up questions on the 
spot to get further explanations to certain answers, as Bevan (2014:138) suggests. This is 
more easily achieved with interviews as opposed to for example surveys. However, one draw-
back with interviews that surveys would provide more easily is the ability for the informants 
to remain anonymous. As being trans or non-binary is still in some aspects a rather vulnerable 
minority in society, having to talk openly about your gender identity, both to a stranger doing 
the interviews and in public (where most of my interviews were conducted), might turn some 
people off from participating. In order to avoid this issue I did offer my informants the choice 
to do the interviews either in their own home or through the phone, though everyone I talked 
to agreed to meet face to face, and only one interview took place at the informant’s home.  

Getting in touch with people to interview can also be a major problem, especially seeing 
as the group I was interested in interviewing is such a narrow one. I discuss this issue further 
in the next section on informants. Another shortcoming associated with interviews is infor-
mants drop-out. I did experience one person canceling an interview and two people who ex-
pressed interest but eventually never scheduled an interview with me. I was always very clear 
with everyone I came in contact with that the interviews were entirely voluntary, and again 
since the subject matter of gender identity can sometimes be quite sensitive, drop-outs are to 
be expected.  

Another sensitive aspect of the interview process is the recording. I always asked if my 
informants were comfortable with being recorded, noting that only me and one other person 
helping me with the transcription process would ever listen to them, and in my case everyone 
agreed to be recorded. I did prepare for the possibility of that not being the case however, and 
always made sure to bring a pen and some paper for note-taking. Of course recording by 
script is not as reliable as audio recordings, but I was willing to take that risk in order to make 
sure my informants were completely comfortable with the entire interview process. Another 
thing that can go wrong with the recording process is technology malfunctioning. I did all of 
my audio recordings on my own personal Iphone 6S, and I had to prepare by deleting some 
things off it in order to make sure that there was enough space on the devise to hold the recor-
dings for the process of this research. One thing that did happen on the first interview which 
was rather unfortunate was that I got a phone call about 10 minutes in, and did not realize that 
this stopped the recording. Fortunately, the interview subject agreed to re-do the part of the 
interview that was cut, but of course the answers were not exactly the same the next time 
over, and the situation was slightly awkward. It definitely ruined the relaxed ‘conversation-
vibe’ that I was hoping to achieve during my interviews. This did teach me the importance of 
turning my phone on airplane mode for the following interviews, and I even opted to write a 
reminder of this on my interview guide. Further recording issues that can occur is background 
noice. Since most of my interviews were conducted in public places where other people can 
come and go and make noises, these recordings do include some interfering background no-
ice. I tried to combat this by suggesting we do the interviews at libraries, which usually are 
some-what quiet places, and by searching out less frequented places to sit down for the inter-
views. 
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Even though interviews are associated with some shortcomings, I still felt like interviews 
was the right way to conduct this study, as I wanted to represent some own voices of trans- 
and non-binary library users, especially seeing as I am not myself trans or non-binary. Even 
though I do not believe that a few people can represent an entire spectrum of gender identiti-
es, I still managed to represent these five individual voices and experiences on the subject. 

Informants  
Recruiting informants for this study was not a simple task.. Getting in touch with trans and 
non-binary library users proved quite difficult. I believe this is partly because it is such a nar-
row group to be looking at in the first place, but also because trans and non-binary people are 
often a vulnerable minority in society, and therefore might not want to talk openly about their 
experiences. Because of this I have also decided to not disclose how I got in contact with my 
trans and non-binary interview informants, in order to further secure their confidentiality.  

I did eventually get in contact with five different library users to interview. Once initial 
contact was made with my potential informants I arranged when and where to meet via either 
email, Facebook messenger, or text message. I made sure to meet up with the informants in a 
place where they felt comfortable, but always suggested meeting at a library as a viable op-
tion. This in part because it is a place where we could talk in somewhat privacy without being 
overheard by others, and also because it is usually a rather quite place which would be prefe-
rable for my recordings of the interviews. All but one interview did end up taking place at a 
library, while one was conducted at the informants home.  

Seeing as the spectrum of trans and non-binary identities is rather vast and diverse, I wan-
ted to make sure to represent as many different people as possible in my study. This proved 
challenging since I had trouble getting hold of a lot of people to interview, but I did decide to 
agree to interview everyone that contacted me. In the end my group of informants turned out 
to be both diverse and homogenous in different aspect. As far as age goes they ranged 
between the ages of 19-44, all but one was white, and everyone had varying sexualities on the 
LGBTQ spectrum. As far as gender identity goes, two identify as trans men, one simply as 
male, and two as non-binary. I got this information off of a small identity survey that I had the 
informants fill out after each interview where they could answer questions about their identity 
in their own time and in their own words. I wanted this mostly in order to control how diverse 
my group of informants ended up being. 

Interviews 
To prepare for the interviews I constructed an interview guide. Even though I wanted to work 
with semi-structured interviews, I still detailed somewhat structured interview guide ques-
tions, seeing as I have not previously worked with interviews and wanted to have some solid 
questions to fall back on during the actual face to face interviews. Since Bevan (2014:138) 
argues that it is up to the researcher to decide how structured they want to be based on what 
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they are most comfortable with, I felt validated in this approach. With my purpose and pro-
blem formation in mind I started by narrowing down on some significant themes that I was 
interested in, and then formulated questions based around those themes. I settled on four the-
mes, which are as follows: (i) Library experience; (ii) Libraries and trans-information; (iii) 
Libraries and staff treatment; and finally (iv) Library as a place. I made sure to have both 
more open reflective questions, as well as more descriptive ones to get a fuller picture of the 
informants experiences, as Bevan suggests (2014:140) 

After finishing the interview guide I tested it out on people I know in order to get a feel 
for how long the interviews might take, as well as how the questions sounded when spoken 
out loud. After doing this I made some changes and was ready to start the interviewing pro-
cess.  

During the actual interviews I always started by asking for permission to record our mee-
tings, which no one opposed to, and also if it was okay that I took help from another person to 
transcribe the interviews, which no one objected to. After that I explained shorty what the aim 
of the interview and the research was, and pointed out that it was entirely voluntary and that 
they could chose to skip questions or terminate the interview at any time without explaining 
why. I also explained that they will be de-identified in the actual text of the essay in order to 
ensure their anonymity from anyone besides myself. After giving this information I asked for 
a verbal consent to the interview, which everyone gave.  

I always started the actual questioning by asking the general question of ‘what role has 
the library played in your life as a whole?’, to establish a basic context for their relation to the 
library in general, as Bevan (2014:139) suggests as an important aspect of phenomenological 
interviewing. I then continued asking questions, mostly sticking to my interview guide but 
adding and ignoring different questions based on what the informants said and my general 
feel for the interview as a whole, once again in accordance with Bevan (2014:142). I wanted 
the situation to be quite relaxed and conversation-like, but still wanted to ask my informants 
approximately the same questions in order to make the analysis process more uniform. The 
interviews took 27-41 minutes to complete, depending on how much the informants had to 
say about the different questions, and how comfortable they were in the situation.  

Like I mentioned previously I always concluded the interviews by asking my informants 
to fill out a survey on identity information. I chose to do this separately form the interviews 
and in written form so that the informants could express aspects of their identity in their own 
words and their own terms. One thing that arose as an issue in regards to this survey was that 
I had originally included the word 'race'  on it in order to ask my informants to describe their 8

race/ethnicity. This was however questioned by one of my informants, after which I chose to 
exclude the word and just use ‘ethnicity’. Even though I did not mean to signal that I perso-
nally subscribe to any ideology about biological race when including the word, it became ap-
parent that this is how it might be interpreted, which is why I choose to remove it from my 
survey for the following interviews. Another issue that arose with this survey was that I deci-
ded to write it in Swedish, since that is the native language of my informants. This proved 
problematic when I later had to write the essay in English and did not know what pronoun my 

 Translation of ‘ras’.8
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interviewees preferred in the English language. Instead I had to contact some of them again in 
order to make sure I was using the right pronoun. 

Processing interviews through thematic analysis 
After conducting all the interviews the next thing I did was transcribe them. As I have men-
tioned earlier I had some help with this, however, I still ended up transcribing all but one in-
terview myself. Since I had limited experience in transcribing interviews I decided to not 
transcribe them exhaustively, and did not include things such as hums and haws or laughter. I 
did choose to include indications for longer pauses with three dots (…) and cutoffs in speech 
with dashes (—). Besides this I have also tried to make the text more readable with the addi-
tion of commas (,) and periods (.), where I felt it was necessary. In making the transcriptions 
of the interviews more readable I have still tried to include every word spoken by the infor-
mants, since one of the guiding principles I have had during this project is to represent these 
peoples voices respectfully.  

In order to analyze my data I decided to use the method of thematic analysis (TA) as 
described by Virginia Braun and Victoria Clarke (2012). They describe TA as a ”method for 
systematically identifying, organizing, and offering insight into patterns of meaning (themes) 
across a data set” (Braun & Clarke:2012:57). This method is especially suited for projects 
focusing on analyzing shared meanings and experiences. It is not about identifying unique 
meanings within a single data item, but instead one looks at recurring themes that come up in 
several instances. Since my project is about the experiences of trans library users, I felt like 
this method was suitable. Braun & Clarke (2012:57) points out that common occurrence is not 
the same thing as an interesting theme. One needs to actively look for interesting patterns that 
correlates with one’s research question and purpose. The focus is therefore on finding relevant 
themes (Braun & Clarke 2012:57). 

TA is a flexible method that allows the researcher to work in the way they feel most com-
fortable, and to focus on what aspects are important for their research. It is also a method that 
is simply used for data analysis. This also makes it more flexible, and assures that it can be 
used in a number of different ways (Braun & Clarke 2012:58). This also means, Braun & 
Clarke (2012:58) claims, that the researcher using the TA method need to make a series of 
choices on how to use it and why. I decided to apply an inductive approach to data coding and 
analysis for this project. Braun & Clarke (2012:58) describe this as a bottom-up approach 
which is driven by what is actually in the data itself. In this way, codes and themes are derived 
from the content of the data and a close examination of it. However, Braun & Clarke 
(2012:58-9) also point out that it is impossible to use the inductive method purely, since we as 
researchers always bring biases and pre-established ideas into the analysis of our data. Ma-
king a choice for what approach to use, though, does send a signal to the reader of the overall 
orientation of the priorities of the project. The inductive approach, then, can be used to give a 
voice to the experiences of the informants expressed in the data, which, as established, was 
one of my prime concerns (Braun & Clarke 2012:59). I also adapted my research questions 
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slightly based on what my informants said and talked about, and in that way narrowed down 
the purpose of my essay.  

Braun & Clarke (2012) suggests 6 phases to the TA method process. The first phase is 
about ‘familiarizing yourself with the data’. This phase consists of getting immersed in the 
data by re-reading the transcripts and re-listening to the recorded interviews several times to 
get a good idea of what is being expressed in the data. Here it is also advisable to make notes 
on ideas that occurs to you and suggestions for possible themes. This note-making is also a 
great process for starting to view the data as data, which means engaging with it on a more 
analytical level. It is important to note that not all of the data will be of use to the analysis, 
some parts you might not have anything to say about (Braun & Clarke 2012:60-1). I decided 
to do just this. Already during the transcription process I began to take not of interesting pas-
sages, and after this I re-listened to the recordings a couple of times, taking notes. I did this 
same process with reading through the transcripts a couple of times to get a sense of the data 
as a whole. 

Phase 2 is about ‘generating initial codes’. This is phase is more focused on systematical-
ly analysing the data and coding it. Codes are labels for features in the data that might be re-
levant for the research question, and work as the building blocks for formulating themes. Co-
des can be more descriptive, focusing on what the informants actually say, or more interpreti-
ve, going beyond the semantic surface. Not everything in the data have to be coded, in fact, 
some parts will be irrelevant to the research question and therefore do not need to be coded 
(Braun & Clarke 2012:61-2). This phase is quite open, and the researcher should note anyt-
hing that might be interesting, to later decide what is actually going to be used in the final 
analysis. Once something is identified as interesting, the code for this part of the data need to 
be written down. One part can also be coded with several different codes. This process might 
also have to be done over and over again, as new interesting angles of approach might be di-
scovered in the middle of the process (Braun & Clarke 2012:62-3). I performed this process 
in a few different ways. At first, I read though the transcripts on my computer, highlighting 
and commenting everything that might be interesting for the purpose of the study. After this I 
printed out the transcripts and did this process all over again, but only highlighting specific 
codes in different colours to make the process of writing the analysis smoother for myself, as 
I did not have to reread the entire transcripts when writing about a certain theme, I could just 
look at the relevant color.  

Phase 3 is about ‘searching for themes’. A theme is something that captures an important 
aspect of the data relating to the research question, and represents a patterned respons from 
the informants (Braun & Clarke 2012:63). Braun & Clarke (2012:63), argue that this is an ac-
tive process. Themes are not something that is discovered within the data, but instead somet-
hing we actively interpret about it, and it is about choices we as researchers make about what 
the data mean. Constructing themes, and sub-themes, is the process of linking codes together 
that share some aspect so that they reflect a meaningful pattern in the data (Braun & Clarke 
2012:63). In this phase it is also important to consider the relationship between themes and 
how they inform each other. The point of analysing data is to tell a specific story about it that 
answers the research question, not reflecting everything that is said in the data (Braun & Clar-
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ke 2012: 63-65). I did this by noting down possible themes and sub-themes, and writing down 
aspects about them and how they relate to each other. 

Phase 4 is centered on reviewing potential themes. Here one has to test the validity of po-
tential themes and how they represent the data. The last step in this process in to control how 
the themes correlates to the data as a whole, and not just individual coded parts. If everything 
checks out, and all themes work in relation to the data, it is time to move on to the next step 
(Braun & Clarke 2012: 65). I did this by once again re-reading the transcripts and found that I 
was satisfied with the themes I had constructed and their relevance for the data as a whole.  

Phase 5 is about ‘defining and naming themes’. Here one has to define the themes and 
make clear what about a theme is unique. Themes should be able to be summed up in a few 
simple sentences (Braun & Clarke 2012:66). Braun & Clarke (2012:66) point out that a good 
theme should be simple, with a singular focus; related to the others but not overlapping, and 
relate to your research question. Sub-themes, Braun & Clarke (2012:66) explain, are good to 
use if there are a few overarching themes in the data, but which are expressed in a few diffe-
rent ways. This phase is where the true analytic work begins, and it is also common that this 
analytic work is combined with the process of writing the analysis. The other important part 
in this phase is naming the themes. The naming process is important and can be used to signal 
quite a lot about the analysis as a whole. The names should be informative and catchy (Braun 
& Clarke 2012:67-9). This is were I narrowed down on the themes and sub-themes of my es-
say. I decided to go with two overarching themes with several sub-themes. These two overar-
ching themes are also the base for the two analysis chapters in this essay, namely: Representa-
tion and identification; and The duality of visibility. I settled on these names since I believe 
they are both informative and signal what I mean to analyze, but also catchy to hook the rea-
der’s interest. The first theme focuses on trans identity work in relation to the library’s ser-
vices, while the second is about trans identity work and the library space. These themes I sett-
led on quite early on in the process, while the sub themes were formulated more as the writing 
process was under way, and are presented as the sub-chapters in these two chapters. I feel like 
these themes are individual enough to be separated, but also relate to each other in interesting 
ways, as well as relate clearly to my research questions.  

The last phase (6), relates to ‘producing the report’. Here Braun & Clark (2012:69) 
describe how this is not something that simply begins at the end of the analysis. In qualitative 
analysis, analysis and writing is an interwoven process that can not easily be separated. As I 
have already mentioned, this was also my experience. A lot of the phases I have previously 
described have been interwoven with the writing of the analysis, and many interpretations and 
ideas have been formulated in the active process of producing text.  

Ethical considerations 
Every type of research work need to be considered from a research ethical standpoint, but this 
is especially important when interviews and other people are involved (Patel & Davidsson 
2011:62). Runa Patel & Bo Davidsson (2011: 62-65) present in their book on research metho-
dology (titeled Forskningsmetodikens grunder in Swedish, which translates to The Founda-
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tions of Research Methodology) the four main ethical guidelines formulated by The Swedish 
Research Council . The four main requirements are as follows: (i) the information obligation; 9

(ii) the consent obligation; (iii) the confidentiality obligation; and lastly, (iv) the usage obliga-
tion .  10

The information obligation is regarding the researcher’s responsibility to inform the peop-
le participating in the research about its purpose. I did this by beginning every interview with 
a disclaimer describing the purpose of this study. The consent obligation dictates the partici-
pants right to decide over their own participation in the process. To apply this I made sure to 
continuously remind my informants that they could decide to drop out of the study at any time 
without having to explain why, and similarly decide not to answer a specific question. The 
confidentiality obligation regards the handling of personal information both in the actual re-
sulting text of the study, as well as during the process of writing. In order to afford my infor-
mants the greatest possible confidentiality I decided to not only omit their names in this essay, 
but also the name of any town they mention. Besides this I also chose to omit how I got in 
contact with the subjects themselves. As for the personal information being stored in the me-
antime, I kept all recorded interviews and written transcripts only on my personal computer 
and phone during the process of writing, and then promptly deleted everything once the essay 
was finished. I also did not include anyone’s name in any document in case anyone was to 
still get a hold of my stored data. I also deleted every email or text message sent to the infor-
mants after the study was finished. The usage obligation is about solely using any personal 
information about any of the participants for research purposes, and I did not use these for 
anything but that.  

With my informants being trans people, which is arguably a more vulnerable group in so-
ciety, I decided to take extra care to assure the anonymity of my informants so that no one 
would be able to guess who I am talking about at any given moment. I do not want to give the 
impression that I believe that being trans is in any way connected to being a victim, or being 
victimized. However, it is a group in society which is routinely discriminated against, and 
even exposed to violence, as I have discussed in the ‘Background’ and ‘Previous Research’ 
chapters (Stryker 2006:10; Waldman 2014:26). Therefore I went into this project with a lot of 
respect for my subjects and a desire to not put any unnecessary stress on them. This said, 
because of the pressure put on trans people by society, in the form of discrimination and di-
minishing treatments, having them discuss this aspect of their identity, and sometimes their 
struggles with this, is due to cause some stress. I tried to deal with this possibility as best as I 
could by being respectful to any wishes about how my informants wanted to be treated, even 
before, during, and moving on from the interview meetings.  

Further actions I have applied in order to be as respectful to my interview subjects as pos-
sible is to make sure to use their preferred pronouns, even though I have omitted a lot of other 
aspects about their person. I could have simply discussed all my subjects using gender neutral 
pronouns but decided firmly against this. This because I do not believe that this is enough to 
compromise their confidentiality, and also because being denied their chosen pronoun is so-

 Vetenskapsrådet in Swedish.9

 Translation of: (i) informationskravet; (ii) samtyckeskravet; (iii) konfidentialitetskravet; (iv) nyttjandekravet.10
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mething that a lot of trans people have to go through on a regular basis, and I did not want to 
be part of that. Besides this, I have tried to not reduce my subjects’ identities to being solely 
about being trans. Even though the purpose of this essay relates to their position as trans pe-
ople, I wanted to make clear that this is simply one aspect of their identity, and not even al-
ways the most important part. They are all complex human beings in their own right. On the 
same topic, I have also tried to show how being trans is not a homogenous experience. There 
are as many ways of being trans as there are trans people, and in no way do I want to suggest 
that this essay reflects the entirety of that spectrum.  

The next issue I had to consider was presenting the interview material. Since my infor-
mants were all Swedish citizens with Swedish as their native language, I decided to conduct 
the interviews in Swedish. This then became an issue as I am writing in English and wanted to 
represent my informants own words and voices as much as I could in this project. I conside-
red presenting the interview quotes used in the essay text in Swedish, with translations in the 
footnotes, but ultimately settled on the opposite, where I present my translations of the inter-
views in the text and have the original version in footnotes after each quote. I tried my best to 
translate as faithfully as possible, sometimes opting to stay true to the tone of the message 
rather than translating word for word. This said, I would urge any Swedish speaking reader to 
also read the original quotes in their entirety, as they most faithfully relates what my infor-
mants actually said. Some meaning is inevitably lost in translation, and this is something I 
struggled with quite a lot. I hope I could still somewhat faithfully relate what was said in the 
English translations. 

Situating myself 
Feminist scholar Donna Haraway (1988:581-2) argues that all research is situated, meaning 
that it is impossible to conduct research without a specific point of view coming from the per-
son doing the research. She dismisses the idea of what she calls the ‘god trick’, which is this 
illusion of someone simply observing something without influencing it themselves. This situ-
ating, Haraway (1988:586-7) argues, is a way of taking responsibility for the impact resear-
chers have on their own research. It is acknowledging that the view of the researcher comes 
from an actual body, and an actual human being, which is a complex view. Therefore, it is im-
portant as researchers to try to take this responsibility and try to situate yourself and what you 
bring with you into any project (Haraway 1988:586-7).  

Besides studying library- and information science, I previously have a bachelor’s degree 
in gender studies from Karlstad’s University. At the time I took this degree, there was a great 
focus on trans studies at the university’s gender studies department. Therefore, I felt like I had 
the theoretical background and knowledge to conduct a study of this kind. I am not myself a 
trans person, which does definitely affect the outcome of my research on the topic. I am, ho-
wever, an avid ally, and have cared for LGBTQ rights all my life. Even though I do not identi-
fy as trans I still identify with other letters in the LGBTQ initialism. I hope that I do not come 
across as trying to speak for trans people in their place with this study, but instead let my sub-
jects speak for themselves and express their lived experiences, which I then analyze with tools 
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from my chosen theoretical framework. Further, I am a white woman, which of course affects 
the analysis I conduct regarding race and ethnicity that takes place in this study, as I am only 
able to view this from the personal viewpoint of a white woman’s perspective. One again, I 
rely on other sources to make the claims that I do regarding this. By combining my experi-
ences and knowledge with the theories and writings of other people coming from other view-
points, I hope that I have managed to accurately and respectfully conduct a fair analysis of my 
subject matter. 
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Theory 

Introduction  
In the following section I will describe the theoretical framework that I will be working wit-
hin throughout this essay. Seeing as the aim of this essay is to examine how trans identity 
work can be, and is, negotiated in the interaction with public libraries I have decided to center 
my framework around both theories relating to gendered identity and the construct of sub-
jects, as well as space and orientation. Therefore I am going to present my theoretical fram-
ework centering on the concepts of (i) intersectionality; (ii) whiteness; (iii) the heterosexual 
matrix; (iv) orientation; and (v) categorization. 

Intersectionality  
The term intersectionality originates from feminist- and critical race theory and is used to 
describe and analyze how different social hierarchies and power structures interacts and inter-
sects in order to establish inclusion and exclusion based on several different social categories, 
including race, sex, gender, sexuality, etc. The idea behind intersectionality is that it is not 
possible to simply analyze a phenomenon through the lens of one of these categories on its 
own, one must consider how they work together to shape and affect peoples lives and situa-
tions. The concept was developed as a response to the fact that sexism and racism often si-
multaneously affect people’s real lives, but rarely did so in academic and political contexts. 
For example, when focusing on one social category at a time, like ‘gender’ or ‘race’, the inter-
sectional identity of ‘black woman’ tends to be ignored or forgotten (Lykke 2005:8-10). 
Mattsson (2010:8) writes about how the term intersectionality was constructed as way to 
highlight this intersectional identity of black women, where gender, race, and class are all 
equally important to express their existence. Further, it was used to criticize white feminists 
for their oblivion regarding the role race plays in their own lives (Mattsson 2010:8). Lykke 
(2005:8) also argues that it is important to recognize how these categories simultaneously 
construct and shape the conditions for one another in these intersections.  

Intersectionality as an analytical tool and theoretical concept is based in the belief that 
such categories, and the beliefs and norms which dictates how we perceive and navigate them, 
are constructed both on a social as well as an institutional level. This view is also based on the 
idea that these categories are something that we as people ‘do’, as opposed to ‘is’ or ‘has’. 
One does not have a gender, but in fact does gender, or sexuality, or race, etc. However, this 
‘doing’ is made invisible by the very norms and hegemonic discourses we use to construct 
them. The relations between, and hierarchies within, these social categories are continuously 
constructed as biologically or culturally essential. An example of such a discourse in the defi-
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nition of masculinity and femininity as being binary opposites and complementary, where ma-
sculinity is hierarchically valued higher than femininity, while simultaneously colonial di-
scourses work to connect gender, ethnicity, and nature to create a hierarchy with white men at 
the top and black women at the bottom (Lykke 2005:8-12). 

Lykke (2005) also points out that an intersectional viewpoint accords better with how pe-
ople today construct and navigate their own identity in relation to social categories such as 
gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity and so on. The practice of identity work, she claims, was 
once based on quite stable global, local, social, economic, technical, and cultural practices, 
but as these begin to change and interact in a more post modern way, so does the practices of 
creating subjecthood. Social exclusion/inclusion practices are still relying on the power 
structures and norms of modern society, but they are becoming more flexible and as a result 
so are the people navigating these. Therefore intersectionality is becoming more important to 
use as an analytical tool in order to understand these changes in societal processes and to 
describe the identity work of individuals today (Lykke 2005:14). Therefore, I chose to con-
duct my analysis through an intersectional lens to better represent the way my informants ac-
tually conduct their identity work as trans people.  

When analyzing intersectionality in relation to trans and the library, I also believe it is 
important to include the library as a space and as a room in the analysis. Molina (2007:7-8) 
discusses the connection between intersectionality and space. She argues that the room is an 
important aspect to relate to when analyzing intersectional relationships. The study of space, 
according to Molina (2007:8), often neglects to acknowledge the role that power structures 
relating to gender, sexuality, race, etc. plays, while in reality these are always present in the 
construction of the public space, which libraries are undoubtedly a part of.  

Molina (2007:8) goes on to discuss Gillian Rose’s concept of the masculine landscape, 
which claims that public spaces are in a sense masculine and catering to men’s needs, which 
in turn make them inaccessible to non-masculine people through a fear of masculine violence. 
She also claims that research on segregation has shown that there is a strong gender divide 
and segregation in society and public spaces, which I would argue becomes even stronger for 
people who fall outside of the binary gender norm. Besides gender, class and race and ethnici-
ty are important categories to consider when analyzing public spaces. Since, for example, low 
income single mothers and people with non-European backgrounds are overrepresented in 
Swedish ‘million homes program’  suburbs (Molina 2007:9). This becomes relevant in ana11 -
lyzing libraries as well, especially when discussing the difference between libraries in big ci-
ties and those in rural towns. In order to include the room as a component in the intersectional 
analysis, we must first recognize the room as a dynamic process which work to construct and 
uphold the same type of norms and power structures as are apparent in other areas of society. 
The room is sometimes seen as something neutral, separate from the human, just a container 
for human behavior and interaction. But instead, the room should be seen as a ‘becoming’, in 
the same way that humans are, affected by the actions of the people occupying them (Molina 
2007:8-10). 

Lykke (2005:7-8;10) brings forth several criticisms for the term intersectionality and how 
it might be used. Firstly, the term itself being named intersectionality risks associating with 

 Translation of ‘miljonprogramförorter’.11
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the American word ‘intersection’ which means a crossing of roads. This can create a picture 
of social categories meeting and interacting, and then going off by themselves again, which of 
course is not the point of making an intersectional analysis. Important in the concept is that 
social categories interact and in that shape and construct each other, creating something else 
entirely. A black woman can not, for example, leave the crossing at will and enter a context 
viewed only as a woman or as a black person. This, Lykke (2005:8) expresses, has lead the 
scholar Karen Barad to to suggest the use of the word intra-action instead, to highlight the the 
mutual transformation which takes place in the meeting of the different social categories. I 
will still continue to use the term interaction in order to stay consistent, but the arguments stay 
valid and I will have to make it clear in my analysis that this mutual transformation takes pla-
ce and is ongoing. Second, there is a risk for an intersectional analysis to become ‘additive’. 
That means that one analyses each category on it’s own and then simply adds these analysis 
together to create a final product. This also ignores the fact that it is a mutual ongoing and 
consistent transformation that takes place and that this is what is interesting to discuss (Lykke 
2005:9-10). And thirdly, there is a risk of promoting and conducting ‘competing intersectiona-
lity’ where one pits the social categories against one another to where one is prioritised above 
the others and is held as more important. This easily comes across as reductionist, and promo-
tes a view of one social category as more important in a person’s life, while in reality people 
do gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, etc. continually and to different degrees all the time 
(Lykke 2005:10). This has been especially important for me to watch out for, as trans is my 
main focus, but might not always be the main focus in my interviewees lives, as they, like 
everyone else, express their entire identity at all times to different degrees. Especially with 
trans being such a relatively ‘vulnerable’, for lack of a better word, aspect of one’s identity to 
express, people might at several times decide to perform that part of their identity to different 
degrees at different times and circumstances. In conclusion, Lykke (2005:13) expresses that 
intersectionality is in no way a perfect concept, and there might very well be a better term to 
use for analyzing such situations. But as it stands now it is one that is still quite useful, espe-
cially if used with some care and afterthought, and therefore I decided to use it in this context. 
It is also a term that is widely used and recognized by many, especially in feminist academic 
circles (Lykke 2005:13). 

Whiteness 
Another aspect of the hierarchical construction of race and gender is that what is considered 
the norm, i.e. ‘white’ and ‘male’, is often also made invisible. Meaning that white people are 
rarely confronted with the role of race in their lives, and men rarely have to think of themsel-
ves as ‘gendered’. Therefore, a fairly new research field has developed centering on analyzing 
and discussing ‘whiteness’, thereby highlighting the role that race plays in white peoples lives 
and in society as a whole (Mattsson 2010:9). Mattsson (2010:9) claims that the term ‘white-
ness’ is used to counteract the tendency to assume that the social categories ‘race’ and ‘ethni-
city’ automatically and exclusively concerns ethnic minorities. The term ‘whiteness’ is meant 
to highlight not only the discrimination and exclusion that comes with being racialized, but 
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also the privilege and inclusion that comes from being exempt from that practice. By exami-
ning lived experiences and own voices of people who are not normally racialized from a per-
spective of race, whiteness studies are used to analyze the role that being white plays in socie-
ty and peoples lives, especially with a focus on women who are both paradoxically subordina-
ted for being gendered and privileged for being white (Mattsson 2010:9-14). I want to use this 
perspective in my analysis to examine how whiteness plays a part in the identity work of 
white trans people, who are similarly other-fied by society because of their gender identity, 
while negotiating privilege from their whiteness, especially in relation to racialized trans pe-
ople.  

Whitenss, Mattsson (2010:9) argues, is especially interesting to consider in a Swedish 
context. Whiteness studies have shown how constructions of national solidarity and commu-
nity are built around the idea of ‘western whiteness’ , and Swedes is often seen as the epito12 -
me of what it is to be white and western. Racializing discourses are silently working to create 
an understanding about what it means to be Swedish, and which bodies and physical appea-
rances are included in this ‘being’, where blue eyes and blond hair are a strong paragon. It is 
therefore important to analyze and highlight the fact that the relationship between ‘Swedish-
ness’ and ‘whiteness’ is not axiomatic (Mattsson 2010:9-11). In fact, the term ‘ethnic Swede’ 
and ‘white Swede’ is often seen as being the same thing (Hübinette et. al. 2012:24).  

In addition to this, Hübinette et. al. (2012:12) argues that Sweden is a country which has 
historically maintained an ignorance toward race and racism, holding that Sweden is a country 
where such things does not exist and therefore does not matter. In practice this means that in 
Sweden the privilege of being white, as well as the discrimination that comes from being raci-
alized has been made invisible on an institutional and national level. The term ‘race’ is even 
often avoided in Sweden, where ‘ethnicity’, and even ‘culture’ and ‘religion’, have replaced 
the term entirely. Which, in turn, makes it difficult to even discuss the racializing practices 
and norms which governs the lives of both people who are excluded because of their race, as 
well as the privilege that white Swedes gain from this practice (Hübinette et. al. 2012:12-14).  

I want to make it clear that when I use the term ‘race’, and advocate for the acknowled-
gement of it in a Swedish context, that I do not myself believe in an essentialistic or natural 
born racial devision among humans. I do however believe that race as a social category af-
fects people’s lives and to ignore this, as is often done in Sweden, risks undermining people’s 
experiences of discrimination in their everyday lives. Hübinette et. al. (2012:13-14) make a 
similar statement. 

Heterosexual matrix 
Feminist scholar Judith Butler (2006:4), in accordance with an intersectional stand point, 
describes gender as intersecting with several different socially constructed categories to con-
stitute a persons identity. She also points out that these categories are indeed constructed, as 
they change depending on historical and cultural contexts. However, Butler (2006:9) takes 
this one step further by suggesting that not only gender but also biological sex is socially con-

 Translation of ‘det vita västerländska’.12
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structed. Butler (2006:9;152) starts by discussing how if sex is biologically fixed, then gender, 
which is culturally constructed, need not follow the same strict fixedness. Therefore, there is 
no reason to assume that gender should also be thought of in the same binary terms as sex is. 
This binary system, then, implicates a one to one relationship between sex and gender that 
need not always be true. Then, Butler (2006:9-10) argues that if the supposed connection 
between sex and gender is fabricated, or socially constructed, then might not the idea of the 
biological sex be as well? She suggests that gender can not be viewed as a simple cultural in-
scription to a pre-given biological sex, gender as a concept simultaneously works to produce 
the idea of there being such a thing as a prior sex for the gender to be inscribed on. In Butler’s 
(2006:10;23-4) meaning, there is no ‘natural’ which proceeds the ‘cultural’. 

How come then, that the idea of ‘natural sex’ and corresponding social gender is so pro-
minent in the norms of most societies? Butler explains this through her concept of the ‘hetero-
sexual matrix’. Butler’s heterosexual matrix builds on Adrienne Rich’s concept of ‘compulso-
ry heterosexuality’. Rich (1980:632-640) argues that heterosexuality is especially enforced 
upon women in order to serve the physical, economical, and emotional needs of men. This is 
done in part by rendering any other option unavailable, while at the same time making women 
depend on men for economic and social stability. 

Butler (2006:24-43;58;104;128-130) builds on this idea of compulsory heterosexuality for 
her concept of the heterosexual matrix and argues that this also works to enforce rigid and bi-
nary gender roles, which in turn are constructed as each other’s opposites and, therefore, ine-
vitably attract. This creates a cycle where gender is seen as reflecting sex, while at the same 
time sexuality, or desire, is seen as reflecting gender, and again, gender reflects desire. The 
heterosexual matrix therefore states that there is a connection between sex, gender, and desire 
which dictates that biological men are masculine and desire biological women, who are con-
sidered to be their opposite, and vice versa. This system also works to suppress anything 
which does not support this congruence between sex, gender, and sexuality. In other words, it 
suppresses the queer (Butler 2006:24-43;58;95). 

One important aspect of the heterosexual matrix which Butler (2006:2-3:22-3) points out 
is the role it plays in negotiating subject intelligibility. In order to be considered an intelligible 
subject one must first meet the qualifications of gender set up by the heterosexual matrix. 
Butler (2006:22-3;46;151) even claims that it is fruitless to discuss a persons identity before 
discussing their gender identity, as people only become intelligible subjects through being 
gendered. She points out that one of the first things which anchors babies as human is when 
the question ‘is it a boy or a girl?’ is asked and answered. It is also one of the first things we 
instantly assume about another person when first meeting them. Juridical and political practi-
ces also play a huge part in this, as in Sweden there are only two options for juridical sex, 
which in addition is made visible by our social security number system . These juridical 13

practices work to inevitably naturalize a binary gender system and in turn exclude and make 
unavailable any subject position which falls outside of its strict regulation. Not being awarded 
full subjecthood in turn means that these people do not gain the same level of respect and in-
tegrity as those who are viewed as intelligible subjects come to expect, for instance by having 

 In Sweden the social security number consists of your birth date and four additional numbers, where the third additional 13

number denotes a persons juridical gender. An even number indicates female gender, while odd indicates male. 
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their existence constantly questioned (Butler 2006:3). In my analysis, I will use the concept of 
the heterosexual matrix to show how these assumptions about gender and sexuality affect 
trans people, who by definition, goes against everything that the matrix supposes, and the ef-
fects that this has on their identity work. In addition I will discuss how it affects the library 
space and the material and services that they provide. 

Orientation 
Sara Ahmed (2006:2) offers in her book Queer Phenomenology a new way of looking at both 
gender and sexual identity, race and ethnicity, as well as physical space as ‘oriented’. She 
does this first by queering phenomenology. Ahmed (2006:2) acknowledges that though the 
practice is informed by phenomenology it can not be simply referred to as a phenomenologi-
cal action, and in so needs to be viewed as queered. Ahmed (2006:2) focuses on phenomeno-
logy because it centers around the importance of lived experience, which is also why I felt it 
important to have a phenomenological basis for the theoretical framework of this essay, see-
ing as the material I have used is entirely based on interviews and first hand accounts of lived 
experience.  

Ahmed (2006:3) argues that orientation is an important concept in phenomenology alrea-
dy, but that by queering it we can also start looking at the orientation of phenomenology itself. 
In doing so we might be able to view orientation as such in a different light. For example, she 
emphasizes the role of disorientation alongside orientation, as a device to highlight how soci-
etal norms and physical spaces orient subjects in a certain direction, and how opposing these 
directions might cause disorientation. Disorientation is also a bodily feeling, and can often be 
quite violent and connected to violence in many ways (Ahmed 2006:157-160;172). By quee-
ring phenomenology, Ahmed (2006:107) hopes to move toward ‘queer’, and in that sense of-
fer support for those who live in a state of constant disorientation. In other words, by queering 
phenomenology Ahmed (2006107;161) means to offer a new way of looking at the world 
through a different angle not offered though regular phenomenology. For Ahmed 
(2006:67;161) ‘queer’ as a term is used both to negate a sexual orientation that deviates from 
the norms of the heterosexual matrix, but she also uses it in a more general way by denoting 
that which is ”‘oblique’ or ‘off line’”. I will use the term in the same way, with a special focus 
on queer gender identity.  

Ahmed (2006:1-3) suggests several different aspects about orientation that become visible 
once viewing it through a queer understanding. Being oriented, she writes, is something we 
do by turning in different directions. In addition to this, it is not just something we do, but 
also something that can be done to us. We can be turned toward different objects which signal 
the right way to orient ourselves in order to fit in and be understood by society. There are se-
veral different familiar signals which indicate how we should act and move around the world 
which are recognizable to most people, such as, for example, signs indicating who are allo-
wed in certain areas. This also happens in more obscure ways however, that might not be re-
gistered by the subject being oriented in the moment (Ahmed 2006:3). Further, emotions play 
a huge role in orienting ourselves, both by moving us toward certain objects and away from 
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others. In this way, orientation shapes the space around us (Ahmed 2006:2). Ahmed 
(2006:3;12) views space as dynamic and changeable, one could even say ‘alive’. This is anot-
her important aspect in how orientation can both be something we do and which is done to us, 
as the same is true for physical spaces. The way a space is oriented affects how we move 
through it, but how we move through it also affects space. In this way we also situate oursel-
ves through orientation and what directions we choose to turn (Ahmed 2006:3;6;159). 

In this Ahmed (2006:7) also points out the importance of ‘getting lost’, and and how it 
works as a different type of orientation. Similar to being disoriented, being lost is a way of 
inhibiting space that is not familiar, and, in a way, outside of what is considered ‘correct’ or 
‘normative’. In this way, feeling lost is also something that can become familiar, especially 
for those who go against the normative way of orienting oneself (Ahmed 2006:7-8). 

Therefore orientation can also be something that is collective, something that a nation or a 
society does collectively. This is a way of looking at societal norms as a society moving in the 
same direction, or requiring that we turn toward certain objects and away from others. Going 
along with the collective orientation is then to follow a ‘straight line’, and whoever deviates 
from this line in turn become ‘crooked’, or disoriented. It can also be said that these straight 
lines depend on the crooked to become visible as straight (Ahmed 2006:15;66-7). Ahmed 
(2006:66) also argues that these straight lines are reproduced by a ”repetition of bodily and 
societal actions over time”. 

Similarly, how we orient ourselves also dictates what objects are available for us to turn 
toward. In this way, Ahmed (2006:91) argues that seeing as queer objects are disoriented, or 
outside of the straight line of of the normative heterosexual matrix, they might not even 
”‘come into view’ as possible object to be directed toward”. Considering the fact that bodies 
affect spaces in the same way that spaces affects bodies, heterosexual cis-bodies risk taking 
over spaces because of their status as being the norm. In this way spaces become straight 
through continuous repetition of actions which in turn risk shutting out queer bodies and tur-
ning them away from these spaces (Ahmed 2006:90-92). In order to combat this, Ahmed 
(2006:107) suggests moving toward a ‘queer orientation’, meaning making objects and 
desires reachable which are typically placed outside of out reach. This is a way of making 
spaces ‘slanted’ which makes things that stand outside of the straight line visible and made 
available. It also offers up moments of disorientation for more people, which Ahmed 
(2006:157-8) claims is a vital for seeing the world in more ways than one. As Ahmed 
(2006:161) writes: ”To make things queer is certainly to disturb the order of things”. 

Ahmed (2006:1) also talks about sexuality as oriented. We already talk about sexual ori-
entation, but Ahmed (2006:1;67;69-70) takes this further and conceptualizes sexuality as so-
mething spatial, in a sense of who we turn our desire toward as well as who we choose to in-
hibit space together with. Stryker et. al. (2008:13) argues that this could be applied to gender 
identity as well, especially since so much of space, in particular public space, is dictated by 
and separated into specific gendered spheres. Even though trans and non-binary gender identi-
ty is not directly related to sexuality, I believe a lot of arguments that Ahmed (2006) gives 
about sexuality and orientation can be applied to gender identity as well, especially those that 
are considered queer. Ahmed (2006:67) discusses how ‘queer’ itself is very much a spatial 
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term. The etymology for queer is an Indo-European word for ‘twist’, which in itself is spatial: 
to twist this way or that.  

In talking about sexuality as oriented Ahmed (2006:69-70) however, notes that it is only 
the queer sexualities who are constituted as having an orientation, this because heterosexuali-
ty is seen as being neutral. People only started talking about sexual orientation with the inven-
tion of ‘homosexuality’ in order to describe a deviation from that which is ‘normal’. In align-
ment with the heterosexual matrix, heterosexuality is considered to be following a straight 
line, a line which presumably leads toward the ‘other sex’. Here Ahmed (2006:70) notes how 
queer sexualities break with this idea in more ways than one, as queerness is not as simple as 
only following a line in another direction, or toward the ‘same sex’. There is also, for examp-
le, bisexuality which leads both ways, or asexuality which does not turn in either direction. In 
a similar manner trans and non-binary identities break with the linearity of gender. A straight 
line is assumed to exist between one’s ‘biological sex’ and one’s ‘social gender’. Binary tran-
speople disrupt this idea by proving that the line does not always go in the same direction. 
Non-binary people, on the other hand, disproves the idea that there has to be a line at all. Both 
sexual and gender identity is a vastly more complex issue, but as Ahmed (2006) and Butler 
(2006) proves, people are still inclined to think about it in this simplified manner. In addition, 
following this straight line becomes compulsory, as deviation risks the loss of familial and 
social love and acceptance, it becomes a requirement for intelligible subjectivity (Ahmed 
2006:70). 

This compulsory heterosexuality, concerning both sexuality and gender, shapes and 
restricts what bodies can do and in which directions they can orient themselves. By repetition 
of actions and orientations bodies become moulded into a shape that fits neatly into the hete-
rosexual matrix. But, as Ahmed (2006:94) argues, this compulsion does not always succeed. 
Being queer is important, because it works to open up these restrictions caused by continu-
ously following a straight line. In the same way queer spaces matter, spaces which opens up 
opportunities for unreachable objects to be reached. 

Categorization 
Jacob (2004:518) explain human categorization as a way to simplify our experience of our 
environment, by offering a simple way to both retrieve and store information. Categorization 
simply explained work by dividing the world into different groups consisting of similar mem-
bers, and certain behaviors or expectations are associated with these members of different ca-
tegories. In this way, we do not have to experience everything as a unique concept, but can 
instead compare it to certain established categories and process it accordingly. There is a rese-
arch tradition in classification research called the ‘classical theory of categories’ in which it 
was assumed that categories and classifications are natural and determined by a pre-existing 
set of criteria, but in modern age most researchers agree that categories are not essential but 
constructed through a social process (Jacob 2004:518-520). Bowker & Star (2000:38;286) 
also point out that this categorization process is made invisible as we are taught to ignore it, it 
is something we do almost as a reflex. This all means that everything we see as standard or 
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universal in relation to certain categories, is in fact socially constructed and born out of con-
stant, and ever changing, discourses and negotiations. And related to this, categories have an 
enormous power in our society, to shape and form expectations and actions, and in that way 
they are both conceptual and material in the way they affect our lives. Categories are power-
ful, and have real political and ethical effects on our society and lived lives (Bowker & Star 
2000:39;44-45;285;319). Bowker & Star (2000:5;311;326) also point out that one aspect of 
the power of categorization is how it can work to promote as well as silence different point of 
views. They mean that this is not automatically a bad thing, but something which is inevitable 
and therefore important to be mindful of. Especially in relation to the work of categorization 
being made invisible, this risks silencing certain voices and further promote a normative nar-
rative of universality. What determines member status in a certain category is often a ‘proto-
type’ of that category, which is constructed as the most typical member. For example, in the 
category of ‘birds’, one that can fly, builds nests in trees, and sings is more closer to the proto-
type than for example an ostrich. In the same way a very feminine woman is closer to the pro-
totype of ‘woman’ than for example a woman who is more of a tomboy (Beeghly 2014:6). 

However, categories do not always, if ever, exhaustively describe something, and not eve-
rything will fit neatly inside a pre-existing category, an every expectation that is associated 
with that category. These instances are called ‘boundary objects’, or ‘monsters’; where 
boundary objects are objects which inhabit several communities at the same time, while 
monsters tend to defy standard categorization all together. These objects which defy categori-
zation are to a great extent ignored or made invisible by the same structures which makes us 
oblivious to the affects of categorization in our society. Instead of seeing a patterns in these 
outliers, vi tend to view them as exceptions or accidents (Bowker & Star 2000:292-306). Ho-
wever, Bowker & Star (2000:300) argue that no one actually fits purely into a single category, 
they say that ‘the average’ does not exist. Everyone actually exist in several categories and 
belong to different ‘borderlands’, but certain aspects of these are made more visible than ot-
hers, which also increases the pressure on those people to perform in these social situations 
impeccably. What is rarely made apparent is how this ‘other’ category is actually a very im-
portant component in regulating the borders of the original category (Bowker & Star 
2000:300-301). One such category is ‘trans’, and I will use this theory regarding the categori-
zation process in my analysis to show how this has an effect on trans people’s lives. 

Social categories, which I have discussed to quite some extent so far, work in much the 
same way as non-social categories. However, Beeghly (2014:6) argues that there is a diffe-
rence between the two, which she claims is because humans are more complicated that the 
other objects we use categories to organize. There are numerous social categories that a per-
son can be described by, or use to describe themselves, and the combination that these catego-
ries can be used in is complex. Social categories also does not fit in the same neat hierarchy 
which non-social categories typically do. There is definitely hierarchical discourses related to 
social categories, but this is more culturally and contextually bound than with non-social ca-
tegories. This might be, Beeghly (2014:6) writes, because social categories have a greater 
emotional, and most definitely personal, connection to most people than categories organizing 
other objects do. Social categories have a huge material and tangible impact on our lives, both 
in how we are received and treated by other people and society, as well as how we chose to 
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conduct ourselves and our identity work as individuals and subjects in our societies (Bowker 
& Star 2000:39). In other ways, though, social and non-social categories work in pretty much 
the same way, they are for example both controlled by prototypes and consist of members 
with similar attributes judged in part from this image of the prototype (Beeghly 2014:6).  

In accordance with how Judith Butler and other feminist scholars argue for social catego-
ries as a doing instead of a being, as does some categorization researchers discuss categories 
as a doing. Bowker & Star (2000:295-6), through the work of sociologist Hervey Sacks, 
describe ‘being ordinary’ as performing a sort of job, as opposed to something that someone 
just is. At the same time other people who work at being ordinary simultaneously work to as-
sure each other that they are all in fact ordinary. In that sense, it is a doing both independently 
and cooperatively. Being ordinary, and being put in that category by others, is therefor, accor-
ding to Bowker & Star (2000:295-6) a construction, and a delicate construction, which has to 
be performed and reconstructed continuously. However, just as feminist scholars argue, Bow-
ker & Star (2000:307) make sure to point out that this performance is not always a role that 
one can step into and out of at will. Being for example a black woman is not something that 
one can escape or decide not to do, the doing is done not only by the person in question but 
also the people around them and society as a whole. One is not a woman in the same way that 
one is a rock climber, or a pet owner. Stephan & Stephan (2000:543-4) discuss ‘race’ and 
‘ethnicity’ in a similar manner, but I would claim that their arguments can be applied to other 
social categories, such as gender, as well. They argue that social categories, and which one 
perform, change from situation to situation, indicating that it is indeed something someone 
does as opposed to something someone is. It can change from specific social situations as 
well as different stages in a person’s life. Just as Bowker & Star (2000:296), Stephan & Step-
han (2000:543-4) also highlight the communal aspect of social categories where it is also a 
doing which people do onto each other and how they interpret one another. They also, ho-
wever, underline the importance of self identification, and how certain aspects of social cate-
gorization, such as race and ethnicity, can be extremely important to a person’s identity work 
and self identification should therefore not be ignored in this situation (Stephan & Stephan 
2000:547). 

Something which is closely related to categorization, especially in relation to social cate-
gories, are stereotypes. Beeghly (2014:1) describe stereotyping as something humans do as a 
response to diversity. It is a human reflex to look for order in the world, and this extends to 
people as well. We classify people into different types and we associate these types with mea-
ning, which culminates in stereotypes. In this way our expectations of other humans are based 
on the groups which we choose to associate them with and the assumptions we have about 
those groups (Beeghly 2014:1). Stereotypes affect both our thoughts and actions. This action 
is inevitable, in order to take in the complex amount of information about the world and other 
people in it we have to simplify, or we could not function. With this all in mind, stereotyping 
is still problematic, and have the tendency to affect the lives of those exposed to the stereoty-
ping in negative ways. Stereotypes are traditionally associated with prejudice, oppression, and 
cultural imperialism. However, it is still fruitless to advocate for the abolishment of stereoty-
ping (Beeghly 2014:1-3;5;12). As mentioned previously it is something which we can not 
help doing, and besides, Beeghly (2014:16) argues that stereotyping can at times be a good 
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and resonable action. What Beeghly (2014:20) wants to stress about stereotypes is that we, as 
individuals and as a society, have to be more mindful about how we use them. Both in recog-
nizing when and how we execute them, as well as how we react to other people applying 
them. It is not helpful to simply disregard any use of stereotypes and universally deem it as 
bad and hurtful. As discussed earlier, it is inevitable and something we all do. Both as a be-
nign and helpful action, as well as harmful and disregarding (Beeghly 2014:1-3;5;16;20). Ste-
reotypes do cause harm and discrimination, and mostly affect society’s most vulnerable mem-
bers. What should be in focus, however, according to Beeghly (2014:20), is recognizing it’s 
use and how it works to shape our view of the world and the people in it in specific situations 
and circumstances. Categorization is a crucial component to stereotyping, as we categorize 
objects as members of certain groups, we also associate different actions, appearances, and 
characteristics with that group. Another aspect of this is that our own actions tend to affect the 
outcome of any situation. As people we are prone to adjust to situations we find ourselves in, 
by adapting the attitudes of the people around us. If for example, a stranger greets us in a fri-
endly manner, and in so expecting us to be friendly in return, we tend to do just that. Therefo-
re it is common that our expectations construct the reality around us as people respond in the 
way we greet them based on our assumptions of their actions. Therefore stereotypes tend to 
both predict and influence the social situations we inhabit. It is also important to note that ste-
reotypes are prone to affect our actions in situations of elevated stress and uncertainty about 
the situation at hand. However, we do have the ability to act against our immediate stereoty-
ping, hence why it is important to be aware of when we do them and why (Beeghly 
2014:14-16). 

The normative discourses and societal attitudes conditioning social categories clearly af-
fect the people and the lives they lead to a great extent. But social categories are not alone in 
this impact, all categorical work function to reproduce and construct reality and individual’s 
lives (Bowker & Star 2000:3; Jacob 2004:516; Keilty 2012:418). Tythacott (2011:140) 
describe this instance in relation to race and ethnicity, where cultural material was organized 
in order to reproduce the idea of inequality between the races and the cultural material that 
they produce. Jacob (2004:418) claim that the structure of categorization systems dictate how 
and in what way information becomes important and can be understood, which in turn influ-
ence the information about reality which becomes available to the people susceptible to it. 
Bowker & Star (2000:3;39) also point out the material reality of information organization. 
They mean that these systems are built into every feature of our environment. While the act of 
sorting information, naming things, and classifying objects might seem like a purely technical 
act, Bowker & Star (2000:290;326) argues that these actions have deep impact on the people 
in a society and how they interact with each other and the world, as well as what is seen as 
natural and appropriate. 

An important actor in this structuring of information and classification of objects is socie-
tal institutions, such as libraries. Carter (2006:216) discusses the power inherent in archival 
institutions, which I would argue apply to libraries as well. One thing that he highlights is the 
inability of institutions like these to be exhaustive. It is impossible for archives and libraries, 
however willing they might be, to include all information available in the world and to reflect 
all aspects of society. Choices have to be made and these choices have consequences of inclu-
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sion and exclusion. In this way the institutional power and categorization and information or-
ganization has the ability to allow voices to be heard, while simultaneously silencing others 
by including records and narratives by certain groups. Dominant and powerful groups have 
historically been promoted more fiercely in archival institutions. The powerful are often alig-
ned with societal institutions such as the military and the police. While they are not necessa-
rily a majority in numbers, the powerful include groups defined by different racial, ethnic, and 
religious groups, and usually have access to more wealth and education, on the base of having 
societal power and influence. Archival institutions represent things like history, memory, and 
identity, and not being represented in these can have a huge effect on the marginal’s ability of 
performing identity work relating to these subjects, especially in the sense of collective identi-
ty (Carter 2006:216-217;221). Identity, Carter (2006:221) argues, becomes even more impor-
tant for people in a marginalized group, as a tool to claim subjecthood in defiance to the po-
werful groups in society. Carter (2006:219;233) claims that this exclusion practice is inevitab-
le in archival work, but needs to be contended at the same time. Archival institutions have the 
power to acknowledge this practice and point out who is being marginalized in society and 
work to include them as best they can. 

Another aspect related to categorization and power is the access to the knowledge being 
categorized. For example, Keilty (2012:418) discusses the way that library organizing 
systems such as the LCSH and the Dewey Decimal Classification System not always reflect 
the nomenclature of people associated with certain minority groups. He gives gender and sex-
ual non-conforming people as an example were the way they identify themselves, and the 
words they use to express that, is not reflected in these types of organizational systems. This 
in turn makes it more difficult for people in these groups to find information using these 
systems regarding their own identity and the culture and history of their group. In addition, it 
can work to dictate the boundaries of groups and force them to adapt certain vocabulary that 
might be seen as hurtful or offensive (Keilty 2012:418-9). 
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Representation and identification  

Introduction 
The analysis of this essay is split into two broad and interconnected themes; the first here be-
ing ‘representation and identification’, with a focus on library as a service, where I will di-
scuss how my informants use the library as a tool in their identity work as trans people, as 
well as how they perceive how the services and collections of Swedish public libraries ma-
nage to represent them and their community. This theme is then further divided into several 
sub-themes, consisting of: representation and accessibility; digital v.s. physical services; iden-
tity work as a collaborative effort; independence and control; the importance of community; 
different ways of being trans; racialized and Swedish trans identities; and finally, library space 
as a service. To conduct this analysis I rely on a theoretical groundwork based mainly on in-
tersectionality; whiteness; the heterosexual matrix; and categorization. 

Representation and accessibility  
To begin with, I believe it would be fruitful to analyze how the people I have interviewed use 
the library. Out of my five informants, four outright claim that the library has an important 
role in their lives. Informant 2 even discusses it as a second home: 

Libraries… The library in A***, where I was raised, functioned as a second home until I got my foster fa-
mily. I spent a lot of hours there after school. If I wasn’t there I was at music school, but I would much rat-
her be at the library.  14

Just like Informant 2 mentions here, all the other informants claim the library as a space and 
service they have visited and used since early childhood, and most express the role that pa-
rents played in this early exposure. They all also claim to visit libraries a lot, either still in 
their adult lives or as something they used to do a lot when younger. Perhaps not surprisingly, 
the activity that all of them say they use the library for is borrowing and reading books. They 
all also claim to look for representations of themselves in these books. This need for trans re-
presentation in books is something that Waldman (2014:33-4) also discusses as prevalent in 
their study. Two of my informants express this need in the following way: 

I think that I have probably read quite a lot, to begin with, until probably around 2014 when I found out 
about Jenny Jaigerfeldt and that just opened up a whole new world for me. So I have probably read quite a 
lot of, what should I call it? Straight books. But still recognized myself in a lot of different roles. Recogni-
zed myself in the role of experiencing unrequited love. Because during the teenage years one experienced a 

 Bibliotek… Biblioteket i A*** där jag är uppvuxen har varit som ett andra hem tills jag fick min fosterfamilj. Jag spende14 -
rade många timmar där efter skolan. Om jag inte var där var jag på musikskolan, fast jag var hellre på biblioteket.
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lot of unrequited love when falling for straight girls, because straight girls are straight girls you know. And 
still sort of recognized myself in that. But also it has played a huge part because I was at a very young age 
afflicted with, and have lived with mental health issues, so it also had an important role in finding charac-
ters I could relate with in order to express myself […] But I have felt also like there was not a lot… the 
thing I felt like was missing even though I did find books where there was… Like LGBTQ people, there 
was still a lot of girls meet girls, or boys meet boys, so I didn’t really feel… There was something still 
missing.  15

Interview with Informant 2 

I think mostly personal stories. Because I, as a person I am very dependent on like relating to others, becau-
se that has been a very important part in my process.  16

Interview with Informant 3 

As evident by these two quotes this representation can be found both in fiction as well as non-
fiction, but also in stories which have nothing to do with trans or which do not include trans 
characters. Obviously, by looking at this through an intersectional perspective it is important 
to point out how these people are not solely trans in their identity presentation and perception 
of self, and other social categories can also represent them as people and how they view 
themselves (Lykke 2005:9-10). However, as Informant 2 points out, a lack of representation 
for this aspect of their identity can also express itself as a feeling of something lacking. A 
need for trans representation can still be there, even though other forms of representation are 
found. In the case of Informant 2, it was specifically a lack of representation for non-binary 
gender identities which caused this feeling of something missing. This was before they had 
figured out this part of their identity, and according to Informant 2 themselves, having the op-
portunity to see this gender identity represented in the fiction they had access to in the library 
could have been helpful as they were working to come to terms with this aspect of their own 
gender identity. Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:172-3) discusses how seeing yourself repre-
sented in literature can be a vital part of trans people’s identity work. However, they also 
bring up the fact that even when different types of media focuses on trans issues, non-binary 
identities are often forgotten about (Pohjanen & Kortelainen 2015:187). This shows that libra-
ries need to make active choices to include this representation in their services, as it is somet-
hing that is wanted by at least some of their users. 

Something similar to reading/borrowing books that a lot of my informant expressed about 
their library use was the actual physical accessibility to books and literature. Being able to 
read books you hear about, from others or from the internet, was raised by many as a positive 
aspect about libraries. Two informants also discussed the ability to be able to read books wit-
hout spending money, or to read books before you spend money on them so you can be sure it 
is a book you want to own. This raises an important class perspective, where everyone can not 

 Så inser jag att jag har nog läst väldigt mycket, till en början, fram tills typ 2014 då jag hittade Jenny Jaigerfeldt, och det 15

bara öppnades en helt ny värld för mig. Så har jag nog läst väldigt mycket, vad ska jag kalla det, straighta böcker, men ändå 
känt igen mig i många roller. Känt igen mig i rollen av att vara olyckligt kär. För att under tonåren var man mycket olyckligt 
kär i straighta tjejer för att straighta tjejer är straighta tjejer liksom. Och ändå liksom känt igen mig i det. Men också så hart 
det väl spelat en stor roll för att jag väldigt tidigt drabbades med, av att ha levt med psykisk ohälsa så det var också en viktig 
roll att hitta karaktärer som jag kunde känna igen mig i där jag kunde få ett utlopp. […] Så. Men jag har tänkt också på att det 
var väldigt lite det som jag saknade även om jag hittade böcker där det var... Alltså hbtq personer så var det väldigt mycket, 
girls meet girls eller boys meet boys jag kände liksom inte. Det var nånting som fattades.

 Jag tror att det är framförallt personliga berättelser. För jag, som person så är jag väldigt beroende av att liksom relatera till 16

andra, för det har varit väldigt viktigt för mig i min process så.
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afford to buy all the books they want to read. Therefore the library might be even more impor-
tant for trans people who also belong to the working class. Most of my informants read a lot, 
and several of them discussed having a deep love for reading. Two of them even expressed 
having read everything the library has on offer on the topic of ‘trans’. These same two were 
also the only ones who talked about leaving proposals to the library to acquire books they 
wanted to read but were not available in their library’s collection. Informant 5 mentioned a 
specific feeling that comes with visiting the library filled with hope and expectation for fin-
ding something new and exciting to read. This shows that it is important that libraries keep 
updating their catalog with new material as it is being published. It is not enough to simply 
acquire a few books on trans issues, or containing trans characters, and be done with it. Besi-
des reading and borrowing books, three of my informants claim that they have been to lectu-
res held at the library, while one even talks about holding lectures in libraries. I will discuss 
lectures held at libraries, specifically about trans related issues, in the next chapter. It should 
be noted though, that most of my informants mentioned that they had never heard of any acti-
vities or lectures relating to trans issues being held at a library. 

When it comes to using the library as a source in their quest for information on LGBTQ 
and trans related issues, all but one name it as important. Informant 4 discussed the importan-
ce of the library as an anonymous source of information, where, as they put it, the self check 
out service has been a great addition for people like them who want to discover aspects of 
their identity in private. However, some of my informants point out the limited material avai-
lable in both fiction and non-fiction, and that whatever material there was was sometimes dif-
ficult to find. Many also highlighted the importance of the internet as a source for this kind of 
information, and how it was much easier to use than the library. One reason for this might be, 
firstly that the library did not acquire enough literature of trans issues. This might be because 
of ignorance, because they did not see the need, or simply could not afford it. It could also be 
related to a lack of production of these types of sources. However, as Keilty (2012:18) brings 
up as an issue, it might be that the libraries had the information but that it was made difficult 
to access because of differences in the words used to categorize the material with the words 
that the users thought to search for or identify themselves with. Informant 5 did, however, 
stress the value of the library in finding information in Swedish, while Informant 4 expressed 
a preference for using the library as they are not as comfortable using the internet as a lot of 
their peers.  

Digital v.s. physical services 
Perhaps a bit surprising then, considering this, only one informant expressed using the digital 
services provided by the library. Informant 5 talked about interaction with libraries on Face-
book, and joining an online book club there, as well as participating in a book recommenda-
tion service that was offered. However, he did criticise this service for gender profiling their 
book recommendations, since this was before he came out as trans and got a recommendation 
for a book about pregnancy and post-natal depression. This idea that certain books would be 
of interest for people based on their gender is a good example of the heterosexual matrix in 
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action. The heterosexual matrix assumes that men and women are different and therefore have 
different tastes in books. Besides this specific book recommendation supposes that this per-
son, just because they are assumed to be a middle age woman, would have experienced, or at 
least be interested in, pregnancy, since the matrix also supposes heterosexuality and a want to 
reproduce as self-evident (Butler 2006:24-43;58;95). 

Something that the internet can not provide in the same extent as a library is personal 
connection and real life social interactions. Two of my informant pointed out the importance 
of this connection and relating to, and even befriending, the staff. Informant 2 talked being 
seen and recognized by the library staff, both as a young person but also later as they returned 
to their childhood library: 

But like this, a lot of hours, lots of reading, and the librarians who worked there when I was… 14 to 19 was 
like still working there, most of them. Then there are a few new hires. But they still recognize me now when 
I come in. They’re like: ‘It was you who always came and brought drinking yoghurt and ciabatta even 
though you weren’t allowed. We let you because we knew you had to.’ So it has played a very important 
role.  17

This relationship with the librarians, then, lead to better and more accurate book recommen-
dations. Informant 2 talks about one specific librarian who gave them books to read which 
helped them come to terms with things relating to their sexual and gender identity. Informant 
5 also talks about a special relationship with one librarian specifically and how this has resul-
ted in better, more accurate book recommendations: 

There is one here who has quite a lot of knowledge who has sometimes been giving me tips on books on 
their way in to the library catalog. I experience that as very positive, then they know that I am interested in 
these topics.  18

Bowker & Star (2000:296) and Stephan & Stephan (2000:543-4) discusses how identity work 
is a communal effort, and being affirmed in your gender identity in this way by another per-
son can be very important for trans people. I will discuss this aspect in more detail in the 
following section. 

Identity work as a collaborative effort 

As mentioned, Bowker & Star (2000:296) discusses identity work as something that is not 
only done individually, but in a social context and in relation to other people. They discuss the 
collaborative act of doing ‘ordinary’, but this can be applied to different social categories. For 
example, being seen for how you present yourself and want to be interpreted is an extremely 

 Men såhär många timmar, mycket läsande och de bibliotekarier som jobbade där när jag var… 14 till 19 jobbade ju liksom, 17

jobbar ju fortfarande kvar, de allra flesta. Sen är det väl lite nya tillskott. Men de känner ju igen mig nu när jag kommer in. 
De bara, det var du som alltid kom skulle ha med dig dricksyoghurt och ciabatta in fast du inte fick. Vi lät dig för vi visste att 
du var tvungen. Så det hade en väldigt viktig roll.

 En som här som har ganska mycket kunskap har tipsat ibland om böcker som är på väg in liksom. Och det upplever jag 18

som väldigt positivt, då vet ju den att jag är intresserad av de här sakerna.  
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important aspect in the identity work of queer and trans people. However, this can also be a 
complicated issue. Two other of my informants explicitly expressed avoiding social interac-
tions in the library. Informant 3, for example, talked about a fear connected to interacting with 
people and being interpreted in the ‘wrong’ way:  

I think it has to do with the fact that I generally worry about social situations and how I am going to be re-
ceived. To be received in the correct way and things like that. So it’s not that I specifically avoid libraries, 
but social situations in general, out of a fear of being coded incorrectly.  19

Even though Informant 3 points out that this is not a situation which is exclusive to the li-
brary, it is still important to note that the library is, and can be, a very social situation which 
facilitates social interaction. This social situation, then, can be a concern for someone like a 
trans person who is more likely to be coded incorrectly, due to society’s application of the he-
terosexual matrix and a binary gender system, where there is an expectation that one is either 
a man or a woman, and that these people have specific appearances and traits which correlates 
to masculine and feminine ideals (Butler 2006:24-43;58;95).  

A key aspect of the trans experience, and which relates to the social interaction with ot-
hers, is the idea of ‘passing’. The organization GLAAD, which is a non-governmental media 
monitoring organization founded by LGBTQ people in the media, problematizes the use of 
the word ‘passing’ for its insinuation that trans people are passing for something they are not. 
They do, however, point out that a lot of trans people use this term themselves, as do some of 
my informants. Therefore I will use the term when relaying what my informants have said, 
but use the terms ‘visibly trans’ and ‘not visibly trans’ as GLAAD suggests as alternatives 
(GLAAD n.d.). All of my informants discuss this concept in one way or another, and as an 
aspect that is prevalent when visiting the library as a trans user. Informant 1 talks about ma-
naging to appear not visibly trans, thereby being interpreted in the way that he sees and pre-
sents himself. That is as a man, not a trans man but a cis man. In a sense he talks about the 
freedom that comes with this, by talking about how people who are visibly trans risk being 
questioned by people around them and having to defend their identity in a way that he is spa-
red. 

Yes, and also that I, like I don’t really have anything that exposes me, right? Because my ID-card does not 
show any strangeness, neither with my name or my social security number, so I am fine.  20

Informant 5, however, who identifies as a trans man, talks about mostly being interpreted as a 
woman. This means that he is not interpreted as trans at all, and can in that way avoid any se-
paration or exclusionary treatment from others, including library staff. This can in a way be 
both a negative experience, as it is a denial of his gender identity, but it can also be positive in 
that he is not treated differently by others by appearing trans. 

 Jag tror att det nog har att göra med att jag generellt oroar mig för sociala situationer hur jag blir bemött. Att bli bemött på 19

rätt sätt och sådär. Så att det är inte bara att jag har undvikt bibliotek, utan sociala situationer i allmänhet, utifrån en oro att bli 
fel-kodad så. 

 Ja, och plus även att jag har ju alltså jag har ju ingenting som avslöjar mig för mitt id-kort visar ju liksom inga konstighe20 -
ter, med varken namn eller personnummer eller så, så jag klara mig.
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I don’t think that others think about that that much… those who do not know that I am trans probably don’t 
think that I am. Since I don’t tend to speak a lot, and I still have not been able to grow a beard or anything, I 
do not pass as a man for most people at the library. And therefore they don’t think about me that much, I am 
just one of everyone else there who—  21

In this statement it is clear that Informant 5 believes that there is a possibility that he would be 
treated differently by library staff if he were to be interpreted as a trans man, as opposed to a 
cis woman. Informant 2 also discusses this idea of a sense of safety in being seen as your as-
signed gender, as it means that people will treat you as nothing special. Taking steps to solidi-
fy your trans identity in your physical appearance, can therefore put you in an exposed situa-
tion. Both Informant 1 and Informant 5 mention certain aspects or critical nodes which can 
‘expose’ a person’s identity as trans.  

Firstly, id-cards and social security numbers are mentioned. This is something which risks 
becoming an issue in a library context, as opposed to a lot of other social situations, since one 
has to identify one’s self in order to acquire a library card. Since in Sweden, the social securi-
ty number one is assigned reveals the gender one was assigned at birth. This can be sensitive 
to expose to people, then, if one’s gender identity does not correlate with the biological sex 
that the social security number claim for you. Informant 4 also discusses this as a sensitive 
issue. They work at a library, and talk more in depth about the computer systems of libraries 
and the information that is kept in these systems on their users. Informant 4, being non-binary, 
raises the issue of gender being automatically assigned to library cards based on a person’s 
social security number. They discuss how having access to these systems has afforded them 
the opportunity to change their gender status, and the status of their other non-binary friends, 
to ‘unidentified’, which was the best option that this system offered them. However, they do 
raise the issue that were they not an employee of this library, they probably would not have 
dared to ask for this change even though it is something they would have wanted. This becau-
se it is such a sensitive issue, and they would have been scared to ask another person to do 
this, perhaps from a fear of being questioned or opposed by the person on the other end. In-
formant 5 discusses a similar situation to this where they were in fact opposed in this action. 
He wanted to change the name associated with his card after a name change had gone 
through, but before his social security number was corrected. In this instance, the library at-
tendant did not see the importance of performing the change and did not understand how mo-
numental a thing like this can be for a trans user and their work in solidifying their identity as, 
in this case, a trans man. It stands to question if this library attendant would have behaved in 
the same manner if a married person wanted to change their library card to represent their new 
married last name, or if this was an instance of transphobia and not acknowledging this per-
son as someone with a masculine name.  

Secondly, my informants discuss traits more connected to them as a person, such as voice 
and physical appearance. These things are not as easily controlled or altered. In a social en-
counter, you can emit to reveal your social security number and id-card, however people will 
see and interpret your physical appearance, sometimes in ways that are not intended. There is 
a limited amount of control which can be exercised over how people choose to interpret your 

 Sen tror jag inte att de andra tänker så mycket på… de som inte vet att jag är trans de tänker nog inte på att jag är det, ef21 -
tersom jag oftast inte pratar, och jag har fortfarande inte fått något skägg eller någonting sånt där så paserar jag ju inte som 
man inne på biblioteket för de flesta. Och då tänker inte de så mycket på mig. Jag är ju bara en utav alla de andra där som—
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physical appearance and gender expression. Something like, for example, the amount and 
growth of body hair is, while not entirely out of our control, certainly limited in terms of what 
immediate effect we can have on our bodies. Specifically for trans people in the beginning of 
their transition, or who chose not to undergo hormonal or surgical correctional work on their 
bodies, this becomes an issue they have to face when interacting with others. Voice, again, can 
be a major factor in how we chose to gender people, and is something which is almost im-
possible to avoid using in social situations. These are all factors which play a part in whether 
or not a trans person manages to be interpreted as their intended gender identity, and somet-
hing which affects their identity work as trans individuals. 

Three of my informants expressed a belief that other people, including library staff and 
other patrons, find them difficult to place on a gender spectrum. Two of these where the two 
informants in this study which identify as non-binary. Neither of them believe that they often, 
if ever, are interpreted by others as they see themselves in terms of their gender identity. This 
can understandably be very frustrating. Informant 2 talks about how being non-binary in a 
way comes with constantly having to explain and defend your identity and existence:  

Because you become quite used to it, as non-binary and racialized, to having to explain. Like it is a daily 
task having to explain. ‘Yeah, but no, but I am not a she or a he, I’m a them’, because that is the pronoun I 
use. ‘If that is too confusing, use my name’, and then they get all ‘I can’t construct a proper sentence’, 
‘yeah, but then you just have to put in them’, like this. I can feel like it’s all a bit on a primary school level. 
At the same time you gain a lot of patience. And sometimes you just want to print out little notes that say 
‘google it’ on them, like just get on with it, sort of.  22

This quote is lifted from an answer to a question about if library staff having or lacking in-
formation about trans issues has ever affected their visit to the library, so it is apparent that 
this constant questioning is not something that non-binary people are spared as library users. 
Informant 2 also talks about having to correct people who misgender them, and that this is 
something which they choose to do. Informant 4, however, says that they do not always 
correct people, specifically in their professional role as a library staff member. Partly because 
sometimes it is just not possible to do that. They supply the example of if they overhear a li-
brary patron misgendering them to another staff member, it might be difficult or even unpro-
fessional to interrupt in order to correct them. It could also be emotionally and physically 
draining to constantly have to rebuke people for their use of the wrong pronoun. It is impor-
tant to view this as a vulnerable situation, of course for the trans individual themselves where 
their identity work and gender presentation is constantly under question, but also for the per-
son who has made the mistake. Misgendering and using the wrong pronoun is not always, and 
hopefully rarely, a conscious vicious act, but a mistake. Humans are not always great with be-
ing shown the error in their ways, and having to be the one to call people’s attention to this 
several times a day can also be draining.  

 För man blir väldigt van, som icke-binär rasifierad, att man får förklara. Alltså det är ju ett dagligt arbete att förklara. ‘Ah, 22

men nej, men jag är inte en hon eller han, jag är en den’, för det är pronomet jag använder. Blir det förvirrande, använd mitt 
namn, och då blir de såhär: ’jag kan inte bygga en ordentlig mening’, ‘ah men då får du sätta in den’, alltså såhär. Som jag 
kan tycka är småskolenivå. Samtidigt som man får så otroligt mycket tålamod. Sen så såhär liksom vill printa ut små lappar 
som det står ‘google it’ på, bara såhär, get on with it, typ.
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Independence and control 
Another interesting trend that I noticed in the answers of my informants is relating to inde-
pendence in the library. All but one of my informants discussed aspects relating to using the 
library independently. All of them discuss a preference for looking things up independently 
before they go to the library, so that they know what to look for and where before they show 
up, as opposed to going there to ask for help with finding what they are after. This can be, like 
Informant 5 discusses, born from a fear of being discovered as trans or queer. He explains that 
early on in his transition process, he did not want to come out, and therefore did not want 
anyone else to find out what kind of literature he was reading or looking into regarding this 
aspect of his identity. As with Informant 5, unlike with some of the others it should be noted, 
once he became secure in his identity as a trans man, this behavior stopped, and he now glad-
ly takes help and tips from the staff in the library. Before that though, independence, and ano-
nymity, was very important for Informant 5. 

I remember the first book I was going to borrow, and it’s almost like… I was not ashamed because I took 
the book, but I was scared in case someone was going to see that I had it and that they would realize that I 
was trans, because I wasn’t out yet. But then you can always check out on your own in the machine so there 
was no trouble. It was just that experience of having to walk around with it and hoping that no one would 
connect the dots.   23

This is an aspect of being a library user which is unique to being trans, or being a member of 
some other societal minorities. As Waldman (2014:26-7) discusses, trans people as a group is 
in a vulnerable position in society, and is at a much higher risk of being subjugated to vio-
lence and discrimination than the norm. Because of this, it is no wonder that being able to 
have independence and conducting your library business on your own becomes more impor-
tant. Informant 1 and 4 also highlight the importance of having access to self service, or self 
check out machines.  

That it is possible for you to go in there and borrow what you need and then leave, and it is kind of nice that 
it feels like a place where one can sort of pick up literature without having to be judged for it. To be able to 
check out easily, that I also believe is very important.  24

Interview with Informant 4 

Here Informant 4 denotes to a fear of being judged as a trans person, and therefore likes being 
able to use the self check out service. Related to this is also the idea of having control over the 
situation at hand. Informant 1 talks a lot about control and planning out visits to the library.  

From what I can remember it wasn’t entirely clear how to find the books, but I am kind of angsty as a per-
son so I like to have the situation under control so I always do all I can to find all the information I need 

 Jag minns första boken jag skulle låna, och det blir nästan… jag skämdes inte för att jag tog boken men jag var skraj för 23

om någon skulle se att jag tagit den och fatta att jag var trans, för jag hade inte kommit ut än. Men sen kan man ju låna själv i 
maskinen så att det var inget konstigt. Det var just det där när man fick runt med den och så hoppades att ingen skulle förstå.

 Att du kan gå in där och låna vad du behöver och gå därifrån och det är ganska skönt att det känns som ett ställe där en kan 24

liksom hämta litteratur utan att dömmas. Att kunna bara checka ut smidigt, det tror jag är väldigt viktigt.
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before going there, so that I know that it is exactly this book I want because I have seen on the internet that 
it is supposed to be there, and then it is simple to— [Interview interrupted ]  25 26

I am not claiming that this need for control is something that these people experience simply 
because they are trans, that would be a way too simplistic way of explaining a persons identi-
ty. However, it can be one reason why, especially in this type of context, people crave more 
control over the situation. As a trans person, it is more likely that you have experienced the 
sense of losing control over your own identity than most other people, simply because trans 
identities are not as widely accepted as other forms of social identification. There is a wi-
despread transphobia in society, as Waldman (201426-7) describes, where people refuse to 
acknowledge trans gender identities. Therefore, in a vulnerable situation, like looking for in-
formation to use to confirm your identity work as a trans person, it could be entirely possible 
that one yearns for more control. At least for most of my informants, control and independen-
cy have been a crucial aspect in searching for and acquiring information and literature in rela-
tion to their identity work as trans individuals and members of society. 

The importance of community 
In contrast with this idea of independence, almost all of my informants also discussed the im-
portance of the trans community as a source of strength, security and information. Informant 4 
discusses the importance of social connections and relating to other people with similar inte-
rests for shaping their identity: 

But then purely social contacts have also been quite important. I believe that it… I believe that interacting 
in social contexts where there are a lot of other LGBTQ people is probably the other big factor that has con-
tributed a lot to who I am today, I have to say.  27

Informant 4 does not, however, claim the library to be such a context where they can meet 
other LGBTQ people. However, a majority of my informants mention being part of different 
local trans groups organized by other organisations. Informant 2 talks about how a growing 
trans community can be a support in embracing your identity as trans. At first, they felt unsure 
about identifying as non-binary, as they did not know about a lot of other people that did. As 
the non-binary community grew stronger in Sweden however, and more and more people star-
ted talking openly about it and claiming non-binary as a valid form of gender identity and as 
another option in the trans spectrum, they felt more secure in their own identity and in relating 
to the community. Another aspect of community in relation to identity work that two of my 

 Interview interrupted by phone call.25

 Vad jag kan minnas var det väl inte en självklarhet att hitta till de böckerna, men jag är ju en såndär lite nojig människa 26

som gärna vill ha ordning och koll på läget så jag gör ju allt jag kan för att hitta all information jag kan innan jag går dit, så 
att jag vet att det är exakt den här boken jag ska ha för det har jag sett på nätet att den ska finnas där, och då är det ju enkelt— 
[Intervju avbruten].

 Men sen har det också varit genom rent sociala kontakter som varit ganska viktigt. Jag tror att det… jag tror att röra sig i 27

ett sammanhang där det finns mycket andra hbtq-personer är nog den andra stora faktorn som har bidragit väldigt mycket till 
vem jag är idag måste jag säga. 
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informants mention as crucial for them has been the work of mentorship. Informant 5 talks 
about a trans woman that they got in contact with through the organization RFSL who worked 
as a sort of mentor for them during the beginning of their transition process. Informant 2 also 
mentions joining a Facebook group which offered mentorship from people who had lived as 
trans for a longer time to give advice and guidance to people just in the beginning of their 
process. One thing that Informant 2 stresses is that even though one can be trans in a lot of 
different ways, a trans person can bring something to another trans person that a cis person 
can not. Informant 3 also discusses being a member of a local trans organization, and that one 
of the most important things that he gets from that is being exposed to other trans people and 
seeing the different ways that one can be trans, and not just his own point of view. Pohjanen 
& Kortelainen (2015:183), similarly mention getting information from, and sharing informa-
tion with, other trans people as one of the most important sources for most trans people in 
their study. 

Different ways of being trans 
This leads me into the next topic that some of my informants discussed and stressed as an im-
portant aspect in the representation they crave, and that is that not all trans people are the 
same. There are different ways of being trans and expressing a trans identity. And it is not 
simply a question of either being a trans man, a trans woman, or non-binary. There are as 
many different ways of being trans as there are trans people, essentially. All of my informants 
discussed in some way or another wanting to see themselves represented in the literature pro-
vided by the library, and this is not simply accommodated by including a few LGBTQ themed 
books into the catalog and calling it a day. Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:187) relay this 
aspect as well, and highlights that libraries need to offer a variety of information sources and 
types in order to satisfy the diverse information needs of different trans people. This is, ho-
wever, now how some of my informants experience the library’s approach. Informant 5 ex-
presses it like this: 

During pride-week here they usually display books on a wall here for adults […] and then it is basically only 
books on gay men. Now I am generalizing a lot— white gay men as well. And it is basically the same books 
that are displayed ever year so that… at least in the adult department they could do a lot more.  28

This type of, to use a term from information science and categorization research, ‘prototype’ 
LGBTQ representation is something that several of my informants raise as an issue they have 
to deal with. Informant 5 also discusses LGBTQ issues often being lumped together by people 
outside of the community, which poses a risk of libraries including some aspect of LGBTQ in 
their collection, and feeling like that is enough. Informant 2 expresses a similar concern re-
garding the representation for non-binary gender identities:  

 Pride-veckan här brukar de ha böcker uppe på en vägg här för vuxna […] och då är det i stort sätt böcker om bögar. Nu är 28

jag väldigt generaliserar— vita bögar också. Och det är i stort sätt samma böcker som kommer upp varje år så att det… på 
vuxensidan kunde man gärna göra något mer liksom. 
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But these ladies who have worked there since the library was built basically, they don’t know what it is. 
And that when they think about LGBTQ, they think about lesbians, and gays, and trans people, and it’s 
like… it’s, they kind of, they sort of forget about the Q, and they forget that there is such a thing as non-
binary, sort of. That’s how it is sometimes.  29

The irony that while they talk about people stereotyping trans people they themself stereotype 
librarians aside, the point and the concern is still valid. As have become evident throughout 
this essay, having access to representation and seeing yourself in others and in literary texts is 
very important for the identity work of most trans people, so when this representation is limi-
ted in this way it limits people’s capacity to express who they are.  

This said, all of my informants belong to one or several other letters in the LGBTQIA+ 
initialism, and can therefore find representation for other aspects of their identity in these 
available sources. Informant 1, who also identifies as a gay man, answers thusly when I ask 
about using the library to find information and representation relating to trans issues:  

But like in highschool and my late teen years I borrowed all the books I could find on like everything 
LGBTQ related. So it has probably played quite a large part. I have managed to find quite a lot of literature 
in the library here in B*** even. Maybe not a lot specifically on trans people, but still a lot on LGBTQ pe-
ople, so that is great.  30

Even though the library in his home town as a teen did not have a lot of available material on 
trans issues, he still felt represented and like he could find information that interested him in 
other areas. However thinking about his, and other people’s, identities as different removable 
pieces that can be catered to separately risks promoting a view of identities as additive, as op-
posed to intersected, which (Lykke 2005:9-10) argues against. I believe that trans and queer 
people are often so starved for representation of any kind, that they sort of rejoice in the few 
crumbs they get and therefore settle for very little. This sentiment can be found in a later quo-
te by Informant 1: 

Because like most fiction books that I read I do want there to be some sort of LGBTQ theme, in a way. Re-
gardless if it is in the main story or if it’s just some side character. So I am still looking for that.  31

I interpret this quote as evidence that Informant 1 almost feel like it is too much to ask for 
LGBTQ main characters, since he has seen so little of that represented in the literature and 
media he has consumed so far in his life, and therefore has learned to appreciate if it is even 
mentioned. It is important also to not only look at fiction and literature when examining re-
presentation. By searching for and acquiring, and then promoting, media where LGBTQ, and 
in this case specifically trans main themes, the library could be a part in raising the confidence 

 Men att de här tanterna som har jobbat där sen biblioteket byggdes typ inte vet vad det är. Och att de tänker på hbtq då 29

tänker de på lesbiska och bögar och transpersoner, och det är… det, de är liksom, de liksom glömmer bort Q:et och de glöm-
mer bort att det finns någonting som är icke-binär liksom. Så, ibland.

 Jo men alltså i högstadiet och sena tonåren och så, så lånade jag alla böcker jag kunde hitta om såhär, allting hbtq-relaterat. 30

Så det har nog spelat ganska stor roll. Jag har lyckats hitta ganska mycket litteratur liksom biblioteket här i B*** till och 
med. Kanske inte jättemycket specifikt om transpersoner men ändå mycket om hbtq-personer, så det är bra. 

 För alltså de flesta skönlitterära böcker jag läser vill jag ju ska ha något hbtq-inslag liksom. Oavsett om det är huvudstoryn 31

eller om det bara är någon bi-karaktär. Så det söker jag ju fortfarande efter.
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of their LGBTQ patrons and show that they too have the right to see themselves represented 
in literature and other contexts. 

Who is behind the books is equally important, as evidenced by my informants desire for 
personal stories and own voice representation. This relates to who you give a space to and in-
vite to speak at libraries as well. Informant 2 talks about how, for example, showing a docu-
mentary about Stig Larsson might be something that a lot of people appreciate, but they do 
not see themselves represented in an activity like that. They stress that there needs to be an 
awareness for things like this, to acknowledge who you give a platform to in an arena like the 
library, and who is effectively excluded. 

Racialized and Swedish trans identities 
Another important aspect in terms of different trans identities is that of race or ethnicity. Out 
of the five people I interviewed, one person, Informant 2, identified as racialized, while the 
other four as white. This also became very apparent in the interviews themselves, since In-
formant 2 discussed this aspect of their identity to quite a large extent, while the ethnical 
aspect of the other four informants remained unspoken. I only found out that they identified 
as white through the survey I had them fill out at the end of the interview.  

As Mattsson (2010:9) claims, white people very rarely have to consider the fact of their 
ethnicity, since white is the hierarchical norm in Western society and therefore viewed as neu-
tral. This explains why the four white informants in my study did not discuss this aspect of 
their identity. This does still, however, affect them and their identity work as trans people 
living in Sweden. Mattsson (2010:9) also talks about how the identity of Swedish is strongly 
connected to whiteness, and especially the idea of the blond and blue-eyed Swede. Informant 
5 does however touch on the concept of white privilege, when discussing the saturated pro-
moting of books about gay white men, but does not really relate this privilege to themself as a 
person. I say this not to call these people out or shame them in any way, but whiteness and 
ethnicity is an important aspect to consider when analyzing the identity work of Swedish trans 
people. Especially considering the paradoxical aspect of the identity of a white trans person, 
as there is a privilege that comes with being white, while being trans is often discriminated 
against. It is also important to note that I did not ask any questions directly on this topic, but 
then again neither did I in the interview with Informant 2, who did discuss this to quite some 
extent. 

In contrast, then, Informant 2 brought up this issue before the interview even started, as I 
was reading the disclaimer for the interview, stating it’s purpose and how the material would 
be used, they made the following comment: 

My question on what you have just written. How much consideration have you given to the fact that it 
should not be… not a homogenous group, but a group that represents a lot of different people. I mean, it is 
very different being non-binary and white, as opposed to being non-binary and racialized.  32

 Min fråga på det som du precis skrivit. Hur mycket har du tänkt på att det ska vara… inte en homogen grupp, utan vara en 32

grupp som representerar många olika personer. Alltså det är ju en väldig skillnad på att vara icke-binär och vit, och att vara 
icke-binär och rasifierad.
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I explained to the informant that I of course wanted my informant group to be as diverse as 
possible, but that this quest was limited by the number of people I could get a hold of. Still I 
would argue that it is quite telling that the one person who called me out on this is the only 
one in my study who is racialized, which accords with what Mattsson (2010:9) discusses, 
about how racialized people are often very confronted with their ethnic identity. Informant 2 
does however mention a time in their life where they, as they put it, lived in a bubble of not 
realizing their own racialized identity. That bubble was eventually broken, though, when they 
grew older and had to face not only being racialized, but also being gay and non-binary. This 
is a perfect example of an intersectional identity, which Mattsson (2010:8) also discusses, 
where all aspects of ones identity intersect with each other, and can not be said to be indepen-
dent from the others. 

It is obvious from the interview with Informant 2 that their racial and ethnic identity is 
something that affects their daily life, and something that they themself believe that other pe-
ople think about when they interact with them. When talking about the future and how they 
would like to live on the country side and be vocal about who they are and offer support for 
other young LGBTQ people not living in, perhaps more accepting, lager cities, they say:  

Like, that’s what becomes a problem, that all LGBTQ people often move away from the smaller towns, to 
the big cities. But who the hell is supposed to take care of the LGBTQ kids who are on their way then? If 
everyone disappears? My goal is to like… there is an account called lesbisklandsbygd (translates roughly to 
lesbian countryside) and there there’s also a lot of non-men, like this… That’s my dream job. I am going to 
live on the country side, and just like this, they are going to know that that is the house where that person 
lives, who their parents are going to say is the crazy racialized person.  33

This shows that race and ethnicity not only becomes an important aspect for a person’s own 
identity expression, but also something which they assume other people place value in as well 
when considering them as a person.  

Informant 2 also points out that this has an impact on the way they are perceived as a non-
binary and gendered person as well. They claim that because of their ethnic inheritance, 
which is South American, it makes it harder for them to be viewed as non-binary, and people 
more often view them as female. They do not go in to detail on why this is, but it is not im-
possible to consider that this could be because ethnic minorities are generally more sexualized 
than white people and bodies. Hübinette et. al. (2012:26) explain how non-white women are 
more likely to be exoticized and sexualized in this way, and Informant 2 confirms that it is 
especially when they are not wearing a binder  that this misgendering is prone to happen. 34

Another thing that Informant 2 speaks about is that even ‘racialized trans’ or ‘racialized 
non-binary’ can not be viewed as an homogenous group of people. They claim that most re-
presentation of racialized non-binary people that they have experienced have been relatively 
‘white passing’, that is to say that they still pass as white even though they themselves identi-
fy as racialized. This, Informant 2 claim that they can still not identify with, since they see 

 Alltså det är ju det som blir ett problem, att alla hbtq personer ofta flyttar från småstaden, till storstäderna, men vem fan ska 33

ta hand om hbtq kidsen som är på väg då liksom? Om alla försvinner? Mitt mål är ju liksom såhär… det finns ett konto som 
heter lesbisklandsbygd, och där är det också mycket icke-män, såhär det… That’s my dream job. Jag ska vara på landsbyg-
den, och bara såhär de ska veta att det är det huset som det bor en, som deras föräldrar kommer säga den galna rasifierade 
personen.

 A binder is a compression undergarment used to minimize the appearance of a person’s breasts.34
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themselves as not passing as white, and would like to see more representation of people more 
similar to them. This, in order to see themselves represented and get a sense of belonging and 
validation of their own identity.  

My interviews also show that there can be a sense of shame connected to being trans. In-
formant 5 touches on this when discussing not wanting people to see the first book on trans 
issues they ever checked out of the library, for fear of being found out. However, according to 
Informant 2 this shame is ever greater in the racialized community. They phrase it like this: 

Despite the fact that we live in the 21st century, there is just so much shame. And in particular, perhaps 
not… I can feel like the shame has decreased in the whiter contexts, but say that you are racialized, you 
have parents who are muslim, or you come from Afghanistan, which a lot of the youth we have here in 
Sweden today does, like it’s completely beyond the pale.  35

This is of course something that libraries wanting to work with trans issues have to keep in 
mind, and hopefully work to disperse. One way of doing this that Informant 2 suggest is to 
make sure to invite a spectrum of different people to speak at the library, and give a platform 
to more marginalized people. However, Informant 2 does point out that libraries are doing this 
to some extent. In their experience, libraries are the only spaces where racialized non-binary 
people have been allowed a space.  

Unfortunately, Informant 2 points out that racism is something they have to experience in 
several different arenas of their life. In fact, they note that they ”[…] can face racism even I 
am in LGBTQ contexts”  It is therefore important to look out for this as a library hosting dif36 -
ferent events, and try to create an environment where everyone feels welcome and safe. In-
formant 2 leaves me with an appeal to all librarians to work toward this sort of thing: 

I believe that regardless of what profession you have, if it’s librarian or pre-school teacher, or whatnot, that 
it’s easy to end up in a jargon, and that it is difficult to get out of that, and I believe that regardless of what it 
is about, if it’s about libraries and rainbow shelves or if it’s about justice for racialized people, you always 
have to da— FIGHT!  Fight to stay curious, and always fight for change, and it will be exhausting […] but 37

like this, rather I want to send you away with this idea, that you always have to fight to stay curious and that 
you have to fight, fight for change, constantly.  38

 Trots att vi lever på 2000-talet, det är så mycket skam, och framförallt, kanske inte… kan ju tycka att skammen har minskat 35

i de vitare sammanhangen, men om du säger så att du är rasifierad, du har föräldrar som är muslimer, eller du kommer från 
Afghanistan, som många av de ungdomar som vi har i Sverige idag gör, alltså det finns inte på världskartan.

 ”[…] kan möta rasism även om jag är i hbtq sammanhang.”36

 The informant uses the Swedish word ‘orka’ which does not really have an equivalent in English. It means basically ‘to 37

manage’, ‘have the stamina’, or ‘want to do something’. However, I felt like the word ‘fight’ more correctly communicates 
the tone of what they are saying. 

 Jag tror att man oavsett vilket yrke man har, om det är bibliotekarie eller förskolelärare eller whatnot, att man lätt hamnar i 38

en jargong, och att det då är svårt att ta sig ur den, och att jag tror på, oavsett vad det gäller, om det gäller bibliotek och regn-
bågshyllor eller om det gäller justice för rasifierade, så måste man alltid vå— ORKA! Alltid orka vara nyfiken, och alltid 
orka vilja förändring, och det kommer vara jobbigt […] men såhär, snarare att skicka med dig det, att man måste orka vara 
nyfiken och man måste orka, orka förändring hela tiden.
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Library space as a service 
Even though I will discuss the library as a space more thoroughly in the next chapter, the spa-
ce that the library offers can also be seen as a service they provide. How my informants use 
this service of space differs slightly. However, everyone agrees that it is a calm space, and 
some even discuss it as homely.  

[…] but also a calm space where everyone, in stressful periods… that one can use as a calm and safe space 
where one can be left in peace and calm down a bit. That how it is for me mostly, I think.  39

Interview with Informant 5 

However, Informant 2 brings up the point that, at least for them, this sentiment extends to lib-
raries that they are familiar with and know what to expect from. Unfamiliar libraries are not, 
then, automatically associated with calm and safety. Informant 2 means that the reason the 
libraries that they are familiar with are considered safe spaces is because of the effect that 
they have had on the libraries in return:  

I would rather then go to… like the libraries that I have previously visited in my live. Like C***, and D***, 
E***, like these libraries which I know. Because there is a community, they know things, and if they don’t I 
have been on their case about it until they do know these things.  40

Adapting the idea of rooms as a dynamic process, as opposed to a neutral container of human 
interaction, which Molina (2007) suggests, it makes sense that the people interacting in these 
rooms would have an effect on how the rooms are constructed, in a social sense. Trans people 
interacting in, and especially putting active demands on these spaces to include them, would 
ensure a greater opportunity for this to become true. However, I am not saying that it is or 
should be trans people's, or any other minority’s, duty to do this in order to be included, it is 
still something that is due to have an effect. Especially, like Informant 2 is hinting at, it is due 
to have an effect on the people associated with these rooms, like for example the library staff. 
This said, some of my informants seem to not use the service of the library space that much, 
while others express using it to read, study, or spend time in other ways. 

 […] men också en lugn plats som liksom var som en, i stressiga perioder… att man kan ha det som en lugn och trygg plats 39

där man bara kunnat vara ifred och varva ner lite. Så är det nog mest för mig tror jag.

 Jag gå heller då till… men de bibliotek jag uppsökt i mitt liv. Alltså C***, och D***, E***, alltså de här biblioteken som 40

jag känner till. För att det finns en gemenskap, de har koll på grejer, om inte annat så har jag tjatat på dem tills de har koll på 
grejer.
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The duality of visibility 

Introduction 
This second chapter of the analysis is ‘the duality of visibility’, which focuses on library as a 
space, where I analyze how highlighting trans and other LGBTQ identities and material in a 
library space can work to both support and hinder their queer patrons. This theme contains the 
following sub-themes: the physical space of libraries; gendered public bathrooms; rainbow 
shelves and LGBTQ certification; trans activities and exclusive spaces; as well as, digital v.s. 
physical space. This chapter of the analysis will be centered mostly on theories regarding ori-
entation; categorization; and the heterosexual matrix. 

The physical space of libraries 
In addition to the services a library offers, the library is also a physical space. Most of my in-
formants claim that they feel safe in the library space, and a couple of them even experience it 
as a neutral space that is accessible and free of transphobia.  

When it comes to the physical layout of library spaces my informants have quite similar 
opinions on that. Two of them comment on not liking when libraries are too big and open, 
even if they have slightly differing opinions on why they dislike it. Informant 1 compares two 
libraries that he has frequented quite a lot, one that he prefers over the other.  

Yeah, but I feel like with F***’s library for example, compared to the big city library in G***, I feel like the 
big library in G*** is a bit more, what do you call it, impersonal, no not impersonal, but not really cosy in 
the way I think libraries should be. In one way I understand why, since it is so huge, I mean how cozy could 
they make it? But I think that the one in F*** is a bit more, well, a bit more welcoming perhaps. I feel like 
the one in G*** feels a bit more like, yeah but it feels just like a big space… a bit more like some sort of 
archive in a way, slash lecture hall sort of. I think that libraries should be kind of cozy and preferably have 
more of a personal touch, with like nice things on the walls and be more decorated in a way. So yeah, it 
should be an inviting space and not just a cold one. 

[…] Yeah, and I mean a lot of people go there to sit and read books also, not just to check books out. And 
then it would be nice if there are some cozy corners and armchairs.  41

 Jo men just det att jag tycker F*** bibliotek till exempel, jämfört med det stora stadsbiblioteket i G***, jag tycker att det 41

stora biblioteket i G*** är lite mer, vad ska man säga opersonligt, nej inte opersonligt, men inte så hemtrevligt som jag tycker 
bibliotek ska vara. På ett sätt förstår jag ju för det är ju så himla stort, alltså hur hemtrevligt kan man få det? Men jag tänker 
att det i F*** är ju lite, ja men lite mer välkomnande kanske. Jag tänker att det i G*** känns mer som, ja men det känns bara 
som stora lokaler… alltså lite mer som något arkiv på något sätt, slash föreläsningsbyggnad alltså, ja. Jag tycker bibliotek ska 
vara liksom mysiga och gärna lite såhär personlig touch alltså såhär fina saker på väggarna och så lite dekorerat kanske. Så 
ja, det ska vara lite inbjudande och inte bara liksom kallt. 

[…] Ja och jag menar många går ju dit för att sitta där och läsa böcker också, inte bara och låna hem. Och då är det ju bra 
om det finns såhär mysiga hörnor och fåtöljer.
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It is clear from this statement that Informant 1 prefers a more cozy decorating style to the 
more open modern style because it feels more welcoming, and, at least for him, stimulates 
more a desire to read. Informant 2, however, point out that a too open layout in the library 
might contribute to trans people, especially younger kids, feeling insecure and stressed, since 
it would leave them more visible to others in the building. They point out that it is important 
with smaller rooms in the library where people can step aside to read in privacy, especially if 
they are interested in LGBTQ literature. Other people in the library treating trans patrons with 
disrespect or hostility is also something the libraries need to be mindful of, and adress in case 
it happens. Waldman (2014:33) shows how a significant amount of trans people experience 
overhearing other people talking negatively about someone else’s gender expression, and this 
is due to happen in libraries as well. This is one way in which ‘visibility’ can be something 
negative which scares people away from the library, since it is a public space open for every-
one. On the same topic that other people might see what you are doing at the library, Infor-
mant 2 discusses being comfortable reading at the library, since it is quite a private act, but in 
contrast felt very anxious about using library computers to search for information pertaining 
to trans issues. They discuss always using the internet on their own personal computer at 
home, since the computer screens at libraries often are very visible to others, and there is not 
really any privacy.  

So that was probably the reason why I felt like sort of in this environment, I can sit and read this book, 
because I can be just any kid that just chose a book to read, and that wasn’t that scary. But actually sitting 
there, the fact that someone could be watching over my shoulder and see what I was searching for, and 
H*** is a pretty small town also. So yeah, that is what I have to say about that.  42

One thing that comes with the library being a physical space is the physical placement of 
books and other media. This is something which can have great effect on trans people and 
their identity work. I discussed previously how the categorization of books can have an im-
pact on how easy or difficult they are to search for, but the same is true for when someone has 
to actually locate them in the library building. Informant 1 discusses this phenomenon theore-
tically, since they in practice have not had too much difficulty in locating what they are loo-
king for. However they point out that this is because they always do thorough research before 
they enter the building to make this search process easier. They question whether this would 
be as easy without the research beforehand, since it is not always clear in what section books 
on trans information are in. Informant 4 also point out that they do not believe that there is a 
classification in the SAB library system for specifically trans issues, which also makes it more 
difficult to find material on this topic on the library shelves (for libraries that uses the SAB-
system). 

In relation to this, Informant 1 also raised an issue in regards to what type of information 
is placed in relation to information on trans issues. They claim that while sometimes trans is-
sues are placed under the social studies shelf relating to societal debate and similar subjects, 
other times they have found information close to other topics like mental illness.  

 Så det var nog just därför jag kände att liksom i den här miljön, jag kan sitta och läsa den här boken, för att jag kan ju vara 42

vilken unge som helst, som bara valt en bok att läsa, det kändes inte så läskigt. Men att faktiskt sitta, att någon kunde stå över 
axeln och se vad jag sökte på, och H*** är en ganska liten stad liksom. Så det, ja, det kan jag nog säga.
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But some sources was places together with books about mental health issues, or psychiatry, disabilities, 
eating disorders, all things like that. Which then makes some people think that trans people suffer from 
some sort of mental disorder, or that being a trans person is some sort of illness, or you know. That somet-
hing isn’t quite right with them. Which is true in a sense, but not in that way.  43

Billey & Drabinski (2019:118) also brings up this criticism, and claim that trans issues have 
sometimes been classified under the category ‘deviant lifestyles’. To relate to Ahmed’s (2006) 
concept of orientation, this is a way of orienting trans issues into a certain context, which as 
Informant 1 proposes, where it is viewed as something that is wrong with a person, something 
that is an illness, and with further associations to this, then, can be cured. This also relates to 
the fact that trans as a subject is rather interdisciplinary. Information focusing on trans issues 
can either be more medical, dealing with the transition procedure, or social and political, con-
cerning trans history and activism. Libraries therefore have to decide if they want to keep eve-
rything on the same shelf for easy acquisition or separate to more faithfully follow their cate-
gorization system. Informant 4 discusses this issue in a similar manner but mentions instead 
that it is often placed under or around topics related to sexual orientation or preferences. 
Which, while related, is not the same thing as gender identity. Trans does not in and of itself 
relate in any way to sexuality, but is instead about gender. However, Informant 4 does point 
out that this turned out to be a positive experience for them, since they started off looking for 
information on bisexuality, and thereby stumbled upon information about trans and non bina-
ry identities, which they had not previously heard about. This also relates to Pohjanen & Kor-
telainen’s (2015:178) study, where they saw that most trans people first find out about the 
concept serendipitously. Informant 4 also notes that it can sometimes be difficult for libraries 
to keep up with the changes in vocabulary use in the trans community, or simply to differenti-
ate between different terms. As an example they offer that some libraries have a category cal-
led transvestism where they place books on trans issues, even though the two concepts are not 
the same. It should be noted that my other informants had not taken any notice to what con-
text the books on trans information was placed in, so it is not something that everyone consi-
ders or places great value in.  

Something that Informant 4 points out about libraries as a positive feature regarding their 
physical layout, is the fact that libraries are not typically segregated into gendered categories. 

That’s what’s nice about libraries, that to a large extent, as opposed to other parts of society, it is often kind 
of non-segregated really. It is not like a clothing store really, there is no women’s shelf, there isn’t really a 
man’s shelf.  44

Informant 4 goes on to express how this is very freeing for them as a non-binary person, and 
that in this way the library feels welcoming. In a way, it becomes like a sanctuary where they 

 Men en del stod ju tillsammans med böcker som handlar om psykisk ohälsa eller psykiatri, funktionsnedsättningar, ätstör43 -
ningar, alla sånna där grejer. Vilket ju gör att vissa kanske kan tänka att transpersoner lider var psykisk ohälsa eller att vara en 
transperson är liksom ett sjukdomstillstånd eller ja. Att något inte står rätt till. Vilket i och för sig stämmer men inte på det 
sättet.

 Det är ju det som är skönt att biblioteken är i stor utsträckning, till skillnad från stora andra delar av samhället ofta är gans44 -
ka o-uppdelat egentligen. Det är ju inte som en klädaffär direkt, finns det ju ingen kvinnohylla, det finns ingen manshylla 
riktigt.
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do not have to be confronted with the pressures that the gender binary often puts on non-bina-
ry people in the way some buildings are laid out.  

Gendered public bathrooms 
However, one part of some libraries that might still be gender segregated is the bathrooms. As 
Waldman (2014:32) discusses in his article, public bathrooms are often a sensitive space for 
trans people, precisely because they often are gender segregated. Informant 1 confesses that 
he personally rarely has any issue with using public bathrooms, since he generally is not vi-
sibly transgender, but is interpreted as a cis man. He points out that since all public bathrooms 
always offer stalls that you can close behind you, he can always make the choice to avoid uri-
nals. One thing that he mentions though in relation to bathrooms at libraries, is one specific 
issue he has with the bathrooms in one of the libraries he frequents. 

But like the big city library in I*** has like, first off they have pay to use bathrooms which I think is ab-
surd, but that is besides the point, but I feel like their bathrooms are too open. Because there is like a big 
door in to the bathroom, or bathroom— toilets, I guess it is not really bathrooms. But yeah, and like they 
have these big mirrors and basins and stuff, and like they have stalls, but the stalls have like these doors that 
leave this like opening from the floor almost up to your knees.  

Yeah, like that is pretty high up. And like an opening toward the ceiling as well. And I feel like, regard-
less if you are trans or not, you do not want anyone to watch you on the toilet, even if they can just see your 
feet, you know.  45

Privacy is a big concern for most people when using the bathroom, like Informant 1 points out 
here, he is sure that everyone would be uncomfortable with this level of visibility, not just 
trans people. However, it could be an even bigger issue for a trans person, who, as Waldman 
(2014:32) and Enke (2012:7) points out, are more likely than other people to be harassed insi-
de public bathrooms. 

Even though he himself does not experience anxiety or fear connected to public bathroom 
use, he, along with all my other informants, are very critical toward the idea of separating 
bathrooms based on gender, and specifically a binary gender separation. Informant 4, who is 
non-binary, expresses it as a great relief when there is a gender neutral option for bathrooms 
in libraries, and in general. Informant 5, who is not themselves non-binary, still talks about 
how separating bathrooms based on two separate genders might create major issues for people 
who are. 

Now I am a binary trans person, and so I don’t think abou— like, I am not as confronted with it every time 
like you are when you are non-binary, and like ‘okay, what should I choose this time?’ and ‘what should I 
pick?’, instead I just pick the guy’s bathroom, and ignores if anyone thinks that I shouldn’t be there you 
know.  

 Men typ det stora biblioteket i I*** har ju, för det första har de betaltoaletter som jag tycker är helt absurt, men det är inte 45

relaterat till det här men, men de har ju lite för öppna badrum tycker jag. För det är liksom en stor dörr in till själva badrum-
men, eller badrum— toaletterna, det är ju inte badrum. Men ja, och så är det ju liksom mycket såhär stora speglar och handfat 
och grejer och så är det ju bås men båsen har ju såhär dörrar där det är en liksom tomrum från golvet till typ nästan upp till 
knäna. 

Ja, det är ganska högt liksom. Och så även tomrum där uppe då mot taket. Och det tycker väl jag, oavsett om man är en 
transperson så vill man inte att någon ska kunna se dig när du är på toaletten, om de så bara ser dina fötter liksom.
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Yeah, if it just signaled that this is a bathroom and anyone can go in there, without having to decide what 
gender you belong to before going in. That’s not actually relevant. Instead it could say ‘toilet’, there does 
not need to be a heap of funny symbols at all, if you want to include everyone why can’t it just say ‘WC’ on 
the door and that’s fine.  46

Informant 5 makes and excellent point here. Only offering gender segregated bathrooms puts 
non-binary people in an uncomfortable situation by having to choose a gender option they 
they do not identify with. Besides, providing gender segregated bathrooms at all does promote 
a message, intentional or not, that their gender identity is not valid, since it does not fall wit-
hin the binary system of gender that these bathroom options provide. Further, like mentioned 
previously, even binary trans people are put in an uncomfortable position with this separation 
as well, as they might face resistance from other people in these rooms not thinking they be-
long there, as Waldman (2014:32) and Enke (2012:7) discusses.  

However, Informant 2 points out that turning previously gender segregated bathrooms 
into unisex options might not be the simple solution that it appears to be. According to them, 
this was tried at a cinema in a town they are familiar with, and the experiment did not have 
the intended outcome. 

For example, with the initiative they have tried to implement at the big cinema in J***, there they have a 
non-binary symbol on all bathrooms, but there is this old— let me see if I get this right: ‘men to the right, 
ladies to the left’, which humans do without thinking, I realized. So then just to be contradictory I went to 
the right like the men, and then it was like this: ‘but have you seen the symbol?’. Like this, so I believe once 
again that it has to do with practiced paterns. It is going to take— I mean I hope, it is kind of tiering then 
being an activist and fighting for things, but I believe that maybe three generations after me we will begin to 
be okay with this and feel like we have gotten somewhere.  47

Further, Informant 2 discusses how they do not believe that there is a simple solution to the 
bathroom problem, but instead we need to adress the underlying patriarchal issues first before 
we can begin to discuss bathroom with any success. Informant 2 does have a point in this, the-
re are of course much larger issues at play here relating to transphobia and a misinformation 
about what being trans is. However, bathrooms are still a daily struggle for many trans people, 
and offering gender neutral bathrooms at libraries could still be one way to ease this stress for 
people. Informant 3, for example, discusses avoiding any gender segregated public bathroom 
just in order to avoid the stress that this issue causes him. He also points out that the bathroom 
in the library he visits the most does have gender segregated bathrooms and is therefore una-
vailable for him.  

 Men nu är jag ju binär transperson och då tänker jag int— alltså, då blir jag inte lika drabbad av det varje gång som om 46

man är icke-binär och ‘jaha, vad ska jag välja den här gången?’ och ‘vad ska jag välja?’ utan jag går oftast in på killtoan, och 
struntar i om någon annan tänker att inte jag borde vara där liksom.  

Ja, om det bara stod att det var en toalett och att vem som helst kunde gå in där, utan att man behöver bestämma vad man 
är för kön innan man går in. Det är ju inte så himla relevant. Utan det kan bara stå toalett, det behöver inte vara några roliga 
symboler alls utan om man ska inkludera alla kan det väl bara stå att det är WC och så fine.

 Om till exempel initiativet som de har försökt med i stora biografen i J***, där det är såhär en icke-binär symbol på alla 47

toaletterna, men då finns det ett gammalt— nu ska jag se om jag säger rätt, ‘män till höger damer till vänster’, så det gör 
människor utan att tänka, insåg jag, och då bara då för att vara tvärtemot så gick jag åt höger som herrarna, och då blev det 
såhär: ‘men har du sett symbolen?’ Alltså såhär, så jag tror återigen det här med inövade mönster, det kommer att ta— alltså 
jag hoppas, det är ju tröttsamt då att vara aktivist och kämpa för saker, men jag tror att kanske tre generationer efter mig, så 
kommer vi börja känna att okej men nu har vi kommit nånstans med det här.
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Gender segregated bathrooms is in this way a materialization of gender, and a way of ori-
enting people into two distinct and separated gender categories. This correlates both with 
Ahmed’s (2006) idea of the orientation of gender and sexuality; as well as a materialization of 
Butler’s (2007) heterosexual matrix, where the segregated bathrooms work to enforce the idea 
of two genders who are mutually exclusive and each other’s opposites. In this way it also ma-
kes gender identity visible, in a way that might be uncomfortable or even dangerous for trans 
and non-binary people, and something they might not want to continually do every time they 
need to use the bathroom. 

Related to this is also the issue of signage. The gender separation of bathrooms are often 
made clear through the use of signs indicating which bathroom is for men and which is to be 
used by women. Informant 1 expresses a specific issue with these signs. 

Yeah, like. I don’t usually think a lot about this other than that I in general is just put off by just how gene-
rally stereotypical they are. Like this that the woman figure has a skirt and like, yeah, and then just like the 
whole thing that it is separated. But yeah, so i guess it is more generally that I am put off by how the figures 
look. And then since there are different variations of them but in principal like the woman figure always 
have a dress, or something like that, and even when they are a bit more quirky in their design or something 
like that, it is still always very stereotypical. So I don’t think— the best would just be if it was signs with 
both manly and womanly figures because the positive with that is that then you can go in here regardless, 
sort of. They you don’t need to think about that ‘oh, now I am entering the men’s bathroom, kind of. But I 
feel like we should skip that thing completely really. Isn’t it enough for it to just say WC, or yeah. The only 
thing that really needs to be signaled is if there is a a changing table for babies, because that could be good 
to know.  48

Beeghly (2014:1-3;5;12) discusses stereotypes and the effect that they can have on the way 
people think and act in the world. Public bathrooms are prevalent all over, and with every 
bathroom sign perpetuating this stereotypical and binary view of gender it can not only affect 
trans people and their everyday life, but also establish a narrow view of gender in other peop-
le’s minds which inevitably excludes the gender identity of some trans and non-binary people. 
Most of the other people I interviewed also agree with the notion that a gender neutral sign 
indicating bathrooms is all that is really needed for people to understand what type of room it 
is, and to find their way to public bathrooms. 

Rainbow shelves and LGBTQ certification  
Some common ways that libraries have tried to actively support the LGBTQ community is 
through either organizing LGBTQ material in one place, often called a rainbow shelf; or by 
having their organization LGBTQ certified, which is offered by, among others, the organiza-
tion RFSL, and means that the library staff is educated in LGBTQ issues. I asked my infor-

 Ja alltså. Jag brukar inte tänka på det jättemycket mer än att jag allmänt stör mig på alltså bara rent allmänt hur stereotypis48 -
ka de är. Att så här den kvinnliga figuren har kjol och liksom, ja och sen bara det hela att det är uppdelat. Men ja, så det är väl 
mer generellt att jag kan störa mig på hur figurerna ser ut. Och sen för det finns ju olika variationer på dem men det är ju i 
princip alltid att liksom den kvinnliga figuren har en klänning på sig eller sånt där, även om de kanske gör lite quirky design 
eller något sånt där, så är det ju ändå alltid väldigt stereotypiskt. Ja så jag tycker inte— det bästa är väl om det är skyltat med 
liksom både mansfigur och en kvinnofigur för att ja det positiva med det är ju att då kan du gå in här oavsett liksom. Då be-
höver du inte tänka på att ‘åh nu går jag till herrtoaletten’ liksom. Men jag tycker vi borde skippa de där helt och hållet. Det 
räcker väl med att det står ordet toalett eller WC eller, ja. Det enda som behöver skyltas egentligen är väl om det finns ett 
skötrum för det kan ju vara bra att veta.
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mants about these specific strategies and they had some differing opinions on their application 
and consequences.  

Out of the people I interviewed, all but one have been to a library that had some sort of 
variant of a rainbow shelf. Informant 3, who is the person that had not seen one in action, is 
also the only person who was unequivocally positive toward the idea. He said that he thinks it 
is a good idea since it brings people’s attention toward these topics, which in turn might make 
them interested to check the books out. The other informants in this study have a more split 
opinion on the concept. Informant 1 expresses similar positives about it, that it is a good thing 
that it makes it easier to find books with LGBTQ themes and subject matters. However, they 
also raise a concern about how the opposite might be true, as well as the stigma that these 
type of shelves might cause for people. 

But it could also be bad because it would make it so that ‘ordinary people’ do not happen upon that type of 
literature, since it wont be in the regular shelves where everyone else is looking, So it is both good and bad. 
Good because it makes it easy to find, bad because everyone won’t gravitate toward those shelves. And then 
I also think that some people might want to borrow these types of books, but are afraid to approach a shelf 
like this, because then everyone will see that ‘oh, now I am standing here by this rainbow shelf’, sort of. So 
that might lead to some people being scared to borrow some books that they would otherwise want to check 
out.  49

Both of these sentiments are also discussed by other informants. Informant 2 raises the point 
that especially younger people might have difficulties approaching anything labeled 
‘rainbow’, and would instead actively avoid it because of the fear and shame associated with 
that concept. Informant 4 also talks about removing the books from the ‘normal’ shelves, and 
the effects that this might have. 

I have been thinking a bit about what it means, since books which were previously more spread out 
amongst the shelves are— picture books in this specific case which are now placed in a specific place, and 
then the question becomes— yeah, now it becomes this sort of, I don’t know if this is the best term for it, 
but ghettofication. When you talk about how it ends up with a specific label and that some people might not 
be, well sort of, they might not be interested in borrowing these books because they see the rainbow marker 
on them and say ‘well, this stuff isn’t for us because we are not a rainbow family’, sort of.  50

Both of these issues can be connected to the same idea that removing LGBTQ-, and by asso-
ciation trans-, books from the regular collection and shelves works as a way of orienting 
LGBTQ away from ‘normal’. In a sense, it becomes a way of materializing ‘otherness’. As 
Ahmed (2006:1-3) argues, orientation is something we do, as well as something that is done 
to us, which this can be an example of. She also discusses queer as that which is seen as being 
oriented, while straight is seen as more ‘neutral’. This is also enhanced with the use of a rain-

 Men också kan det ju vara dåligt för då gör man så att ‘vanliga människor’ inte liksom snubblar över den litteraturen för att 49

då står det inte hyllorna där alla andra kollar. Så det är både bra och dåligt. Bra för att det är lätt att hitta, dåligt för att alla 
söker sig inte till de hyllorna. Och sen tänker jag också kanske att vissa som kanske vill låna sånna böcker kanske inte vågar 
gå till en sån hylla för att då kommer alla se att ‘åh nu står jag här vid den här regnbågshyllan’ liksom. Så det kan ju göra att 
vissa inte vågar låna vissa böcker som de skulle vilja låna. 

 Jag har ju funderat på det lite grann vad det innebär för böcker som tidigare har stått mer utspritt i hyllorna är— bilderböc50 -
ker gäller det då de står nu på ett ställe och då blir frågan— ja nu blir det en slags, vet inte om det är den bästa termen, men 
ghettofiering. när man pratar om att det hamnar i ett fack och att att folk vissa kanske personer kanske blir lite ja de kanske 
inte blir intresserade av att låna böcker för de ser att det är regnbågsmärke på dem, säger ‘ja men det här är inte för oss för vi 
är ingen regnbågsfamilj’ liksom.
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bow shelf, where the straight material is allowed to stay on the ‘normal’ shelves, while the 
queer material is moved elsewhere. Ahmed (2006:66-7) also discusses how being straight 
follows an already laid out straight line, which in turn makes this line invisible, since it is co-
vered up by the people following it, while turning away from this line and creating a new 
queer line therefore becomes all the more visible. This is once again made clear through this 
example, since the ‘queerness’ of rainbow shelves is made evident by there having to be a se-
parate shelf to provide place for this material. The materialization, or orientation, of the ot-
herness of queer is also applied not only to the material that is being moved and placed sepa-
rately, but also to the queer people who are physically oriented to a different place in the phy-
sical library as they, in turn, orient toward these shelves. Even though rainbow shelves also 
brings some visibility toward LGBTQ issues, and therefore can be a tool for the library to 
signal support for the community by pointing out that they have literature on the topic, these 
statements show that it is complicated issue. Visibility can at the same time be something ne-
gative, as Informant 1 and 2 point out, where people who want to borrow this type of literatu-
re without signaling this to others might choose to avoid visiting these shelves in order to avo-
id this orientation.  

Informant 5 discusses a similar issue when they compare two rainbow shelves that they 
have experienced in two different libraries.  

I thought it was pretty much positive, I was in K*** before Pride week this summer and then they had put 
together several weeks ahead of time sort of this shelf that you could stand by without everyone seeing you, 
but it was still not hidden away in some corner, but— and then it was divided into different age groups, like 
everything was mixed LGBTQ but it was kind of arranged for different age groups very clearly, and there 
was also this folder that you could bring home with you with tips on more books that maybe were not avai-
lable at the time. I thought that was— now that was targeted for kids and teens, and there might not have 
been anything there that I wanted to borrow really, but I thought that seemed very positive. And I also saw 
several people who felt comfortable going up there and looking, and ventured up there to borrow books, 
even though they— they didn’t obviously look like they themselves were— but just like ‘mom, can’t we 
take this one?’ Maybe because it looked cute on the outside, or the cover looked nice, and that the parents 
weren’t like ‘no, not that one it’s weird’, but they took it anyway. So I believe it is positive. 

On Pride week here they usually put books up on a wall over here for adults, but then it is very exposed, 
you can see it from the outside, you can see who stands in front of that shelf, and then it is also basically 
just books on gay men.  51

Here Informant 5 expresses a positive view of rainbow shelves, as long as they are placed in 
an appropriate location inside the library. He compares the shelf in the children’s section he 
saw as a Pride promotion in K*** that was not exactly hidden, but still secluded enough to 
offer some privacy, with the adult Pride rainbow shelf in another library which was very ex-
posed, even to people outside the library looking in. As have been stated by many (Stryker 

 Jag tyckte väl att det var väldigt positivt, jag var i K*** innan Pride-veckan i somras och då hade de gjort iordning flera 51

veckor i förväg liksom en hylla man kunde stå vid utan att alla såg dig, men den var ändå inte dold i något hörn, utan— och 
sen var det indelat i olika åldersgrupper, liksom allt var blandat hbtq men det var liksom för olika åldrar och väldigt tydligt, 
och sen fanns det också en folder som man kunde ta med sig hem med tips på fler böcker som kanske inte fanns inne just då. 
Jag tyckte det var— nu var ju det för barn och ungdom, och det var kanske inte där jag ville låna någonting egentligen, men 
jag tyckte att det såg väldigt positivt ut. Och jag såg också flera som vågade gå dit och titta, och vågade gå dit och låna fast 
en de— de såg inte uppenbarligen ut som att just de själva kanske var— utan bara ‘mamma kan vi inte ta den här?’ För att 
den kanske såg gullig ut på utsidan eller fin på utsidan, och att det inte föräldrarna liksom ‘nej inte den den är så konstig’, 
utan de tog den ändå liksom. Så jag tror att det är positivt.  

På Pride-veckan här brukar de ha böcker uppe på en vägg här för vuxna, men då är det väldigt exponerat, du kan se det 
här utifrån, du kan se vem som står framför den hyllan, och då är det i stort sätt böcker om bögar.
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2006:10; Whittle 2006:xi-xii; Waldman 2014:26), trans people are at a higher risk of harass-
ment and violence than the average population. This means that being exposed as a trans per-
son might be associated with real risks, so it is understandable that Informant 5 raises this vi-
sibility as an issue. He even especially points out that the other rainbow shelf can be seen 
from outside the library, which means that anyone could see you, not just the other patrons in 
the library. This also highlights the complicated issues surrounding rainbow shelves, and how 
they can be used to give visibility to LGBTQ people and issues, but also create exposure of 
these same people who might not want to put themselves at risk. Informant 4 directly expres-
ses this duality that visibility can bring about. 

I guess it is always a question about how safe it feels and things like that because— that difficult balance 
between being too open and too closed off. And that it can feel exhausting that, what is it called, for examp-
le, you can have like, for example, LGBTQ issues, like at a library I am familiar with they have this study 
table and things like that, and it can feel a little like this, that they stand there and watch you, sort of, it can 
feel very exposed. Same with another library where there is— where the shelf which brings up a lot of these 
issues for youth which are about LGBTQ topics and there they also have this corner where other youths 
might be sitting, and it might feel troubling to come there and get books. So I believe that there needs— I 
believe that how the room is laid out it has to be— it might be difficult to do since it might be relevant for a 
lot of topics, it could relate to religion as well, but that it should feel like this, that it does not feel like you 
are stared down too easily, but that there is always a sense of integrity.  52

Once again, the issue of being too visible and exposed is connected to the concept of rainbow 
shelves. Informant 4 also relates this issue to other categories that might be controversial, 
such as religion. They also raise the concern that it might be difficult for libraries to focus on 
all these different social issues, and giving them all fair attention, which is a valid point. In the 
end, they offer that the most important thing that libraries need to consider when dealing with 
these issues is to remember to be sensitive toward people’s integrity. Exposing someone and 
forcing them to put parts of their identity on show, through the orientation of their material, is 
not being sensitive to someone’s integrity.  

LGBTQ certification is a practice offered to libraries and other societal institutions, by 
organizations such as RFSL. It relates to educating the staff on LGBTQ issues and how to 
meet LGBTQ patrons in a respectful and appropriate way, as well as offer more inclusive ser-
vices to these people in order to promote equal treatment and human rights (RFSL 2016). As 
of this moment, 18 libraries have been certified by RFSL (RFSL 2019). As with rainbow 
shelves, my informants had different opinions on this practice, both how it affects the work of 
institutions, such as libraries, and how it actually affects trans library patrons. Most are quite 
positive, and believe that it is a good thing for libraries, and that libraries should at the very 
least strive to work toward the goals that being certified demands of organizations. Informant 
4, for example, issues that the certification is great in principal, but notes that they do not 

 Det är väl alltid så här en fråga om hur tryggt det känns och sånt för att— den där svåra balansen mellan att vara för öppet 52

och för instängt. Och det är det som kan kännas lite jobbigt är att, vad heter det, till exempel, man kan ha såhär exempel hbtq-
frågor på ett bibliotek jag är bekant med så är det ju det finns studiebord och sånt, det kan kännas lite såhär att de står där och 
kollar, liksom, det kan kännas uttittad. Samma sak också med ett annat bibliotek där det är— där den hyllan som tar upp 
mycket av de här frågorna för just ungdomar som handlar mycket om hbtq-frågor att där råkar också vara ett hörn där kanske 
sitter det andra ungdomar där skulle det kännas jobbigt att vara där och hämta böcker. Så att jag tror just att det behöv— jag 
tror att hur rummet är upplagt det måste vara att— det kan ju vara svårt att göra för det kanske gäller många frågor liksom, 
det kan vara religion också, men att det ska kännas sådär att det inte känns som att man känner sig uttittad för lätt, utan att det 
finns en känsla av integritet alltid.
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know what practical effects the certification process has, nor what long term effects can be 
gained from it. They still highlight the symbolic value of something like this, and that it is a 
great tool as a library to signal to their users that they are LGBTQ friendly and supportive. 
Informant 5 stresses the effects it might have on the consciousness of the libraries’ actions, for 
example that they might learn to think more critically about how they categorize trans literatu-
re, be more conscious about acquiring the appropriate literature, and meet their trans users 
more thoughtfully and with more respect. Informant 3 notes that he is positive toward the ini-
tiative, even though he can not say too much about it since he does not know what the effects 
might be in practice. Later on in the interview, however, he raises the issue that he has heard 
that these certifications often turn out to be rather lacking when it comes to specifically trans 
issues. This relates to the issue I have discussed earlier about trans often being forgotten about 
when discussing LGBTQ issues. It should also be noted that none of my informants, except 
for one, have ever visited a library that has been awarded with an LGBTQ certification. 

Informant 2, however, is rather critical toward the process, and is also the only person I 
interviewed who claimed to have ever visited a certified library. They express their critique as 
follows:  

I think that often the things that are LGBTQ certified, regardless if it is libraries or preschools, or it its… 
there are a lot of things, like youth groups with I have worked with a lot, LGBTQ certified youth groups. 
And I think for the most part its just sort of blah. That often, unfortunately, the person sent on this education 
is not really representative, but instead it is a cis middle aged man who has gone away and then he is suppo-
sed to be an expert. And somewhere I don’t even feel like, like I understand what function it is supposed to 
fill, but I get mad at the fact that it should even need to exist. 

[…[ And then I get sort of like this, then it is contra productive for me. But I absolutely understand what 
LGBTQ certification is dealing with. When I went to folk high school they had an LGBTQ certified library, 
I did not think that it was easier for me there to order books on the theme anyway. I still experienced a re-
sistance. So it still became contra productive in a way. Then you can have differing experiences. But that is 
my experience. That it shouldn’t need to exist. But it should be self evident, sort of.  53

What Informant 2 says here is that there is a chance of these type of projects becoming more 
theoretical and less practical. In this way it can become something that libraries do and it ma-
kes them feel good and involved and like they are doing something, but in the end it does not 
actually benefit their queer patrons that much. Besides, Informant 2 also critiques the fact that 
the people involved in this rarely ever actually are queer themselves, which lessens the impact 
it can have in representing the users who are meant to benefit from this endeavor. This is defi-
nitely a valid point, as seeing representation not only in the material the library offers but also 
in the staff that works there can be important for users who are themselves queer. I still belie-
ve that it is important that straight and cis people also strive to educate themselves in these 
issues, since they are the ones at greater risk of being ignorant to their behavior in these mat-

 Jag tycker ju ofta att saker som blir hbtq certifierade, oavsett om det är bibliotek eller om det är förskolor eller om det är… 53

det finns ju massa olika grejer, ungdomskårer har jag jobbat mycket på. Hbtq certifierad ungdomskår. Och jag tycker oftast 
att det är blaj. Att det är nån oftast då har det tyvärr inte varit en representativ person som skickats på den här utbildningen, 
utan det varit en vit cis medelåldersman som har åkt och sen ska han va expert. Och nånstans så tycker jag inte ens, asså jag 
förstår ju vad det ska fylla för funktion, men jag blir arg på att det ens ska behöva finnas. 

[…] Och då blir jag lite såhär, då blir det kontraproduktivt för mig. Men jag förstår absolut vad hbtq certifiering har med 
att göra. När jag gick på folkhögskola så hade dom ett hbtq certifierat bibliotek, jag tyckte inte det var lättare för mig att be-
ställa böcker som var på temat ändå. Jag tyckte ändå det var ett motstånd. Så det blev ändå kontraproduktivt på nåt vis. Sen 
kan man ju ha olika upplevelser. Men det är min upplevelse. Att det ska inte behöva finnas. Utan det ska vara så självklart 
liksom.
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ters, and could gain the most from education of this type. Waldman (2014:30) also raises staff 
education as an important aspect of making libraries more welcome for trans people. Further, 
in Informant 2’s experience, the LGBTQ certification has not shown to have any effect, since 
they still experienced resistance in the library they visited that had a certification. Finally, they 
are more upset by the fact that this type of certification exists, since it is yet another reminder 
that they as a queer person is not equally accepted in society, and in their opinion this sort of 
thing should not be necessary, since it should be self evident that LGBTQ people are equally 
welcome and catered to in institutions such as libraries. While this is definitely a fair point, it 
should be like that, this is not always the case, and projects such as LGBTQ certifications 
could be a tool in educating people in these issues and work to make that hope a reality. Ho-
wever, in this way the LGBTQ certification is another way of bringing visibility to LGBTQ 
which is dichotic, where it could be seen as a positive way of taking a pro-stance for the 
LGBTQ community; but at the same time it brings attention to the fact that the community is 
not always accepted, which can be distressing for some people, and does highlight the ‘other-
ness’ of LGBTQ in today’s society. 

One this that Informant 4 bring up about the idea of including LGBTQ in the library or-
ganization is policy documents. They express this idea: 

No but I have been thinking about this sort of about that there is like these— it becomes a question about 
policy documents available on the topic— because I believe that can be pretty interesting, because then I 
don’t really know what part LGBTQ questions play in the construction of local policy and things like that. 
Because I don’t believe that there is anything written about that, from what I remember there is no pa-
ragraph in the law about libraries about this except that it is supposed to be for— but there is also a sort of 
praxis from what I know. Bur I don’t know how this looks in practice. So I think that it is very important 
just for producing a sort of— creating this base for— so that some libraries are not very bad at it ans others 
really good sort ot, but that there is a— that it stays consistent. 

Yeah, because it is— like in my own case it is often a local initiative from perhaps single people in the 
staff. Maybe it is— and in some cases it can be like this, individual driving forces, who perhaps have to take 
on a lot of the work. But, so there is either one person or no one at all in many cases, unfortunately. So I 
believe that the question about policies, I believe that it is kind of important, but it is sort of about— from 
the view of the users I think this is pretty abstract but still, and then it might not be something that you think 
about, what equal treatment plans there are, and how does that look? But it is something that I believe to be 
very important to have as a base.  54

Informant 4 here relates how the work for LGBTQ inclusion in the library organization is 
probably very diverse, depending on who works at the library and care about these issues. By 
formulating policies, and especially national policies on LGBTQ inclusion a more coherent 
equal treatment might be achieved. Waldman (2014:30) also suggests this as a great tool for 
libraries to work on trans inclusion and combating discrimination and harassment. 

 Nej, jag har ju funderat på det här liksom att det finns såhär— det blir ju en fråga om policydokument som finns om det— 54

för det tror jag kan vara rätt intressant, för då vet jag inte riktigt om hur vilken roll spelar hbtq-frågor in i utpekandet av lokal 
policy och sånt. För att jag tror inte det står något om vad jag som jag minns finns det inte med i bibliotekslagen någon para-
graf om det här förutom att det ska vara för— men det finns också en sån praxis vad jag vet. Men jag vet inte hur den ser ut i 
praktiken. Så att och jag tror det är väldigt viktigt just för att få en— skapa den här grunden för— så att vissa bibliotek inte är 
sådär jättedåliga andra jättebra liksom, utan att det finns en— att det är konsekvent. 

Ja för att det är— som i mitt eget fall så är det ju ofta så att det är lokala initiativ från kanske enskilda i personalen ofta. 
Det kanske är att— och i vissa fall kan det vara såhär, enskilda eldsjälar som kanske får göra väldigt mycket. Men, så det blir 
antingen en eller ingen alls i många fall tyvärr. Så att jag tror att frågan om policys så tror jag att det är ganska viktigt, men 
det är ganska som— ut från bas som besökare så tror jag att det är någonting som är ganska abstrakt ändå och då är det 
kanske inte någonting en tänker på, vilken likabehandlingsplan finns det och hur ser den ut? Men det är någonting som jag 
tror är väldigt viktigt att ha i som grund.
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Trans activities and exclusive spaces 
As noted previously, my informants are all very vocal about the fact that they do not only 
want literature in libraries to represent them, but also other forms of activities and services, 
such as lectures and author talks by trans authors. In this way, the library space can also work 
as an arena to facilitate meetings between their different trans and queer readers. Informant 3 
expresses this exact sentiment: ”Yeah I feel like maybe it could work as a meeting space for 
people interested in reading about [trans] history or whatever else. Or just to find other trans 
people, non-binary, with similar interests to yourself ”. Everyone I interviewed expresses a 55

desire for more activities at libraries focusing on trans issues in different ways, but very few 
claim ever having been to one, or even heard of one that was happening.  

One issue relating to this that some of my informants discuss is the concept of trans ex-
clusive spaces and activities. Informant 1 brings up this idea in a discussion regarding whet-
her he would go to activities centering on trans issues if libraries where to offer it.  

Like I am a little torn there because I would definitely appreciate if they did that, that would be amazing, 
especially then if they also did it sort of— or I don’t know, cause one part of me thinks that it would be gre-
at if these events were specific for just trans people, and another part thinks that it might also be good if it 
was open for non-trans people who want to educate themselves. But I feel like there are positives and nega-
tives with both options because then maybe people who are trans won’t want to go there because they don’t 
want to expose themselves to just anyone, but I feel like it would be a great thing, but then again I can’t 
promise that I would visit these events since I am not open with the fact that I am trans. Then I would out 
myself if I were to attend. But if, for example, a meeting like this was held sort of in a separate room and 
not sort of here we have put up this stage in the library where everyone passing by can see you. But if it 
instead were to be held in a room, like that they would put up signs saying ‘over here is that thing and you 
can enter this room’ and it is only people belonging to this group who are attending this event and who 
comes in here, sort of, because then you don’t need to expose yourself and think that ‘wow, now everyone 
is going to see that I am trans’, then you can just slip in through the door and such. Then I might consider 
joining.  56

Here Informant 1 once again raises the ever present issue of the danger related to exposing 
your identity as a trans person, which he connects to the idea of going to events at libraries 
targeted toward trans people and topics. It is clear from this quote, and from things expressed 
by my other informants as well, that these types of activities and meeting spaces is something 
that trans library patrons crave, but it is also important to keep in mind how these events are 
organized. Informant 1 suggests trans exclusive spaces as an option for creating safety for 
trans users, however Informant 5 expresses concerns regarding this concept.  

 Ja, jag tänker att det kanske skulle kunna fungera som en mötesplats, för de som är intresserade av att läsa om [trans]histo55 -
ria eller någonting annat. Eller bara hitta andra transpersoner, icke-binära, med liknande intressen.

 Alltså jag är lite blandad där för jag skulle definitivt uppskatta om de gjorde det det skulle ju vara skitbra, speciellt om de 56

då kanske också gjorde det så det var liksom— eller jag vet inte, för en del tänker jag mig att det skulle vara bra om det var 
specifikt bara för transpersoner, och en annan del av mig tänker också att det skulle vara bra om det var öppet för icke-trans-
personer som vill få mer information. Men jag tänker det finns ju fördelar och nackdelar med båda dem för då kanske folk 
som är transpersoner inte vill gå dit för att de vill inte liksom exponera sig för vem som helst, men jag tycker det skulle ju 
vara en jättebra grej men jag kan ju inte lova att jag skulle gå på det eftersom jag inte är öppen med att jag är en transperson. 
Då skulle jag ju outa mig själv om jag gick dit. Men om det till exempel skulle vara så att en sån träff liksom hölls i ett sepa-
rat rum att det inte var liksom här har vi ställt upp en scen i biblioteket där alla kan gå förbi och se dig. Men om det istället är 
liksom typ inne i ett rum, liksom att såhär att de skyltar det och så ‘här har vi den här grejen och du kan gå in i det här rum-
met’ och det är bara folk som tillhör den här gruppen och som ska vara med på det här eventet som går in här och liksom ja, 
för då behöver man inte exponera sig och tänka så här att ‘oj nu kommer alla se att jag är en transperson’ då är det bara att 
smita in genom dörren och så. Då hade jag kunnat vara med på det.
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That it would be open, otherwise too few people would come, at least in L*** there wouldn’t be too few— 
or, enough people attending. If you were to have a book club you can’t have a book club if you are only two 
people. Because not all trans people read. And not everyone is interested. Instead it would have to be open 
for everyone, because a lot of people are interested in learning. And the people who are transphobic maybe 
won’t visit an activity like that. So I would not feel unsafe, you know, if I came here, but— because I guess 
that they would probably stay at home in that case. That’s what I think at least.  57

The concern with trans exclusive activities that Informant 5 raises is that it might make these 
activities impossible to implement since not enough people would attend. This for various re-
asons, one being that not every trans person reads and therefore would not be interested in 
trans activities at libraries focusing on literary topics. Besides, Informant 5 also inadvertently 
bring up the issue of the difference between bigger cities and smaller towns, where they note 
that at least in L***, which is a middle sized town according to SKL’s  (2017) criteria, there 58

would not be enough people attending, since there are not as many trans people living in the 
town as in a bigger city, which would be even more prevalent in even smaller towns. Both 
Informant 1 and 5 also discuss the idea that other people might be interested in attending the-
se events because they can also be interested in these topics. It is important for libraries to not 
only view this content as being for trans people, as it is also important to offer enlightenment 
on trans topics for non-trans people as well. Since ignorance about the topic of trans is often 
the basis for trans people being mistreated and discriminated against, it would also profit trans 
people to have non-trans people educate themselves on the topic. Another question could be 
raised if offering trans exclusive spaces is something that libraries should engage in, since 
they are supposed to be open spaces available for everyone. Even though trans exclusive spa-
ces are important, there are other types of organizations, such as trans focused groups, which 
could instead offer these services.  

Digital v.s. physical space 
Whittle (2006:xii) mentions that computers and the internet has a historical relevance for the 
trans community, and Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:172-3) also discusses how the internet is 
often a very important source of information for trans people. The same is true for most of my 
informants. Out of the five people I interviewed, four mentioned the internet and social media 
as a very important, if not the most important, source of information and representation when 
it comes to their own trans identity work. I find it interesting that the first choice of informa-
tion source for the majority of my informants is the digital environment of the internet as op-
posed to the physical space of the library, and would like to examine why that might be.  

One thing that the internet, and especially social media, offers that the library lacks, is a 
personal connection to other trans people and the experiences that they have had and share 
with others. Books on similar topics are also a necessary and a type of representation that my 

 Att det var öppet, annars skulle det komma så få, åtminstone i L*** skulle det inte komma tillräckligt få, eller tillräckligt 57

många. Skulle man ha en bokcirkel så det går inte att ha en bokcirkel om man bara är två. För att alla transpersoner läser som 
sagt inte. Och alla är inte intresserade. Utan i så fall att det kan vara för alla, för det är ju många som gärna vill lära sig. Och 
de som är transfobiska kanske inte uppsöker en sån aktivitet. Så jag skulle inte känna mig otrygg liksom om jag kom hit, utan
— för jag gissar att de stannar nog hemma i så fall. Det tror jag i alla fall. 

 Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting, or SALAR, Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions in English.58
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informants crave, but books can not offer that personal connection and active conversation 
that social media can produce. Informant 1 discusses this in the following quote: 

Yeah, and then it was people who made video blogs on Youtube, trans people who made video blogs about 
their transition— is that how you say it in Swedish? Transition? Yeah, and blogs that people wrote where 
you could make comments and ask questions.   59

This engagement in with the content and the content creator is something that Informant 1 
puts a lot of significance in, and which is not achieved through printed literature. As I have 
already commented on, very few of my informants have ever experienced, or even heard of, 
activities at libraries allowing this connection by, for example, inviting trans authors to talk 
about their books in person, which would otherwise be a way to experience this at libraries.  

Besides connecting with content creators, social media can also be used to simply connect 
with other trans people and make friends and offer each other support. Informant 2, as I have 
mentioned, discusses a Facebook group for trans people where they offer trans mentors for 
people in the beginning of their process. These people, then, in effect, become sources for im-
portant information, both personal experience as well as recommendations for books and ot-
her media that has been helpful for them, Informant 2 explains. Informant 3 also found out 
about the trans organisation that they are a part of though social media. So, even if the internet 
can be kind of distant from real life social interaction, it can still work as a facilitator for this 
type of connection. 

Another aspect that Informant 1 brings up is the direct and updated information that con-
tent on the internet can provide that books and events at libraries might struggle with provi-
ding.  

Yeah, and there was also a really good blog that, I do not remember what it was called, but it was someone 
who kept up with and recommended other people every week on all LGBTQ related things that was going 
to be broadcast on the TV during the week. Which was very good because they you could see that like, yeah 
well on Tuesday at two o’clock at night there is going to be a documentary on trans people. So that was 
actually very useful.  60

This real time up to date information is not really something that the library can compete with 
the internet on. The internet is just too fast. However, I am not saying that they have to. One 
thing that is also prevalent on the internet is misinformation, as Pohjanen & Kortelainen 
(2015:172-3) mentions. Therefore, I would argue that the library might not be as up to date on 
issues as the internet, but by slowing down they can more securely provide accurate informa-
tion and trust worthy sources.  

One interesting trend apparent in the answers of my informants is that a lot of them use 
the internet in correlation with their use of the library. Informant 1 and 2 both describe using 
the internet to find sources that they would be interested in, and then heading over to the li-

 Ja då var det ju folk som gjorde videobloggar på Youtube, transpersoner som gjorde videobloggar över sin transition— 59

säger man så på svenska? Transition? Jo och bloggar som folk skrev där man kunde kommentera och ställa frågor. 

 Jo det fanns också en väldigt bra blogg som, jag kommer inte ihåg vad den hette, men det var någon som höll koll och 60

tipsade varje vecka om alla hbtq-relaterade grejer som skulle sändas på tv under veckan. Som var väldigt bra för då kunde 
man se typ att så här ja men på tisdag klockan två på natten kommer det en dokumentär om transpersoner. Så den var faktiskt 
väldigt bra.
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brary to borrow these books. One reason that Informant 1 gives for using this tactic is that it is 
easier on some internet sources to sort information under the theme of LGBTQ in order to 
more easily find those types of books. He expresses it in the following way: 

Yeah but then it was mostly that I looked at other websites where LGBTQ things were discussed, and peop-
le maybe recommended books, or if, yeah, but for example I would maybe check out web shops, like Adli-
bris , because there you can search a little more by topic, they might have— they don’t really have like 61

‘here is all the LGBTQ books’, but yeah, there you can still more simply sort of, if you search for one 
LGBTQ related book they might suggest other similar things, or things on the same subject, so it was most-
ly that I checked out other websites and wrote lists on books that were interesting, and then checked if they 
have them at the library.  62

Since my informants have to search out other sources in order to search for LGBTQ and trans 
themed books in order to then look them up in the library, this tells me that the library would 
profit from making their search for this type of literature more clear, or even provide lists with 
tips on media on the topic. This can also be related to what I have discussed earlier, and that 
Adler (2009:310;314) mentions, which is that the subject terms for LGBTQ and trans topics is 
lacking, especially when it comes to relating to the way that the people affected by this choo-
se to search for this, as Keilty (2012:418) mentions. Informant 2, however, notes the impor-
tance of the library in pointing them in the right direction for this type of independent search 
of different sources. 

And then I believe probably that is was more me on my own going home and Google-ing and the closest I 
came to… still through this book and like this that I could identify with like, Prince, and [Grace Jones ], 63

and then I would go back to the library and find books on Prince and [Grace Jones]. So, in some ways sill 
like, through the library, but maybe still not because the library was so good at… pointing me in the right 
direction.  64

In this way, the library could orient them toward new possible gender identities and gender 
expressions, which was helpful in them constructing their own identity, and also direct them 
to new topics and ways of looking for information that would help them in this quest. 

Another issue regarding internet v.s. library as an information source is related to anony-
mity. Informant 5 touches on this. He ruminates on the fact that a lot of people might choose 
to search for information and choose to watch a streamed TV-show instead of borrowing 
books at the library since they can do it in the comfort of their own home, without any one 
else having to know that they are doing it. This again is of course a relevant aspect of infor-
mation search for trans people who might want to protect their identity as trans people seeing 

 A Swedish online book store.61

 Jo men då var det väl mest att jag kollade på andra hemsidor där det pratades om hbtq-grejer, och folk kanske rekommen62 -
derade böcker, eller om ja men till exempel jag kollade kanske nätbutiker, typ Adlibris, för där kan man ju söka lite mer på ja 
men ämne, de kan ju ha— de har ju inte liksom ‘här är alla hbtq-böcker’, men ja där kan man ändå få fram lite tydligare lik-
som om man söker på en hbtq-relaterad bok så kan det komma fram liknande, eller saker om samma ämne, så det var mest att 
jag kollade på andra hemsidor och skrev listor på böcker som var intressanta, och sen kollade om de har dem på biblioteket.

 The informant first said Grace Kelly, but later corrected themself to mean Grace Jones.63

 Och sen så tror jag nog mer att det var jag som själv gick hem och Googlade och det närmaste jag kom till… ändå via den 64

boken att såhär jag kunde identifiera mig med typ, Prince, och [Grace Jones], och då gick jag tillbaka till biblioteket och hit-
tade böcker om Prince och [Grace Jones]. Så på nåt vis ändå såhär, via biblioteket, men kanske ändå inte för att biblioteket 
var så bra på att… rikta mig i rätt riktning.
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as they are at risk of discrimination if they were to make this know to other people. Informant 
1 however, offers a different viewpoint where the library might actually offer anonymity, 
especially for younger people who do not want to search for this type of information at home, 
where their parents or a possible partner might find out what they are searching for, when they 
would rather keep that hidden.  

Informant 4 is the only one in my study who expresses that the internet has not been a 
very important source for information when it comes to question relating to their trans identi-
ty. They relate that for a lot of their peers the internet has been important, but for them the li-
brary has been much more vital as an information source. They discuss how this might be 
because they just got started with using the internet rather late. 

I think that for some reason I just started using the internet rather late, simply put. So it might be related to 
something like that, I do not know why but that is just how it ended up being. And I know a lot of acquain-
tances who are LGBTQ people who have used for example videos on different webb— on sites so that have 
been a very important inspiration. But for some reason that has not worked out that well for me, but it also 
shows that it can be very different from person to person.  65

This shows that even though the internet is becoming a more and more important source for 
information, the services that libraries provide will never be superfluous, since people are dif-
ferent and therefore crave different sources for information.  

 Jag tror att av någon anledning så började jag ganska sent med internet helt enkelt. Så det kan vara något sånt, jag vet inte 65

varför men det blev så helt enkelt. Och jag vet ju att jag har många bekanta som är hbtq-personer som just har använt exem-
pelvis videos på olika så här webb- på hemsidor så att det varit en väldigt viktig inspiration. Men av någon anledning så har 
inte det funkat så bra för mig, men så att det visar också att kan se väldigt annorlunda ut person till person.
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Discussion 

Introduction 
The purpose of this essay is to examine how trans and non-binary library users use the library 
in order to construct their identity as trans people, and to analyze what libraries can do to as-
sist in this endeavour. The research questions formulated to guide this purpose, which I rela-
ted at the beginning, are: 

• How do trans and non-binary people experience using public libraries in Sweden?  

• What role can the library play in trans and non-binary identity work? 

• What are some steps that libraries could take in order to expand on the inclusion of trans 
and non-binary people and related issues into their organization and daily work? 

In this chapter, I will relate the results I have laid out in the analysis more clearly to these spe-
cific questions, and discuss what can be gained by this study on a more practical level. I will 
also propose suggestions for further research into the topic, and what I hope to see discussed 
in the future, since this is a rather under examined concept, especially from a Swedish con-
text.  

Trans and non-binary library experience  
What becomes obvious from my analysis is that trans and non-binary people use and experi-
ence the library in several different ways. Something that all of them do use the library for is, 
perhaps unsurprisingly, borrowing and reading books. All the people I interviewed are rea-
ders, and this is arguably the main service that libraries provide. Related to this is the service 
of providing access to books, which is an important aspect of the library as an institution. This 
also is even more important for people who do not have the disposable income to buy all the 
books they want to read. My informants use the library to gain access to several different ty-
pes of books, both for information about trans as a topic, as well as other literature related to 
their identity work as trans people. Besides this they also use it simply to stimulate their desi-
re to read and experience stories. For some of my informants the library works as the primary 
source they have on information, while for others it works more as a compliment to other 
sources, such as the internet and social media. It also works as a source of information on 
trans issues that is reliable, as well as provided in Swedish, which is often hard to find on the 
internet. 
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What is clear though out is that the concept of representation, and seeing yourself valida-
ted in the material and services offered by the library, is extremely important for the trans 
users that I have interviewed. This comes up both when discussing the books and other media 
that the library provides, the activities that they offer, and even the physical layout of the spa-
ce, particularly relating to the bathrooms. 

For a few of my informants social connections with library staff has been important, both 
in order to connect with other human beings, but also in order to improve on the services they 
are able to facilitate by, for example, giving more personal book recommendations. For ot-
hers, this social aspect of library usage becomes more of an obstacle, since they can not ensu-
re that the staff will not invalidate their gender expression in some ways. 

Most of my informants discuss using the library independently, and praises the ability to 
use the self-check out services. This allows them access to books without having to be forced 
into social interactions that might become uncomfortable for them for a few different reasons. 
Sometimes my informants expressed not just wanting to broadcast what books they check out, 
be that because they were scared to be outed as trans or for a fear of being judged or mistrea-
ted by the staff for their trans gender identity. However, only one person discussed having 
used the libraries digital services, while most prefer to use the more standard services of bor-
rowing and finding books in person. This even though a lot of them mention using the internet 
as an important source for information. 

In general though, for most of my informants, the library is considered a calm and safe 
space. A space where they can, for example, come to feel at home and read a book in peace, 
or focus on their studies in a quiet and productive space. Most of them denote the library as a 
‘neutral space’, where they feel welcome and seldom experience transphobic situations.  

The role of libraries in trans and non-binary identity work 
Representation is also an important factor in the identity work of trans people, as becomes 
clear from the interviews with my informants. Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:172-3) also 
confirm this statement. Not finding accurate representation can in this way work as an obstac-
le in this work, so if libraries want to be active in this process, they need to make sure to pro-
vide this representation. As is also evident from this study not all trans people are the same. 
Therefore, it is also important with a diverse assortment of representation. Trans identity is 
constructed in relation with a lot of other social categories, and therefore different trans peop-
le crave different forms of representation. In addition, there are a lot of different subject posi-
tions aligning with different aspects of the trans spectrum, all of which crave representation. 
Limited representation limits trans identity work in this way. By providing diverse forms of 
representation libraries can also work to help trans patrons gain confidence in their identity. 
Race and ethnicity also stand out as an important aspect of trans identity though this study. 
Especially one of my informant, who is themself racialized, place a lot of value in their identi-
ty as a racialized trans person. Therefore it is important for libraries to also provide informa-
tion and representation from this point of view. Giving a platform to these people to have their 
voiced heard is also important since they do not get as much space in society in general. It 
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also becomes evident that the white people I interviewed does not place as much weight in 
their trans identity in relation to their ethnic identity.  

Here own voice representation is also important in order to identify with different authors, 
and not just characters. This also relates to what Billey & Drabinski (2019:119-22) discuss 
about authority records recording gender properly. Even if the library patrons are rarely privy 
to this type of information, it could still help library staff find literature written by trans peop-
le if the authority records reflect this accurately, and in so recommend it to trans users looking 
for own voice literature to assist in their identity work. 

Information on trans issues and procedures can also be helpful in moving forward with 
your transitioning. Once again, a lack on information of this type can hinder the process of 
someones trans identity work. Pohjanen & Kortelainen (2015:172-3) also highlights this 
aspect in their study. At the same time material might be hard to find and locate, even if the 
library has it. Therefore the library needs to work to make this material more directly acces-
sible. Finding literature on trans topics in the physical library can be difficult depending on 
how the library categorizes it. This can also then hinder people in their trans identity works, 
since information is such an integral part of this. Libraries therefore need to make a choice of 
how they choose to organize their material. A way that Adler (2009:317) suggest making this 
easier is to use folksonomy categorization alongside more established library categorizations. 
This can also be a way for trans people to express their gender identity and have an opportuni-
ty to attach their own vocabulary relating to themselves and their community to the books in 
the library. This, I believe, would be especially useful if connected with the library’s website, 
where the search process might be simplified for material of this type that can be difficult for 
libraries to categorize. This does however rely on the active participation of their patrons, and 
risks being misused and abused and would have to be moderated, which would demand re-
sources that the library might not have to spend on such a project. 

Social interaction is an important aspect of identity work, and library staff is one facilita-
tor of this. Some of my informants have experienced positive interaction with library staff 
who has worked to confirm their gender identity, while others have had more negative experi-
ences with staff diminishing their identity. Some also avoid such interaction from a fear of 
this happening. Therefore important for staff to be educated. It is especially difficult for non-
binary people to have their identity confirmed by staff, and this would have to receive extra 
focus in order to combat this issue. Learning to not assume gender could be difficult, but 
should still be attempted. LGBTQ certification is a great tool to promote LGBTQ acceptance 
and take a stance for trans rights in society. It also works to make the staff more knowledgable 
in issues regarding trans and other LGBTQ concepts. However this also points out LGBTQ as 
something different that needs to be addressed separately than the ‘normal’ straight and cis 
concepts. Some also discuss how these types of educations often forget about trans and there-
fore might not benefit trans patrons. Besides it is important to make sure that these types of 
things are applied in practice and not just in theory. 

Similar to this the trans community is very important for trans identity work. Libraries are 
not typically places to facilitate this sort of community meetings for my informants. Since 
they have not experienced a lot of activities at libraries catering to specifically trans people, 
these meetings are not really happening in libraries. It could be a great tool for libraries to fa-
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cilitate meetings between both their users and trans authors as well as other trans library pa-
trons, through for example author talks or book recommendation activities. Similar to this 
trans mentors are mentioned as an important aspect of constructing trans identity and gaining 
access to information. Sharing of information is big in trans community, which also facilitates 
identity work. By connecting their trans users with each other, libraries might inadvertently 
promote these types of connections.  

Rainbow shelves can be beneficial in identity work as it makes finding information and 
material with representation easier which I have already discussed the importance of. Ho-
wever, it can also be harmful if the shelves expose trans people too much to the judgement of 
other people as this might deter them from approaching shelves like these. It also hinders pe-
ople from stumbling upon this information, which Pohjanen & Kortelainen’s (2015:178) pro-
mote as the primary way that trans people first come into contact with the idea of trans as a 
possible gender identity. It also works as a materialization of otherness, since it is removed 
from the ‘regular’ shelf, and therefore points out LGBTQ as different and not normal. These 
types of shelves need to be presented in a way where they are not hidden away, thereby indi-
cating shame, but they should also be able to be approached in a more integral manner where 
people do not feel too exposed by searching through them. The same could be said about li-
brary spaces being too open, as this risks exposing trans users and making them feel uncom-
fortable in the place, as being observed by others in the library might be frightening to trans 
people who feel at risk of being discriminated agains. 

Bathrooms is another aspect which dictate gender identity to a rather great degree since 
they are sometimes separated by gender. This forces people to decide on what gender they are 
as a condition to using the bathroom. This is especially prevalent for non-binary people who 
do not identify with either of the choices usually offered. However, binary trans people can 
also struggle with this especially if they are visibly trans and the other people occupying the 
bathroom space might oppose to them being there. Facing this discrimination of their gender 
identity can be detrimental to their identity work, but can also put them at risk of experiencing 
discrimination or even violence. Besides this, stereotypical signage can also work to promote 
antiquated ideals about gender that some trans people might not subscribe to and therefore it 
might hurt their identity work. Therefore it is highly recommended that libraries instead pro-
vide gender neutral bathrooms with signs that do not promote gender in any way, for example 
with signs saying ‘WC’ or simply ‘Toilets’ on them. Waldman (2014:32) suggests at the very 
least being prepared to offer trans people to use the staff bathrooms, but I would argue that 
this is not a viable option since it might be difficult to relate to trans patrons that this is an op-
tion. Besides people might feel uncomfortable asking, as this would also be associated with 
outing their trans identity, which everyone might not be comfortable doing.  

A lot of my informants use the internet and social media to facilitate their trans identity 
work. However, I would argue that the library could offer some of the services that the inter-
net fill in this regard by offering more services targeted at trans users. For example by inviting 
trans people to have a space to talk at libraries and facilitate conversations between creators 
and library patrons, or organizing activities for trans users where they can meet and create 
connections. Libraries can also promote more strongly the reliable source of information they 
provide in opposition with the internet which can include a lot of misinformation. I still belie-
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ve that there are some aspect that the library can not provide, and which is better sought after 
in other places. For example offering trans exclusive spaces, which might be valuable in a 
trans person’s identity work, but which can be found at other places. This mainly because lib-
raries are supposed to be open to everyone and promote openness and accessible information. 
This is not a bad thing as I do not mean to promote the idea that the library should be the only 
source of information for trans people in their identity work. The library can also be a a first 
step in an information journey that might help people to look for information more indepen-
dently. The library could still be a stronger actor, shown in how some of my informants have 
not used it that much. It is still a source for reliable information which can be very important 
in a persons trans identity work. 

The library can also work to orient people toward subject positions, such as trans, that are 
usually placed out of reach in our society. In this way it can work as a ‘queer orientation’, as 
Ahmed (2006:107) discusses. Institutions have great power in society and the library has the 
power to let other voices be heard than are normally promoted in our society, opening up for 
people to explore a trans gender identity. 

Library inclusion of trans and non-binary users 
In ‘Libraries and the Trans Community’ Michael Waldman (2014) offers several suggestions 
for things that libraries can apply in order to be more inclusive toward trans users. I will di-
scuss the suggestions he makes in relation with the things my informants propose would make 
their experience with libraries better.  

The first thing that Waldman (2014:30) suggests libraries do is formulate clearly written 
out policies against discrimination and harassment. Informant 4 also brings this up as an im-
portant aspect, especially in order to bring some cohesion to how libraries work with this is-
sue. They suggest that today this type of work relies a lot on individual staff members taking 
it upon themselves to work on LGBTQ and trans inclusion in the organization. National poli-
cies would also be productive for making sure that libraries all over the nation work in a simi-
lar way with this, as now smaller town libraries might not adress the issue in a similar capaci-
ty to bigger city libraries, where issues like this might be more accepted or prevalent. Ho-
wever, as Informant 2 points out, trans people live in all types and sizes of towns and should 
have equal access to trans information and inclusion at their local libraries.  

The next suggestion that Waldman (2014:30) offers is educating staff on trans issues. I 
have already discussed this in relation to LGBTQ certification, but even libraries not interes-
ted in, or capable of pursuing an LGBTQ certification should still make sure to have their 
staff members educated in trans issues. This to avoid having staff treat trans users poorly 
simply based on a state of ignorance. A lot of issues facing trans people using libraries might 
be combated with the staff understanding this group of their patrons. My informants also di-
scuss this issue, and how they believe educating staff would be very helpful for them in their 
library experience. Informant 2 does, however, point out that it is important to remember that 
being educated in the issues facing a certain group in society is not the same as the experi-
ences gained from living as a member of this group, and cis gendered staff should therefore 
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not assume that they are in any way experts in this topic by simply being educated in this way. 
It is still important to listen to what their trans patrons explain about their experiences, and be 
open to continue learning by interacting with this group.  

 Further, Waldman (2014:31) discusses the importance of using gender neutral language 
in the information they send out. This is something that is easily applied and which goes a 
long way toward including trans and non-binary users in the library organization. It also sends 
a clear signal on where the library stands in this issue, and shows trans people that they are 
welcome and recognized by the library as an important group in society.  

A further way to establish this, that Waldman (2014:31) suggests, is to work with outre-
ach plans. Since trans people are not always welcome in society as a whole, this is a great way 
for libraries to show their support and promote trans rights.  

Waldman (2014: 32) also talks about making the gender category optional on library 
cards. Both making it easier to change gender and to opt out of it entirely, to include both bi-
nary trans people and non-binary people in this process. My informants discuss this being an 
uncomfortable issue for them, and something that might be difficult to ask for. Therefore it 
would be great if this is something that could be done individually, perhaps on the library’s 
website, so that users could chose this themselves without having to disclose their gender 
identity just in order to get a library card.  

Another big issue that Waldman (2014:32) talks about, and that I have already discussed, 
is gendered bathrooms. Waldman (2014:32) suggests that libraries should offer at least some 
options for gender neutral bathrooms, and if not have a plan on what to do if someone asks 
about it. As I said earlier I do not believe that this is a viable option. I also believe that librari-
es should only offer gender neutral bathrooms, as even having any gendered bathrooms sig-
nals a view of gender which is discriminating toward trans and non-binary people. All my in-
formants also agree that gendered bathrooms is an antiquated concept, and something that 
makes them feel very uncomfortable.  

Waldman (2014:33) also implies that other people in the library can work to make trans 
users feel unwelcome, by mistreating and harassing them. Library staff therefore need to be 
prepared for this and have plans on how to actively discourage this behaviour and protect and 
show support for their trans users. 

One of the most important things that libraries can do to include trans in their organiza-
tion is by providing an extensive and updated collection of books on information about trans 
issues and with trans representation. This is also something that Waldman (2014:33.4) discus-
ses, and promotes the idea that this information needs to be diverse, since not all trans people 
are the same or have the same information need. My informants definitely confirm this, and 
advocate a need for more books on trans topics. Waldman also promotes that this collection 
then need to be highlighted. By actively displaying that they have books on these topics libra-
ries can not only make it more available for the trans and cis people who are interested in the-
se topics, but also signal their support for the trans community. As can be gained from the in-
terviews with my informants, this promotion needs to still be done with individuals’ integrity 
in mind. By making things such as rainbow shelves or pride exhibits too visible, this risks ex-
posing LGBTQ people who approach these shelves, as well as defer people who are insecure 
in their identity from using them. Some of my informants suggests using lists of recommenda-
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tions instead of, or in conjunction with, promotions like these, that trans and other LGBTQ 
users can look over in privacy.  

The final suggestion that Waldman (2014:35) discusses is the idea of collaborating with 
local trans groups. This is a great way of including trans people in their organization. Relay-
ing on these types of organization can also be a way to ensure that trans outreach is done re-
spectfully, if the staff themselves are not as oriented with the concept. Collaborations with 
trans organizations can also be a way to put on activities for trans people and on trans topics, 
and a way to reach potential users who might not view the library as a viable option for their 
trans identity work.  

With all this said, it is important to point out that transphobia, societal exclusion, and ot-
her issues that plague trans people is a larger societal problem that can, and will, not be solved 
at the library. However, it can definitely start there, and the library as an institution standing 
up for trans rights would definitely be a part in beginning to solve or simply bring attention to 
this issue. If nothing else, the library can at least give trans people a space where they have a 
platform, feel seen and validated in their gender identity, or simply a space that they can feel 
safe visiting. I do not mean to say that libraries should solely focus on trans issues, there are a 
lot of societal minorities that libraries need to cater to and be mindful about. However, this is 
a vulnerable minority in society with a specific information need, and, which my study shows, 
does not always use the library to fill this need. It is also a group which is often discriminated 
agains because of misinformation or ignorance. Therefore, the library could work more acti-
vely to fill this information need, and at the same time educate society on what it means to be 
trans.  

Suggestions for further research 
As I have previously discussed, not a lot of research has been conducted on this topic, especi-
ally with a focus on Swedish conditions. Therefore, I believe there are a lot of interesting 
aspects that would benefit from being studied from an academic viewpoint. Since this study 
focuses solely on the experiences of trans library users, it would be interesting to see how li-
brary staff view this same issue. An interview study looking into how library staff actually 
work to include trans in their organization, and the value they place in catering to this user 
group would be great to read in relation to this study. On a similar topic it could be fruitful to 
look into libraries collections to see how much of their material focus on trans issues and/or 
feature trans characters. Since my informants expressed a need for this, but also seemed to 
feel like this was lacking in libraries, it would be interesting to see how this feeling relates to 
the actual collection of some libraries. This could perhaps also be compared to how much ma-
terial on trans topics is produced and published. In general, however it is eventually appro-
ached, this is a topic that needs to be examined deeper. 
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Appendix 1 

Intervjuguide   66

Trans, ickebinära, genderqueer biblioteksanvändare 

Introduktion 

!AIRPLANE MODE! 

Jag tänkte börja med att fråga om det är okej att jag spelar in? Sen har jag tänkt ta hjälp av en 
annan person för att genomför transkriberingen av dessa inspelningar, så jag vill också fråga 
om det är något du är bekväm med, eller om du föredrar att jag är den enda som får ta del av 
detta materialet?  

- - - 

Datum och tid. 

Syftet med denna undersökning är att utforska trans- och ickebinära personers upplevelse av 
att använda folkbibliotek i Sverige. Ditt bidrag är självklart viktigt då du kan ge en unik bild 
av hur situationen ser ut för just dig. Intervjumaterialet som blir av detta kommer användas 
som grund för min master-uppsats i biblioteks- och informationsvetenskap, och kommer där-
för också analyseras och diskuteras både individuellt, men också i jämförelse med andra per-
soners bidrag.  

Medverkandet i denna intervju är konfidentiellt, då endast jag kommer veta vem det är jag 
pratat med, och endast jag (och personen som hjälper mig transkribera) kommer att lyssna på 
det inspelade materialet. I själva uppsatsen kommer du som person att avidentifieras och det 
kommer inte vara möjligt att veta att det är dig det handlar om. Du kommer att få ett pseudo-
nym av mig men dina vala pronomen kommer förbli desamma.  

Medverkandet i intervjun är också helt frivilligt. Du kan när som helst välja att avsluta inter-
vjun och du behöver inte förklara för mig varför du väljer att avsluta. Du kan också välja att 
stå över att svara på specifika frågor, även detta utan att ge motivering till varför.  

 Since my interviews were conducted in Swedish, the interview guide and following identity survey was constructed in 66

Swedish as well. 
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Eftersom detta kommer resultera i en masteruppsats kommer denna att publiceras digitalt. Om 
du är intresserad kan jag självklart även skicka slutresultatet till dig.  

Efter du har fått den här informationen, samtycker du till den här intervjun?  

 
Teman och intervjufrågor 

Bibliotekserfarenhet 

• Vilken roll har biblioteket spelat i ditt liv i stort? 

• Vilken roll har biblioteket spelat i ditt liv när det kommer till transfrågor? 

• Med transfrågor menar jag vad som helst som rör en trans eller icke-binär könsidentitet, 
både sånt som kan röra dig själv som individ i form av medicinska frågor, personli-
ga historier från andra, skönlitteratur med transkaraktärer, men även trans på en 
samhällelig skala, som litteratur kring transpersoners historia, politisk aktivism eller 
liknande.  

• Visste du om att bibliotek kan hbtq-certifieras av RFSL?  

• “Fokus för hbtq-certifieringen är hbtq-personers livsvillkor, normer kopplade till kön 
och sexualitet, samt vad ett hbtq-kompetent bemötande innebär. Utbildningen berör 
alla diskrimineringsgrunder och undersöker hur flera olika normer samverkar. Ett 
historiskt perspektiv ges också över hur lagar och rättigheter förändrats över tid i 
Sverige.” — RFSL.se 

• Om ja, vet du om du någonsin varit på ett hbtq-certifierat bibliotek?  

- Om ja, hur upplevde du att det besöket var? 

- Uppfattade du att det skiljde sig på något sätt mot andra bibliotek du varit på som inte 
certifierats?  

• Om nej, kan du se över den här listan och notera om du besökt något av dessa? (Visa lista) 

• Om ja, kan du se över den här listan och notera om du besökt något av dessa? (Visa lista) 

• Vad tycker du om att bibliotek kan hbtq-certifieras? Ser du det som positivt, negativt, eller 
ingetdera?  

• Har du några tankar kring vad bibliotek skulle kunna betyda för andra transpersoner eller 
transrörelsen och/eller hbtq rörelsen i stort? 

Bibliotek och transinformation 

• Har du någonsin använt biblioteket för att söka information gällande transfrågor?  

- Om inte, har du vänt dig någon annan stans? 
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• Exempelvis, internet, familj och vänner, andra transpersoner i din närhet, online com-
munities, olika förbund, sociala media osv.  

- Varför skulle du säga att du inte gått till biblioteket? 

- Upplever du att informationen inte finns att finna där? 

- Är det en bekvämlighetsfråga? Ekonomisk fråga? Osv. 

- Har du någonsin känt att du skulle vara utsatt för någon form av risk om du gick till 
ett bibliotek för att söka information kring transfrågor? 

• Om ja, hur skulle du säga att det gick?  

- Hur uppfattade du att det var att söka efter tillgänglig information? 

- Vart sökte du? Bibliotekskatalog, internet, osv. 

- Trans som ämne är, i bibliotekssammanhang i alla fall, ganska smalt, och kan därför 
vara svårt att katalogisera mer precist, och kan istället klumpas ihop inom ämnet 
hbtq, är det något du har någon erfarenhet av eller några tankar kring?  

- Hur tyckte du det gick att hitta på hyllorna?  

- Har du någonsin upplevt att du blivit förvånad eller upprörd över vart på hyllan något 
stod, exempelvis på grund av vad för typ av information som stod i närheten?  

- Bad du personalen om hjälp, och i så fall hur upplevde du att du blev bemött?  

- Har du någonsin varit rädd för att utsättas för någon form av risk av att söka information 
kring transfrågor på ett bibliotek? 

• Om ja, har du också använt dig av andra informationskällor? 

- I så fall, vilka?  

- Till vilken utsträckning skulle du uppskatta att du använt biblioteket som informationskälla 
i jämförelse med andra källor? 

- Hur tror du att det kommer sig att fördelningen ser ut som den gör?  

• Hur material kring transfrågor och, hbtq-frågor mer generellt, katalogiseras och placeras på 
hyllorna är en ganska debatterad fråga inom biblioteksvetenskapen. Detta kanske möj-
ligtvis är lite väl biblioteksspecifikt men har du några tankar kring detta?  

- Hur har du själv upplevt att det varit att leta efter dessa ämnen på hyllorna?  

- Har du någonsin varit på ett bibliotek som har en regnbågshylla?  

- I så fall, vad tycker du om det? 

• Om nej, har du använt biblioteket för att söka om något annat än information kring transfrå-
gor? 

- I så fall, hur upplever du den situationen gick? 

- Bad du personalen om hjälp, och i så fall hur upplevde du att du blev bemött? 
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• Om ja, har du någonsin använt biblioteket för något annat än att söka efter information 
kring transfrågor? 

- I så fall, hur upplever du den situationen gick? 

- Bad du personalen om hjälp, och i så fall hur upplevde du att du blev bemött? 

• Forskning visar att transpersoner ofta vänder sig till internet och andra källor för att söka 
efter information kring transfrågor över biblioteket, vad skulle du tro att det kommer 
sig? 

Bibliotek bemötande 

• Har du någon erfarenhet av att som biblioteksanvändare blivit bemött av biblioteksperso-
nal? 

- I så fall, hur skulle du säga att du uppfattade det mötet? 

- Skulle du tro att bibliotekspersonalen tolkade dig som transperson? 

- I så fall, upplevde du att det påverkade hur de behandlade dig i bemötandet?  

- Har du någonsin upplevt att bibliotekspersonal saknat kunskap om transfrågor och att 
det på något sätt påverkat ditt biblioteksbesök? 

- Har du någonsin upplevt att bibliotekspersonal haft kunskap om transfrågor och att det 
på något sätt påverkat ditt biblioteksbesök? 

• Tror du att det kan vara fördelaktigt att bibliotekspersonal utbildas inom transfrågor och att 
det skulle kunna bidra till ett förändrat biblioteksbesök för dig och/eller andra transper-
soner?  

Biblioteket som plats 

• Hur upplever du biblioteket som plats?  

- Känner du dig som transperson/ickebinär/gender queer välkommen på biblioteket?  

- Bibliotek skiljer sig ju väldigt från varandra, har du något speciellt bibliotek du tänker på 
eller några speciella som du kan jämföra?  

• Toaletter är ju en speciell plats för många transpersoner, har du några specifika tankar kring 
toaletter på bibliotek?  

- Av de bibliotek du besökt, har de haft könsuppdelade toaletter, könsneutrala binära toalet-
ter, eller könsneutrala icke-binära toaletter? (Visa exempel på skyltning) 

- Vad tänker du om denna typ av skyltning? 

• Har du någonsin sett reklam för eller själv besökt någon aktivitet biblioteket hållit i som 
riktar sig specifikt mot transpersoner eller transfrågor?  
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- Exempelvis, författarbesök med en författare som identifierar sig som trans, en bokcirkel 
med trans-tema, boktips med böcker som rör transfrågor eller handlar om transperso-
ner, osv. 

• Är sådana aktiviteter något du skulle uppskatta och kunna tänka dig att besöka? 

- Varför/Varför inte?  

• Är det något kopplat till de här ämnena vi pratat om som du skulle vilja lägga till som du 
känner jag missat att fråga om? 
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Appendix 2 

Enkät identitet 
Vad heter du? (Räcker med förnamn)  
Svar: 

Hur gammal är du? 
Svar: 

Hur skulle du säga att du identifierar dig själv i termer av könsidentitet? 
Svar: 

Vilka pronomen använder du för dig själv?  
Svar: 

Hur skulle du beskriva ditt utseende i termer av stil och könspresentation? Ex. maskulint, fe-
minint, androgynt. 
Svar: 

Hur skulle du beskriva din klassbakgrund? 
Svar:  

Hur skulle du beskriva din etnicitet?  
Svar:  

Hur skulle du beskriva din sexualitet?  
Svar:  
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